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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In this edition changes have been ni.ade in Piirt I. on the

suggestion of teachers who have kindly pointed out difficulties

experienced by their pupils in using the original edition. The

exercises have been re-arranged and, in goner.al, divided into

two sections. Those marked (a) are intended for a first

reading, and are sulficient for candi(hites for Entrance to

the Faculties of Education, -while the sections marked (b)

are more suitable for candidates for honours and scholarships.

Demonstrations have been re-written, diagrams added,

and notes given suggesting constructions or proofs. Some
typical solutions illustrate methods to be used in maxima and

minima.

Tn many cases, e.(/., loci, the difficulties have been di-

minished. Certain exercises in the First Edition were stated

as problems. Under the given conditions the students were

asked to find the required solution. These exercises are here

changed to theorems. With the same data the conclusion is

stated and the proof only is to be discovered.

Tn both parts considerable additions suitable for honour

candidates have been made to the miscellaneous exercises.

Acknowledgments for valuable assistance received from

him are due to Mr. I. T. Norris, Mathematical jMastj-r of the

Ottawa Collegiate Institute, and to the teachers who have

given an encouraging approval of the book as well as assist-

ance in making it niore useful.

Ottawa, Feliruary, li)19.
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SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY

CHAPTER I

Theorems of Me-elaus and Ceva
1. Menelaus* Theorem r-lf a transversal cut the

sides, or the sides produced, of a triangle, the
product of one set of alternate segments taken in
circular order is equal to the product of the other set
(NoTE-7'J« tramversal must cut two sides and the thirdaide produced, or rut all three jn-odncej.)

B C D" B "C"

A transversal cuts tlie sides BC, CA, AB of the AABC in Uie points D. E. F respectively, then
AF . BD . CE = FB . DC . EA,

Draw AX, BY, CZ ± to tlio transversal.

From similar As:

—

AF ^ AX
FB by'

BD ^ BY
DC CZ'

and ^^ = -9?.
EA AX

By mnltiplicati<;n,

and
FB ^ DC ^ EA =

'

AF. BD. CE - FB. DC. EA.
(HmwMcAL NnTB.-Menelaus. a Greek, lived in Alexandria, Egjpt. about 98 A.D.)

^i
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2. Converse of Menelaus' Theorem :— If, in A abc
on two of the sides BC, CA, AB and on the third
produced, or if on all three produced, points D, E, F
respectively be taken so that AF . BD . CE= FB. DC. EA,
the points D, e, f are collinear.

Fia. 8.

Join EF, and produce EF to cut BC at G.

V FEG is a st. line,

.-. AF. BG . CE - FB. GO. EA. (§ 1)

But AF . BD . CE = FB . DC. EA. l)y !iyp<>( Ii.-sis.

BG GC
,

, dividiii<f,
BD ' DC

BG BD
or, by .'ilternatiou, ^_ _

•^
' GC DC

G coincitl.'s with D. (O.H.S. (ieonu-try, § 121.)

D, E, F are collinear.
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3. Ceva's Theorem: -If from the vertices of a
triangle concurrent straight lines be drawn to cut
the opposite sides, the product of one set of alternate
segments taken in circular order is equal to the
product of the other set.

(XoTK. -D, E ail i F miiHt U on. thu three siiku, ,,r on
one eile ami on tli". olhr,- tno prixlncfi'/.)

AO, BO, CO drawn houi the vortifs oi
cut BC, CA, AB, at D. E. F rospcctivcly, tl '•n

AF. BD. CE - FB. DC. EA.

FOC is [i ti-unsversal oi ABD,

AF . BC . DO = FB . CD . OA.

ABC

(^ 1.)

BOE is 11 ti'ai)svers;il of ADC,

.-. AO . DB. CE ^ OD , BC . EA.

By multiplication, and division V,v DO, OA and BC
AF . BD . CE - FB . DC . EA.

(Fc Jth proof of tliis theorem see

eometiy, § 122, Excrci^^es 12 and 14.)

(Historical Notb.—Giovanni Ceva, an Italian engineer, died in 1734 A.D.)

H.S.

I;
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4. Converse of Ceva's Theorem:— If, in A abc,
on the three sides Bc, CA, ab, or if on one of these
sides and on the other two produced, points D, e, f
respectively be taken so that af . bd . CE- Fa . DC . ea,
the hnes ad, be, cf are concurrent

DG

Fia. 7.

'C B

Draw BE, CF and let thorn cut at O. Join AO and
let it cut BC at G.

",• AG, BE, CF are concurrent,

.*. AF . BG . CE = FB . GC . EA,
(^§ 3.)

But AF. BD . CE FB . DC. EA. by hypothesis.

.-., dividing ^° = °^;c BD DC

I u i- BG BD
or, ly alteniiitiun, -^^ = -^^.

.'. G coincides with D.

.*. AD, BE, CF are concurrent.
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r). The perpendiculars from the vertices of a
triangle to the opposite sides are concurrent.

Fia. ».
Fi(i. la

In A ABC, (Inivv AX J. BC, BY J. CA, CZ ± AS.

To prove that AX. BY. CZ ur.) concurrent.

Similarly,

and

AZ
YA

BX
ZB

A^C
AZ
YA

BX
ZB
CY
XC

CY
XC

AYB.

CA
AB'

AB.
BC'
BC
CA-

CA
AB

AB
BC

BC
CA

AZ . BX . CY = ZB . XC . YA.

.-., by § 4, AX. BY, CZ are concurrent.

6. The point where the J.s from the vertices of a
A to the opposite sides intersect is called the ortho-
centre of the A. The A formed by joining the feet
of these is, X, Y. Z in Figures 9 or 10. is called ih«
orthocentric, or pedal, a.

'J -Bl
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"—Exercises

(")

uinuuiis oj (I /. iirc coiH-urrent.

2. Ta
. ,

ABC. tlu, l,i.octor. „f tl.. L. a. B. O o-.t BC.
CA, AB at D. E. F ro.s,.„ctiv(.Iy. S|,„vv tl„a AF -.

''"*.'

2062
''«^''''^''' '^''' ^' ^'- AF.Bd'IcL
2 ft 7*

3 Sliow, frudi the converse i>f ('..v..\, 'I'l

bisectors ,.f tlu, ^s of a '-.
"'"' ""' ^'"'

tin. i-s or a ^ are concurrt'iit.

of tl.o ..x,.-n.r /s at, B. C ... BC. CA. AB at D. E. F
rcspoctivclj-. S! .,v.- tlijit AF :=

*'"'

TeJwV
"• '" " ^" -"^'«AF.BO.CE =

of the exter.or L. nt the other two veruV-cs are concuu-.t
C. T„

^ ABC. AX. BY. CZ (I.n ±s to BC, CA ABintersect at O. SI.ou- tliut :-

(") ret. AG
. OX = rect. BO . QY . rect. CO . OZ •

(/>) r.-.t. AB
. AZ -= rect. AO . AX . rect. AC . AY;'

OxlxK^.^
"""' "" ^^''•^""^•''•^'''••^'' <^^^''-ele of /. ABC at K.

('0 /AYZ = ZB- ZAOZ;
(") .'.s AYZ, BZX, CXY. ABC are .sin.uar

:

C/) AX. BY. CZ l.isect the is of tlie po.lul ,, XYZ •

. „ or xMuch the other tuiee points are the vertices;
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EXEUCIsliS

(") >' " /i LMN lin foriiK'il liy drnwin^ thrnu^'li A, B, C
linrs MN, NL, LM ,: BC, CA, AB ri'spectivfly, o is the
ciicuuiNcril)orl centre of ,, LMN;

(i) if S ho tlio centre of the circiini.« MmhI circle of A
ABC, AS, BS. CS am rcspoctively J. YZ, ZX, XY tlio sidoH
of the orthocentric A.

•
T'l A ABC, tlio inscrihod cirdo tnudios BC, CA AB

.It D, E, F »<!si,cctivcly, uiid a = the seiui-ptjnmcter. 8how
tliiit AF = » " a.

Tf a -^ 43, 6 = :n, c 2C, hIiow tliut AF. BO.CE -= 3192.

8. Tlie St, lines joii.insf tho vorticos of a A to the poin
of contdct of tlie oi)j.o.site sides \Nith tlio inscriht-i' ^

are concurrent.

9. In A ABC, an oscrih<'d circle touches BC at D and
AB, AC, i.roduced at F, E respectively. Show that FB =
s ~ c.

If «- 40, b = 30, c = 50, show that AF . BD . CE= 18000.

10. Tlie St. linea joining tho vertices of a A to the
iH.ints of contact of the opposite sides with any one of the
esciiljed circles are concurrent.

11. O is a point vithin the Z, ABC and AC, BO, CO
prmluced cnt BC, CA, AB at D. E, F respectively. The
circle through D, E, F cuts BC, CA, AB again at P, Q, R.
Show that AP, BQ, CR are concurrent.

m

(0

12. The hisrctors of Z-s B, C of A ABC cut CA, AB at
E, F respectively. FE, BC pioduced meet at D. Prove
that AD bi^sects the erterior Z at A.

13. The points where the bi.sectors of the exterior Z-s at
A, B, C of z^, ABC meet BC, CA, AB respectively are
coUinear.
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14. AB, CD, EF are three
||

st. lines. AC, BD meet ab

N; CE, DF at L; EA, FB at M. Prove that L, M, N are

coUinear.

15. (a) If two Z\3 are so situated that the st. lines

joining their vertices in pairs are concurrent, the inter-

.sections of pairs of corresponding sides are collinear.

—

Bcmryues' Theorem.

(Note.—ABC, ahe the two As; A'», B6, Cc meeting at OJ

BC, be at L; CA, ere at M ; AB, ab at N. Using the As

OBC, OCA, GAB and tlie respective transversals 6cL, acM,

«6N prove that AN . BL . CM = NB . LC . MA.)

ib) State and prove the converse of (a).

(Note.—BC, be moet at L;

CA, ca at M ; AB, ab at N
and L, M, N are collinear.

Produce Aa, Bi to meet at

O. To show that Cc passes

through O. A(tM, B/'U

are As having AB, ab, ML
concurrent at N ; corres-

ponding sides rtM, iL meet

at c; MA, LB at C; An,

B6 at O. .". , by {a), c,

C, O are collinear, i.e., A't,

B?>, Cc are concurrent.)

(Ilimiiiui Ai, Notk:—Oirard Desarifuea (1593-1C02) \v:isaM arcliitccl. ami eii){iiici.r of
L,\uii8, Franco.)

IG. The inscribed circle of A ABC touches the sides

BC, CA, AB at D, E, F re.spectively; EF, FD, DE, prmlueed

meet BC, CA, AB respectively at L, M, N. Sliuw that

L, M, N are collinear.

(NoTK.— Use F.v. 8 and Ex. 15 {,i).)
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17. Tangents to tlie circunicirclo at A, B, C, iiu-cL BC,
CA, AB respectively in coUinear points.

(Note—Use Ex. 8 and Ex. 15 (a).)

18. Given the base and vertical Z. of a /., find tho locus

of its ortliucentre.

19. If the base BC and vertical L A of a A ABC be
given, and the base bo trisected at D, E, the locus of the
ccntroid is an arc containing an L eciual to L A, and
having DE as its chord.

20. ABC is a A, XYZ its pedal A. Show tliat the
respective intersections of BO, CA, AB with YZ, ZX, XY
are colliuear.

21. Where is tlie orthocentre of a rt.-Ld i\ ?

22. If one escribed circle of A ABC touch AC at F and
BA produced at G, and another escribed circle tt)uch AB
at H and CA produced at K, FH, KG produced cut BC
produced ia points equidistant from the middle point of BC.

(Note.—Use §1, taking the two transversals FH, KG of

A ABC and multiplying the results.)

23. If O is the orthocentre, S the circumcentro and i

the centre of the inscribed circle of A ABC, piovo that

IA bisects L GAS.

•J

I
i
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8. The distance from each vertex of a triangle

to the orthocentre is twice the perpendicular from

the circumcentre to the side opposite that vertex.

O is tlio ortlioceiitrc, S tlic

circMiinc'cntre of A ABC; SD
i.s ± BC.

To sliow that AO ^ twice

SD.

l^niw tlio (lliiiiicter CSE,

join BE, EA.

Z.S EBC, EAU beini; ^s in

Fii. I-:. seuiieircles are rt. ^s.

.-. EB , AO ami EA 1
BY.

.-. EAOB is a Hgiu, and EB ^ AO.

But •. S, D are in'uWIe p(jints of EC, BC,

.-. EB = twice SD,

and .-. AO = twice SD.

9, ABC is a A liaviiinj AX ±
BC, AD a median, O tlie oi'llio-

centre, and S the cireuinsci'ibod

centre. Show that OS cuts AD

at tlie centroid G. (Use § 8.)

Show alrfo that G is a point

of trisection in SO.

A "general enunciation of tliese

results niMybe given as follows:

—

The Orthocentre, Centroid, and the centre of the

Circumscribed Circle of a A are in the same st.

line, and the Centroid is a point of trisection in the

St. line joining the other two.
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-t

ThK NiNE-1'oINT ihWA.K

10. The three middle points of the sides of a

triangle, the three projections of the vertices on the

opposite sides, and the three middle points of the

straight lines joining the vertices to the orthocentre

are all concyclic.

A

Fio. 11.

Let ABC ]>(i a ^., AX, BY, CZ the ±s from A, B, C

to BC, CA, AB ro^; tixi'ly, O thrs ortliocentrc, L, M, N

the middle points of AO, BO, CO rfsjiroti\f!y, D, E, F

the middle points ol' BC, CA, AB respectively.

It is required to show that tlie nine points, X, Y, Z,

L, M, N, D, E, F are concyclic.

Find S, tlie circuniccntre. Dr -"V SO, SD, SA. P.i-ecl

SO at K. J)! aw KL.

V K, L an- the mi<ldle point-^. of SO, OA

;

.-. KL = lialf of SA;

and .'. tlie circle described with centre K and radiu?

equal to lialf tiiat of the circunieircle passes tiiroucjh L.

I*

'

t'i'
'

i rsa mM
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Similarly tliis circle passes through M and N.

Draw DK.

j
SD.. LO, (§8)

III AH SKD, OKL SK - KO,
lz.DSK= Z.KOL, (SDllLO);

.-. DK - KL and LSKO - ZOKL.

DK^KL; the circle with cciitn^ K aiwl rai. us

KL passes through D.

.Similarly this circle passes through E and F.

LSKD ---- Z.OKL, and SKO is a st. line;

LKD is a st. line

.-. K is the middle point oE the liypotermse of the

rt.-Zd/\ LDK;

/. the circle with centre K and radius KL passes

through X,

Similarly this circle passes through Y and Z.

:. the nine points L, M, N, D, E, F, X, Y, Z are

concyclic.

Qar. i.—The centre of the N.-R circle is the middle

point of the line joining the circumcentre to the ortho-

centre.

Cor. ,? .-—The diameter of the N. -P. circle is .ipi.-d to

the railius of tin- ciicunicircle.
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Simpson's line 13

Simpson's Line

11. If any point is taken on the circumference of

the circumscribed circle of a triangle, the projections

of this point on the three sides of the triangle are

collinear.

Let P 1)0 any point on the

circle ABC, X, Y, Z, tli3 pro-

jeclious of P on BC, CA, AB
respectively.

It is rerjuired to show that

X, Y, Z ai-e in the same st.

line.

Join ZY, YX, PC, PA.

Z PYC -= L PXC, .-. P, Y,

X, C, are concyclic, and L
XYC - L XPC.

Z AZP+ Z AYP = 2rt. Zs,
,

and Z AYZ = Z APZ.

APCB is a cyclic quadrilateral,

.-. Z /^DC4- Z B = 2 rt. Zs.

Ill (|nai' -ilateral BZPX,

Zs 8ZP, BXP arert. ^d,

. Z ZPX4- Z B = 2 rt. ^fK.

T^T..,,co ^ ZPX = Z APC, and as tho part APX is

comiiiuii t() these Zs,

L APZ - L XPC.

.-. Z AYZ - L XYC, and

L XYC + Z CYZ L AYZ + CYZ r. 2 rt. A^ \

:. XY and YZ are in tlie same «t. line.

(lIisTORicA., NoTR -Robert Simpson (1687-1768) was Professor of Mathematics in
the University of Ulasgow.)

A,

FlQ. 15.

^ P, Y are concyclic.

.. rfl

^

Ji
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12.—Exercises

(«)

1. P .he orthocentre of A DEF, and the ||gra EPFG
is coraploted. Show that DG is a diameter of the circle

circuuiscribing DEF.

2. ABC is a A; L, M, N the centres of its escribed

circles. Show tliat tlie circle circumserihed aluiub ABC is

the N.-P. circle of A LMN.

3. In A ABC, I is the centre of the inscrihed circle,

L, M, N the centres of the esciihed circles. Prove that the
circumcircle of A ABC bisects IL and LM.

4. O is the orthocentre of A ABC. Prove tliat As OBOt
ABC have the same K.-P. circle.

5. Given the base and vertical I of a A, show that the
locus of the centre of its N.-P. circle is a circle having its

centre at the middle point of the base.

(Note.—Using Cor. 2 of § 10 show that the distance of

K from the fixed point D is constant.)

6. If the projections of a point on the sides of a A are
coUinear, the point is on the circuniciicle of the A.

7. The three circles which go through two vertices of a
A and its orthocentre are each equal to the circle circum-
scribed al)out the A.

8. The ± from the middle point of a side of a
the opposite side of the pedal A bisects ihub side.

9. Construct a .\ given a vertex, the circumcirc](>

the orthocentre.

(Note.— Describe the circumcircle and produce AG to
cut it in K, where .^ is the given vertex and O is tlie oitlio-

centre. Draw the rt. bi.seotor of OK meeting the circle

in B, C. See § 7, Ex. 6 (c).)

\ on

and
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on

10. DEF is a A and O is its ortliocenire. About DOF
a circle is desciilH'cl and EO is produced to nipf;t the

cirumfurence at P. Sliow tli.it DF bisects EP.

11. I is tlio coritro of the inscribed circle of A ABC, and
Al, Bl, CI aie produced to nicet the circumcircle at L, M, N.

Prove that I is the orthocentre of A LMN.

12. I is the centre of the inscribed circle of A ABC, and
the circumcircle of A IBC cuts AB at D. Prove that

AD = AC.

13. In A ABC, the ±s from A, B to the opposites sides

meet the circumcircle at D, E. Show that arc CD = aro CE.

14. XYZ is the podal A of A ABC. Prove that A, B, C
arc the centres of the escribed circles of A XYZ.

!•"). X, Y, Z are the projections of A, B, C on BO, CA,
AB. Ti-ovf' that

(() YZ. ZX = AZ. ZB;

(/ ) YZ . ZX . XY = AZ . BX . CY.

16. Given the base' and vertical L of a J., lo find the

loci of the centres of the escribed circles. Let BC be the

])a.se and BDC a segment of a circle containing I. BDC =
the given vertical L. Draw the rt. bisector of BC ci ting

the circle BDC at D, E. Prove the loci are arcs on the

chord BC and having their centres at D, E.

17. Construct a A having given the base, tiie vertical Z

and the radius of an escribed circle. (Two cases.)

(Note.—Construct the loci as in Ex. IG. In one case, on
the arc with centre E, find the point Ij such that its dis-

tanca from BC equala the given radius. Draw i,E and
produce to cut the arc BDC at A. ABC is the required A-

g
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In tho other case on the arc with centre D find the

point !„ such that its distanco from RC eijuals tlie given

nuhus. Draw I.^D cutting the arc faDC at A'. A'BC is

tho required A.)

18. O is the orlliocentre of A ABC, and D, E, F are the

circiuncentres of ^s BOC, COA, AOB. Sliow tliat

(a) A DEFi^A ABC;

{!>) The orthocentre of each of the As ABC, DEF ia

the circuincentre of the otlier
;

(c) The two As have the same N.-P. circle.

(Note.—Tho rt. bisectors of AG, BO, CO form the
sides of A DEF. Lt>t L be the middle point of AO. J.s

from D, E on BC, CA respectively meet at S tlie circum-
centre of A ABC. DS bisects BC at G. Prove L LEO =
L OCA = L GCS and comparing Z.s OLE, GSC, using§8,
show LE = GC. Similarly LF = BG, so that FE = BC, etc.)

19. Find a point such that its projections on tho four
sides of a ,t,'ivcn quadrilateral are collinear.

Fi(). 10.

(NoTK.—ABCD the yiven quadrilatcr.il
; produce the

opposite sides to nioet at E, F. De.ciil.e circles about
As EBC, FCD meeting again at P. P is the required point.
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20. In tl.o A ABC, tli.. ± ft-,,,,, a to BC is prclurod to

cub tlio ciro.miciivlo at P. Pk.vo tliat Uie Simpson's Line
of P is

II
tu the tangent to the circunicircle at A.

21. P is any point on the circumcircle of .\ ABC. Tlio

J.S from P to the sides of 'lo A meet the circle at D, E, F.

Prove that Za DEFIEA A C.

22. P is any point on the oiicumcircle of a £, ABC of

which O is tiie ortliocentre and X the projection of A on
BC; AX pnxUiced cuts the circunicircle at D anil PD cuts

BC at E. Prove that tlio Simpson's liine of P Insects PE,
is

II
OE, and bisects OP.

(Note.—ML cuts PE at F.

Draw PC.

^ FPL = Z FDA = Z PCA =
Z PLF;

.-. FL = FP. Then F is the

middle point of the hypotenuse

of the rt.-Zd A PLE.

.*. Simpson's Line bisects PE.

V ZFLP ZXDE; .-. Z FLE
= Z XED. But Z OEX- L XED
(See § 7, Ex. G (r).

.*. L OEX = Z FLE, and LM ,| OE.

In A POE, LM
ii OE an.l bisects PE; .'. LM bisects PO.)

Give a general statement, of the last of the three results
in Ex. 22.

Fio. 17.

i I!

1
'

I
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AUKAS OK liK( TAXdi.ES

1 3. If from the vertex of a triangle a ^ ti aight line

is drawn perpendicular to the base, (he rectangle

contained by the sides cf the triangle is equal to

the rectangle contained by the perpendicular and
the diameter of the circumcircle of the triangle.

AX J. BC ami AD is a diame-

ter of tliocircuiiicircle of A ABC.

To pi'DVo tliat

net. AB . AC r, roct. AX . AD.

Join DC.

V Z AXB = I ACD,

Fio. IS.

aii«l /. ABX

.-. A AXB
AB
AD

AX . AD.

Z ADC.

A ACD.

AX
AC"

.'. iL'Ct. ^B . AC = rect.

1 1. If the vertical angie of a triangle is bisected

by a straight line which also cuts the base, the

rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle is

equal to the rectangle contained by the segments

of the base together with

the square on the straight

line which bisects the angle.

ABC is a A and AD tlu"

bisector of Z. A.

Tt is rcquirtMl to show b^

that the reel. AB . AC = rect.

BD . DC + AD-.

Circuiiiscribe a ca'cle about

the A ABC. Produce AD to

cut the circumference at E. Join EC.
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In Z s BAD, EAC /BAD Z EAC. Z ABD A EC.
Z ADB = Z ACE

hencu

aii< 1 tl / s uro .similar;

BA ^ EA
AD AC'

Jiiid .•. Ba . AC = AD . EA.

But AD . EA = AD (AD + DE)

= AD' + AD. DE
= AD'+BD.DC.

.*. rect. BA . AC ^ roct. BD . DC + AD'.

1">. Ptolemy's Theorem : -The rectangle contained

by the diagonals of a quadrilateral inscribed in a

circle is equal to the sum of the rectangles contained

by its opposite sides.

77/1 As' thfiornn, is a pnrllcnhir aine

of that of^ Hi.

ABCD is u <iuiulril;il('r;il in-

scrihed in a circle.

To provo that

AC . BD := AB . CD + BC . AD.

Mfiku Z BAE = Z CAD, and
produce AE to cut BD jit E. Fio. no.

A ABE
I

ACD,
AB ^ BE
AC CD'

AB . CD = AC . BE.

A ADE 11 Z^ ABC,
AD _ DE
AC BC'

AD . BC = AC . DE.

.-. AB . CD + AD . BC = AC . BE + AC . DE
= AC (BE + ED)
= AC. BD.

vIlisTiiKH Ai. NiiTK. - I'toli'iiiy, a native of Et,'\i>l, llouri-hud in Alfxanilri* in
IW A.D.)
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16. Tliu «um of tlio rt'ct)mj,'lt'H contaiiietl ]>y tlio

opposite siilf^ of a (juadrilatcml i.s not lesH thiiu tlio

rcctJinj,'lo cum.uiied by tlio diaj^oiml.s,

ABCO i.s ji (|Uiulriliitoral,

AC, BD its (iJH'foiuil.s.

Il<'iluiiT<l to show tliat

AB . DC + AD . BC is not

less tli.iii AC . BD.

'Miilm Z BAE = Z CAD
niwl Z ADE = L ACB.
Join EB.

Fio. 21. As BAG, EAD iiio siniilur,

BA ^ CA
AE AD

iiiid L BAE L CAD,

.'. /.s BAE, CAD arc also similar.

From llx! similitr Z.s BAE, CAD
AB ^ AC
BE CD

From tlie similar As BAC, EAD,

BC _ ED
AC " AD

Con.se. lueiitly AB . CD + BC . AD - AC (BE + ED);

but BE + ED is not < BD

;

AB . CD + BC . AD is not AC . BD.

and .•. AB . CD AC . BE.

BC . AD = AC ED.
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17—Exercises

(«)

1. If tho exterior vorfi.al l A of /^ ABC l.o l.i.rctcl l.y

a lino which cuts BC pn»ducc<I at D, rci i. AB AC rect
BD . CD AD».

(NoTK.~Draw tho circio

ACB. PnHluce DA to cut

th«! circurnfoiencn at E. Diaw
EC. Prove A BAD

; :\ EAC,

ami that .'. ^^ - ^^ Tlu-ii

BA . AC ^ AD . EA - AD
(ED - AD) = AD . ED AD=
= BD . CD - AD'.)

2. Draw A ABC having a
mm. Bisect tho interior and exterior Zs at A and produce
the bisectors to meet BC and BC pHviuccd at D and E.

Pleasure AD, AE; and chock your results by calculation.

3. If tlie internal and external bisectors of Z A of A ABC
meet aC at L, M respectively, provo

LM' = BM . MC - BL . LC.

4. If R is tho radius of the circunicirclo and /\ tho area
of A ABC, prove that

Km. 22.

81 mm., h 60 niui., c = 30

R =
a he.

4 A
If tho sides of a A are 39, 42, 45, show that R = 24§.

5. P is any point on tho circumcirclo of an ecjiiilateral

A ABC. Slu.w that, of tho three di.stances PA, PB, PC,
one is the sum cf the otlier two.

m

{b)

6. From any point P on a circle ±g are drawn to the
four .sides and to tho diagonals of an in.scnl)e<i quarlrilateral.
Prove that the reel, contained by the ±s on either pair of
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opposite sides is equal to the rect. contained ]>y tlio ±h on
the diagonals.

7. With given base and vertical Z construct a .', having
the rect. contained by its .sides equal to tlio scjuaro on a
given St. line.

8. A, B, C, D are given points on a circle. Find a point
P on the circle such that PA . PC = PB . PD.

9. AB i.s the chord of cont.ict of tangents drawn from a
point P to a circle. PCD cuts the circle at C, D. Trove
that AB . CD == 2 AC . BD.

10. I is the centre of the inscribed circle of A ABC. Al
produced meets the circunicirclc at K. Prove Al. IK = 2Rr.

(Note.—Draw the diameter KE of

circle ABC and the radius IN of the

inscribed circle. Draw BE, BK, Bl.

Show that A BEK li /\ NAI, and
,, . Al _ KE

or, Al . KB = 2Rr.

Show that KB = Kl, and that ,*.

Al . IK = 2Rr.)

Tfc^nce, using Ex. 6, Page 250,

O.H.H. Geometry, show that, if S V)e the circumcentre of

A ABC, Sl= - R2 - 2Rr.

11. I, is the centre of tlie escril)ed circle opposite to A
in A ABC. Al, cuts tiic circumcircle ABC at K. Prove

Al, . I,K = 2R/V

ITenoo show that, if S be tli(! circumcentre of /, ABC,
Sli^ - R- + 2R*-,.
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Radical Axis

18. The locus of the points from which tangents
(i;vi"ri 'o two circles are eciual to each other is called
the niiical axis of the two circles.

iO. if two circles cut each other, their common
chord produced is the radical axis.

[Proof Jpfl for '! pupil.]

Fio. 24.

20. The locus of a point P
such that the difference of the
s(iuares of its distances from
two h'.xed points A, B m
constant is a st. line perpen-
dicular to AB.

Fio. 25.

FroTH P draw PM j. AB. Let AB := a, AM
PA^ - PB- = /,-, where <t and k are constants.

AM- 4- MP»=: PA'^

MB-'-f MP^ = PB»

.-. AM^ - MB' = PA* - PB" = k.

or x" - ((t - j-y = k.

(f' + k

X and

and x =
2a

iii
;f

I
f

l!

iV

m
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Hence AM is constant and M is a fixed point.

.-. the locus of P is a st. lino J. AB drawn throuo-h

the fixed point M.

21. A, B are the centres of two circles of radii

R, r respectively.

To prove that the radical axis of the circles is a
St. line ± AB and cutting it at a point M such that

AM^ - MB^ = R2 - r\

(ll;r,

Fio 26.

Let P be any point ou the radical axis, and
PM JL AB.

Draw the tangents PC, PD to the circles, and join

PA, PB, AC, BD.
PA= = PC^ + R»,

PB'^ PD^-f r^,

and, since P is on the radical axis, PC = PD;

.-. PA^ - PB^ = W - r\ a constant.

.-. , by § 20, tlie locus of P is a st. line ± AB.

Also PA' = AM^+PM^;
PB^ = MB=4-PM';

/. PA' - PB2 = AM= - MB';

and .'. the radical axis cuts AB at the fixed point M,

such that AM' ~ MB2 R2
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22. To draw the radical axis of two non-inter-
secting circles.

First JfcChud

Pio. 27.

le (,'iven

Let A. B 1)0 the cviitr.-s (,i:' tliu circles.

Describe a circle with centre O cuttin<r t

circles at C. D and E. F. Dr.nv CD, EF and pro.'luce
them to meet at P. Draw PM ± AB. Dr.iw tan<rents
PG, PH to the circles.

.Show that PM is the recjuired radical axis.

1 ^ *

^MMM
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Second Methud

Flu.

Lt't A, B Im; tliL; Cfuti'fs of ilic l\vu circles.

Join AB. Tlirou<;h B dr;i\v BC ± AB cultin«; the

circit) willi coiitre B at C, and cub oif BD eijual to

the radius of the other circle.

With centre A and radius aD describe an arc, and
with centre B and ladius AC describe another arc

cutting' tlie first at E. Draw EM ± AB.

BM- ^ BE^ - EM^ = AB- -}- BC^ EM'.

MA^ == AE- - EM= - AB- -f BD= EM\

.-. BM' - MA» = BC^ - BD-.

;. , by ^ 21, EM is the radical axis.

m
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2'5.- Exercises

27

1. Draw two circles, r.idii 1 incli and 2 inches, witli

tlieir centres 4 inelies apart. Find a point whose tangents
to the two circles ,re eacli U inches in length.

2. The radical axis of two circles bisects their common
tangents.

3. Find tlie radical axis of cwo circles which tonch each
other, internally or extern My.

4. Prove that the radical axes of any three circles taker
two and two together meet in a point.

Note. —This point is called the radical centre <.f the
tin CO circles.

5. O is a fixed point outside a given circle. P is any
point .such th.it, the tangent fiom P to the given circle -=

PO. Sliuw that the locus of P is a st. line ± to tiie line

joining O to the centre of the circle.

G. C is a point on the circumference of a circle with
centre A. Join AC and d'aw CB X CA. With centre B
and radius BC describe a circle.

(a) Tlie tangeiTts to the circles at a common point

are J. to each other.

(//) The square on the line joining the centres of the

circles equals the sum of the squares on their radii.

Definition— Circles which cut each other so that the

tangents at a counnon point ai'e at right angles to each
other ari said to be orthogonal-

7. Tf O be the orthoccntre of /\ ABC, the circles described

on AB and CO as diameters are orthotronal.

8. If circles are described on tho three sides of a A as

diauK'ters, their radical centre is the orthocentre of the A.

( < «
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9. Tlin.u-,')! two !,'ivc.i pcin!.: A iui.l B tir.iw any iuiiiil.fr

of circirs, Wiiat is tlio It.v-ii.s of t'lcir centre's] Show tliat,

any two of tliis systiMu of ciiolos have tho same st. lino for
radical axis.

Definition—A system of c-i- -les that have the ...ime

radical axis are said to ho coaxial.

10. To draw a system of circles coaxial witli two given
non-intersecting circles.

Let A, B he the centres of tiio given circles. Draw their
radical axis PO cutting AB at O. From O draw a tangent
OE to either circle. Willi centre O and radius OE describe
a circle cutting AB at C, D. On the circle CDE take any
ponit F and at F draw a tangent to the circle CED cutting
AB at G, Wiih centre G and radius GF describe a circle.

Prove that this circle is coaxial with the given circles.

By taking ditFerent positions of F on tho circle CED any
number of circles may be drawn coaxial with the given
circles.

Flo. -19.

Definition.-Xo circle of the coaxial system has its centre
Ijetween C and D, and conseeiuenily the.e points are called
the limiting points of the svstem.
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11. J II Fi- L".», .sliuw Lli;it, :—

(o) Tlic circle CED cms cm-h circle of tlits oaxial
systt .11 orllrogon.-illy

;

(i) Any circle with centre in PO and passiii.,' tlirf)Uf,'li

C, D cuts any ciicio of tlio coaxial sy.stenj ort.lio-

gonaily

(/>)

12. If from any point P tangents be drawn to two circles,

the diil'i-rence hi'twccii their siniares e(iiial.s twice the rect-

angle contained hy the ± fr.,ni P on the radical axis of
the two circles and the distance between their centres.

13. The difference of tlie squares of the tangents drawn
from a point to two fixed circles is constant. .Shr)w thai
tiio locus of the point is a st. line ± to the line of centres
of the circles.

U. The tangent drawn from a limiting pcjint to any
circle of a coaxial system is Ijisected by the radical axis.

15. Show that the locus of he centre of a circle, the
tiingents to which from two g^ ,n points are respectively
equal to two given st. lines, is the radical axis of the circles

having the given points as centres and radii respectively
equal to the two given st. hues,

16. "With a given radius describe a circle to cut two
given circles orthogonally.

17. XYZ is the pedal A of .1, ABC; YZ, BC meet in L;
ZX, CA meet in M ; XY, AB meet in N. Show that L, M, N,
are on the radical axis of the circumscribed and N.-P.
circles of A ABC.

(XoTK.— As MAZ, MXC are easily shown to be similar.)

18. describe a circle to cut three given circles orthogonally.

(Note.—Use Ex. 4 and Ex. 11 (/.).)

il

'|}=

i;>

% I
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Mkdiai. Skction

24. When a .strai<rlit H.k: is divided into two ptirts
such that tlie square oa one part is eijual to the

'".::.., roctariirle contained b^- tlie

"*\*-v.^ ^'iven straight line and the

\ \ other part, the strai<,^ht line

\ \ 's said to be divided in

medial section.

25. To divide a given
straight line internally in
medial section.

Let AB be the criven st.

line.

Draw AC j. AB and = AB.
Bisect AC at D. With centre

D and radius DB describe an
arc cuttin;>r CA produced at E. Witli centre A and
radius AE describe an arc cutting AB at F.

Then AB is divided in medial section at F.

DAM- AB= - DB^

- DE-

- DA^ + 2DA. AE + AE^

= DA2+ AB. AF + AF=;

V 2 DA -: AC == AB and AE - AF.

.-. AF2 = AB2 - AB . AF.

-AB (AB - AF)

= AB . BF.

.SO

Flo. 30.
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26. To divide a given straight line externally in
medial section.

Let AB b(j tliti given st. line.

A

D

C

Fio. 31.

Draw AC ± AB and =. AB. Bisect AC at D. With
centre D a.ul radius DB describe an arc cutting AC
I.r.Khiced through C at E. With centre A and radius
AE describe an arc cutting BA pro.hiced throucrh
A at F.

*=

Then AB is divided externally at F .sucli tint
AF^ AB . BF.

DA f AB^ = DB'

= DE» = (AE - AD)^

= AE»- 2 AE. AD + AD^

= AF^ - AF . AB 4- AD^

AF2 = AB= + AF . AB
= AB (AB + AF)

= AB . BF.

-ftv

". 1.1

I
1

mk
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G E

F
A

D :H

27. - Exercises

1. If a St. lino AB 1k> divided iit F so that APaAB.BF,
show that AB : AF ^ AF : BF.

Give a general statement of this result.

2. AB is divided internally at F auch that AF' = AB . BF.

Show that AF > FB.

3. AB is divided in medial section at

F. On AB, AF scjuares ABCD, AFEG
are described as in Fig. 32. EF is pro-

duced to meet DC in H. Show that

B the rectangle DE = the stiuaro DB.

4. In Fig. 32 join GB, DF, pro-

duce DF to meet GB, and show that

DF X GB.

5. A given st. line AB is to lie

divided in medial section. Let F ho

the point of .section, a the length of

AB, X the length of AF.

Tiien, by tlic definition of medial section, .••- — a (a-x)

or, .'
' + a.i^ - a~ = 0.

- a -h n \ 5
Solving this quadratic equation, .»• = •

Show that the construction in .^ 25 is suggested hy the root

- a -\- a \
. ^^^j ^j^^ construction in § 26 by the root

- a - a y/S

2

6. Divide a st. line 4 inches in length in medial sec'i .

Measure the lengtli of each part, and test the results by

calculation.

7. The difference of the squares on the parts of a st. line

divided ill luudial section cquaLs the I'octangle enntaiih-d hy

the parts.

Fm. 32.
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0.

8. If A8 »M' (livi.lol ;it c <.. Ill, I AC' AB . BC, kIiow
that AB' + BC- .') AC.

y. If tli.( .sides of a rt.-Z(l /, uro in rontinucd inciKirtion,
iJie ± from tli.i rt. ^ divides tlie liyiM>U!iiiiHO in luidiul

section.

10. Describe u rl.-/d ,\ wlio.se Hide.s .ire in geometrical
progression.

'•< To describe an isosceles triangle having each
of the angles at thv« base double the vertical angle.

Druw a ,st. line AB and (livid., it at H so tliai

AH^^AB.BH.
(^25.)

Doscrilje arcs with contrcs A, B and radii AB, AH
respecfcivoly, and lot thuiii cut at C.

Join AC, BC.

ABC is the reiiuired A.

Joi.'i HC.

Z B i.s comnum to tlie As ABC, CBH,
and .since

AB AH AB _ BC
AH BH' •*• BC ~ BH'

B C
I'm. J3.

A the.se z's are similar and / BCH / a.

A • AC AB AH
^^'^•" BC = AH=HB'

.'. CH bisects z ACB.

.*. ^ ACB = twice Z BCH = twice Z A

;

and also z abc = twice Z A.

II'

riiiirie
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1. Kxpn.ss th,. ^H „f tl„. ,\ ABC (Fi- .Tl) i„ de-reos.

2. Construct Zh uf :ir,\ 18°, 9", C°, 3".

3. Shosv tl,at, AHC (Vv^. 33) is an isoscole.s A having tho
voitirj.l Z tlireo times each of I'.o haso Zs.

4. Show that each ^ of a regular ponta^m is 108'; •-,:(!

that, if a r.-i;nlar pcnta-on is inscrilH-d iu a <-irole,'oai}
side Kiilv'.n.ls ;it the cviitro an Z of 72^.

T). In a given cinle CAB draw
any radius QA. J)ivi<]c AO .it H
so th.it OH- AO . AH. ri.ice the
chonl AB = HO.

J. 'in BH and piixiuce BH to ( ut

I lie circunitVictice ut C. .1- III AC.

Ki i. ;ii.

Show tliat AB is a side of a
regtdar decagon in.scrihrrl j,, die
cireie

; and that AC is a si,h^ of

a regular pentagon inscribed in

tho circle.

•• III a given eiiele inscribe a regular pent
angular points of tlie pentagon d

pentagon. At tho

A, B, C, D, E. Sh
law tangents nieetii at

i)\v that ABCDE
circuijiscribod about the circle.

7. Show tliat each diagonal of

to one of its sides.

is a regular pentagon

a regular pentagon is

8. Draw a ivgular pentagon on a given st. 1nie

9. ABODE is a regula

trisect z CDE.
r pent.agori liOV, at AD, BD
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1". ABCDE is ,1 n--iil(ir ii.'iitai,'.)n. S|,.,vv tli.il AC, BD
flivido V!uh «»tllrf ill Illi'liill Scrliiitl.

11. Ciistnicb ii ic;i;ulap 5 pointed star. What js tlir

inoasuro of the ' at oiich vertex ?

0')

12. Show tliat the side «f a re-ul.ir ileragon Ui.scHIk.I ii,

1 eirclo of radius r is
^ (, 5 -

] ).

13. Sliow tliat the side <,f ajv-rnbu^pt.,, tagoa insoril)e.l in

a circle of radius ^ in - ^ ]0 - 2i !).

14. The square on a side of a n-^'iilar i-ninr-.n inscribed
in a circle eciuals the .sum of the

,
, ncs on a side <if the

re-ular inscriln>d decagon and on the radius of the cir.lf.
1

"). In a circh; of radius 2 indns invrihe a n-Lfidar decai^on
l.v- the nietliod of Ex. ft. M.asuro a side of the decagon and
check your result ]>y calculation.

1 1;. In a circle of radius 3 inches inscribe a .-egular pentagon
l.y the T-,(.th<Ml of Kx. f). Measure a side of the penta-on a.,d
check your result by calculation.

17. Tn a given circle draw two radii OA, OB at rt. <-s to
e.ich other. Bisect OB at C.
-loin AC, and cut off CD = CO.

Show that AD 13 equal to a

•side of a regular decagon in

scribed in the circle.

The regular inscribed pcnta<.'on

may be drawn by joining aii.i-

nate points obtained by p!acin<»

succes.sive chords each e(|ual to
AD.

18. On a St. line 2 inches in length describe a regular
pentagon. Measure a diagonal of the pentagon and check
your result by calculation.

mm
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19. If the circumference of a circle be divided into n
equal arcs,

(a) The points of division are the vertices of a regular

polygon of n sides inscribed in the circle;

(i) If tangents be drawn to the circle at these points,

these tangents are ihe sides of a regular polygon

of n sides circumscribed about the circle.

20. Show that the dilTerence between the squares on a
diagonal and on a side of a regular pentagon is equal to
the rectangle contained by them.

•W^^Saiii'Sf. li'- , _ I, ^^^^?^^^^^ 1 _.. ..>J-^ If :>
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Mlscellaneous Theorems

30. ABC is a triangle and P is a point in BC

such that
BP n

It is required to show thatPC m'

mJ^^-' + vAC = {m -\-n) AP^ + mBP- + nCP^

Draw AX i. BC.

From A ABP,

AB= = AP=+BP=- 2 BP.PX.

From A APC,

AC^ = AP-+ CP + 2 CP, PX.

Multiplying,' both sides of

the first of these e'luatioiis by vi, both sides of the
second by n, H.!din<r the results and using the condition
viBP = nPG, we obtain

7?iAB» + 7?AC^ - (m + v) AP» + mBP^ + -nCP'.

What does tlie result I i § 30 become when m = n'i

In a .:, ABC, ft = 77 mm, o = 90 mm and c = 123
mm. Find tlie distances from C to the points of
trisection of AB.

31. In a right-angled triangle a rectilineal figure
described on the hypotenuse equals the sum of the
similar and simil=irly described figures on the other
two sides.

ABC is a ^\ rt.-zd at C and having the similar and
similarly described figures X, Y, Z on the sides.

It is recjuired to show that X + Y = Z.

•%

at!

.'^
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Similar figures are to each otlior us the stiuares on
corresponding sides.

Fio. 37.

and

Y
Z

X
z

X +

Y

z

AC
AB^'

AB^'

AC+BC^
AB-

But AC^ + BC = AB^.

.-. X4-Y = Z.

Prove tliis theorem by drawing a .1 i"'- nn C to AB
and using the theorem :—If three sf lines are in

continued proportion, as the first is to the third so is

any polygon on the first to the similar and similarly
described polygon on the second.
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Similar and Similarly Situated Polygons

32. Similar polyorons are said to be similarly situ-
ated wiien their corresponding sides are parallel and
d.-awn in the same direction from the corresponding
vertices.

33. If two similar triangles have their corresponding
sides parallel, the st. lines joining corresponding vertices
are concurrent.

Let ABC, DEF br two similar A,a having the sides
BC, CA, AB respectively

|| to the correspondin<r sides
EF, FD, DE.

"

^lu. 3S.

Prove AD, BE, CF concurrent.

34. When two similar polygons are so situated that
their corresponding sides are parallel but drawn in
opposite directions from the corresj)onuing vertices,
they are said to be oppositely situated.

Ill Fig. 39, the similar As ABC. DEF are oppositely
situated.

"^
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35. If two similar polygons have the sides of one
respectively parallel to the corresponding sides of

the other, the straight lines joining corresponding

vertices are concurrent.

Fio. 10.

Fio. 41.

Let ABODE, ahcde be two similar polygons, similarly

situated in Fig. 40, oppositely situated in Fig. 41.

Join A(«, b6 and let the joining lines meet at O.

Join CO cuttin<r he at x.

Froin sninlar

(II)

AB
9t
OB BC

..v. r vF vT
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I)ut, l»y liypotlicsis,

ah _ be

AB ~ "bC*

bx = be, and
.'. OC passes throu<;li c.

Similarly it may be shown that tho .st. lines joiin'n<,'

the remaining pairs of corresponding vertices pass
through O.

36.—Exercises

(«)

1. Inscribe a square in a given A. Show that there are
three solutions.

(XoTE.—In A ABC on BC externally describe the s<iuaro

BDEC. Draw AD, AE cutting BC at F, G respectively.

Draw FH, GK ± BC meeting BA, CA at H, K respectively.

Draw HK. Prove that HFGK is a square.)

2. In a givon A uiscribe a rectangle similar to a given
rectangle. Show that there are six solutions.

3. lu a given semicircle inscribe a square.

4. In a given semicircle inscribe a rectangle liaving its

sides in a given ratio.

5. In a given A inscribe a A having its sides
||
to three

given St. Hues.

(XoTK.—From any point D in the side BC of the
given A ABC draw DE

||
to one of the given st. Hnes and

meeting AC at E. Draw DF, EF respectively
i|
to the other

given lines. Draw CF cutting AB at G, Draw GH
|| FD

and GK
||
FE, meeting BC, AC respectively at H, K. Draw

HK Show that GHK is the required A.)

(/»

6. The base of a scjuaro lies on one given st. line and one
of its upper vertices lies on another given st. line. Show that
tlic locus of tho other upper vertex is a fixed st. line passing
through the point of intersection of the two given lines.

m
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7. Ill Figures 40 or 41 P is any point in AB, Q is any

point in CD and p, q aro tho coirespondinj^ points in ah,

cd respectively. Prove tliat PQ
|| 2»1-

8. A ABC 111 A O'^Cy with their corresponding parts in tho

sanio circular order, but their corresponding sides are not ||.

BC, la meet at P. The circles BP6, CPc nieet again at O.
Prove that the A aha may be rotated ahout O to a position

where it is similarly situated to A ABC.
(XoTK.— Prove L BOh = Z COc ^ L AOa.)

9. Show that 4R = ri-(-?-o4-''.i - '", when R is tlie radius

of the circumcircle, r of the inscribed circle, and r^, r,,, r., the

radii of the escribed circles.

(Note.—Tn A ABC let I be the centre of th« inscribed

circle, I] that of the escribed circle opposite A. Draw tho

diameter GDH of the circumcircle bisecting BC at D, and
meeting the circle above BC at G below at H. Draw IM,

IjN J. BC and pioduce GH to cut fA\ at K. Prove

2 GD = ro4- r^ and 2 DH = r, - r.)

10. If /, m, n are tho ±s from the circunicentre on the

sides of a A, show that

l-\-vi-{-7i = R + r.

(NoTK.— Use t!io diagram ruid rfiHiilt of Ex. 9
)



CHAPTER III

Harmonic Raxoks axd 1'encij,s

37. A set of collinear jioints is called a range.

38. A set of coiicurrent strai^dit lines is calle<l a pencil.

Tlio lines are called the rays of the pencil; and
their common point is called the vertex of the pencil.

39. When three magnitudes are such that the first

has the same ratio to the third that the difference

between the first and second has to the difference

between the second and third, the differences beinji

taken m the same order, the ma<,'nitudes are said to
be in harmonic proportion. (H. P.)

Thus, if a, h and c rejiresent three numbers such
that a, : c = b - a : c - b,a,b and c are in H. P.

40. If in a range of four points A, c, b, d the st.

line AB is divided internally at C and externally at
D in the same ratio, the distances from either end
of the range to the other three points are in H. P.

C/ 'B
-r-

j

I

I

G

E.O-

Fib. 43.

i>!a\v ±s AE, FBG to AB, jnaking FB = BG. Draw
EF, EG cuttin-r AB at C, D.

Then .-^H
CB

AE
BF
43

AE
BG

AD
OB

^w
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(" ) Tliou sinc'c AC : CB AD : DB.

by allcniation, AC : AD CB : DB.

/. AC : AD = AB - AC : AD AB.

.'. by tlio definition of § 30, AC, AB, AD .ir.- in 11. V.

{!>) Uy inversion, DB : AD =^ BC : AC.

.-. DB : DA DC - DB : DA - DC.

.-., by § .39, DB, DC, DA iiro in II, P.

State and prove a converse to tliis tlieoreni.

41. When a range of four points A, C, B, D is .sucli

tliat AC : CB = AD : DB, it is called a harmonic range.

If any point P be joined to the four points of a har-

monic range, tlie joining lines form a harmonic pencil.

42. If, in the harmonic pencil P (A, c, b, D), a
straight line through B parallel to PA cut PC, pd
at E, F respectively, be ^ BF.

,P

FlO, 44.

V .\ACP ,BCE,
.•. AP : EB = AC : CB.

V A ADP
:

: /^ bdf,
.'. AP : BF = AD : DB.

But, by liypothesis, AC :CB = AD : DB.

.-. AP : EB = AP : BF.

EB BF.

rem I Trn
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4'J. V,y a proof Himilar to t)iut of § 42, tlio followin;,'

coinci.so to tlio thuororn of that article may l>o sJiown
to bo true.

If, in the pencil P(a. c, b, D). a straight line
through B parallel to pa cut PC, pd at e, f re-
spectively such that BE = BF. then P(a. c. b, D) is a
harmonic pencil.

44. Any transversal is cut harmonically by the
rays of a harmonic pencil.

A tifinsversal cuts the rays PA, PC, PB, PD of the
lianuonic pencil P(A, C, B, D) at K, M, N, L respectively.

Fio. <6.

It is re.juired to show that K. M, N, L is a harmonic
rail MO.

Tliroui^rli B, N respectively draw EF, GH PA.
V P(A, C, B, D) is a liarmonic pencil, and EBF aP
.*. , by § 42, EB = BF.

From similar As,
GN
NP

EB , NP BP
BP ^"^ NH = BF'

/.
,
by multiplication, GN : NH = EB : BF,

.-. GN = NH; and .-. , by § 48, K, M, N. L is a

Vs
Hit

liariuoiuo runt'e.

ki >-Z- I" 1
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V). If A, C, B, D is !i lijinnonie raiij^t; mid O is tlic

miil<lle point <>f AB,

OB^ = OC . OD.

or,

and

k O C B D
Fio. 411.

AC AD
CBDB"
AC+ CB ^ AD-f DB
AC CB ~ AD DB'
20B 20D
20C 20B'
OB'' ^ OC . OD.

State and prove a converse to this theorem.

4G. If A, C, B, D is a liarmonic ran<je, A and B are
said to be harmonic conjugates Avith rcsptrt to C
and D; and C and D are said to bo harmonic con-
jugates with respect to A md B.

47.—Exercises

(a)

1. Show ; ow to find tlie fourth ray of a harmonic pencil

when three rays are given.

2. Prove the theorem of § 44 when the transversal cuts

the rays produced thiougli the vertex.

3. In the A ABv"^ the l)isectors of the interior and
exterior /s at A cut BC and BC produced at D, E
respectively. Show that B, D, C, E is a harmonic range.

4. A, C, B, D is a harmonic range and P is any point
on the circle descrihcd on AB as diameter. Show that

PA, PB respectively bisect the exterior and interior vertical

-^s of A CPD.
(Note.—Draw EBF AP cutting PC, PD at E, F re-

spectively.)

•it a ,

mm ^Irv ili.,
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5. Usin;^ Kx, 4, giv« gcoinei.ical pniot's of tli.. converse
tlK'oreina (tf § 43.

6. Two cii.his cat orthogonally. A .st. line throu;,'li tlio

coiitro of citli.T cuts the circlos at A, C, B, D. Hhow that
A, C, B, D in a harmonic range.

<. A, C, B, D is a hnrrnonic range. Hhow that the
circles described on AB, CD aa diameters cut each oMier
ortliogonally.

(*)

^. A, C, B, D is a harmonic ran<,'e ; O is the middle
point of AB and R i.s the middle point of CO. Show that :—

(") AB'+CD^ =r. 4 OR';

(b) CA. CB = CD. CO;

('') If P is any j.oint on the range and lengths in

opposite direcli<»na from P are different in Kign,

PA . PB + PC . PD 2 PO . PR.

9. The inscrilx'd circle of J, ABC touches BC, CA, AB
at D, E, F resp(!ctively, and DF meets CA pr(j<luood at P.
«h()w tliat C, E, A, P is a harmonic range.

(Note.—Use Menelaus' Tlieorem.)

10. The diameter AB of a circle is ± to a chord CD.
P IS any point on the circumference. PC, PD cut AB, or
AB produced, at E, F. Show that A, E, B, F is a harmonic
ran''e.

11. Through E, the middle point of the side AC of the
<_\ ABC, a transversal is drawn to cut AB at F, BC
produced at D, and a line through B it CA at G. Show
mat G, F, E, D is a harmonic range.

(Note.—Use § 43.)

5*i

1*4 >1
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12. A cornn.nn tau«ent, «f two giv,„ circl.-s is ,|ivi,|r,|
hannonically l.y any ou. lo which is ,<«ixiul with tho uiv,,,
circles.

(Note.—Usi' he converse of
,^ 45.)

13. In ii .irclr AC BD arc two diameters at rf /.h to
oa.h other, ami P is uny point on tJ.., .,„a.ir,int AD. Show
that PA, PB, PC, PC constitute a haniio.uc pencil.

14. In tiie hiirmonic p>n<il o (A, C, B, D), Z AOC =
Z COB = Z BOD. Show th;it each of theso 'a c 4.'>^

ir). A square is inscriljed in a circle. Si,..w that the
pencil fornud by joining any jK.int on th. circ-nnfere,. e to
the four vertices of the square is liaimoiuc

16. P is a fixed point an.l OX, OY two fix-d st. lines
Show that the locus of the harn.o.uc conju^^an of P with
respect to the points wlieru any st. line drawn fnm, P cuts
OX, OY is a St. line passing tliroiigh O.
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The ('omi'i.ktk QrAimiLATKitM.

48. Tli<; fi;,'uro i"')niu;<l l»y

four striii^lit lines which iini-t

ill
J);

Irs in six j 'iiils is called

a complete quadrilateral.

Tho fitjun.' ABCDEF is i

coiiiplfte fjuailrilatfni I, of

which AC, BD ai 1 EF uic

the tlue.j diugonal-

10. In a complete quadrilateral each diagonal is

divided harmonically by the two other d igonals,

and the angular points thn ugh which it p«tsses.

ABCDEF is a coiiipl.'l«> lu'lriliit.ra! ha\ injr the
<lia<;niial AC cut by DB at P and \,y EF at Q.

tin. 47.

Tio. 4s.

It i> r.-.juirod to sliow that A, P, C, Q is haniionic
.

. Hi.

lii . ACF, Aa, CD, FQ di" wii from the vortices and
iie. f in<r !i«- opposite sides at 8, D, Q are concurrent ai

E a ' Ceva's Theorem,

FD . AQ . CB - DA . QC . BF.
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Tlio transveisjil DPB cuts tlio sides of the A ACF at
D, P, B aiifl :., hy Menelaus" Tliooreni,

FD . AP . CB DA . PC . BF.

ITciife, by division,

AQ QC

or,

AP

AP
PC

PC'

AQ
QC'

and A, P, c, Q, is a liarinonic ranw.

From the above result it is seen tliat F (A, P, C, Q)
is a harmonic pencil, and conHe(iue"tly, by § 4-i,

D, P, B, R is a liaruionic ran<'-e.

Show, in the same manner that F, Q, E, R is a
harmonic raju'e.

Poles and Polaus

50. If through a fixed point a line be drawn to cut
a given circle and at the jjoints of intei-section tangents
be drawn, the locus of the intersection of the tangents
is CJilled the polar of the fixed point; and the fixed
point is called the pole of the locus.

'ja. ;"'-.' .vvnSii^ws-.
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51. If c is the centre of a given circle and D is a
fixed point, the polar of D with respect to the
circle is a straight line which is perpendicular to
CD and cuts it at a point E such that CE . CD equals
the square on the radius.

'riirou^rli D draw any st. line cutting the circle at
A and B. At A, B draw tangents to tlie circle inter-

aecting at P.

P is a point on the polar of D.

Join CD and from P draw PE ± CD.

Join CP cutting AB at F. Join CB.

V ^:s DEP, DFP are rt. ^s.

D, E, F, P arc concyclic

.*. CE . CD =- CF . CP.

But CF , CP ^ CB'.

.-. CE . CD = CB^

Then, since CD and CB are constants, CE nuist also

1)0 constant.

.". the polar of D must be thn st. lino x CD throu'di

tlie fixed point E such that CE . CD - CB'.

b m

rcs,.ii.?"«firKsji(i ntfiifijfer.r.v^ .Ai^M' m
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52. If a point P lies on the polar of a point Q
with respect to a circle, then Q lies on the polar
of P.

P is any point on PM
the polar of Q.

To show that Q lies

on the polar of P.

Join CP and draw
QN J. CP.

V ^s at M and N
aie rt. /s.

rid. 51. .*. Q, N, P, M are

concyelic.

.-. CP . CN - CM . CQ but, by § 51, CM . CQ = the
square on the radius.

.*. CP . CN = the square on the radiu', and QN is

the polar of P.

53. Two points, as P and Q in Fig. 51, sucli that the
polar of each passes through the othor, are called

conjugate points with respect to the circle, and their

polars are called conjugate lines.

A A such that each side is the polar of the oppo-
site vortex is said to be self-conjugate.

.Tii'.', •'-I'^ae :.>*,- -Af;' U:=r;sauT lSZx^^ ^y^ '
'*'if^f'

* ^ ^*^^\
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") I.—Exercises

(")

1. P is (i point j'.t a (lisUiiico of i cm. from the centre

of a circle of railius 6 ciu. Construct the polar of P.

2. P is a point at a distance of 7 cm. from tlie centre

of a circle of radius 5 cm. Construct the polar of P.

3. Diaw a St. line at a distance of 7 cm. from the centre

of a circle of radius 4 cm. Construct the pole of the line.

4. When the point P is within tho given circle, the

pol;ir of P falls without the circle ; and when P is without

the circle, tlie polar of P cuts the circle.

5. The polar of a point on the circumference is the

tangent at that point.

G. P is a point without a given circle and the polar of

P cuts the circle at A. Show tliat PA is a tangent to the

circle.

Give a general statement of this theorem.

7. If any number of points are collinenr, their polars

with respect to any circle are concurrent.

8. Any number of lines pass through a given point ; find

the locus of their poles with respect to a given circle.

9. If tlie polo of a st. Hne AB with respect to a circle

is on a st. line CD, the pole of CD is on AB.

10. The St. line joining any two points is the polar with
respect to a given circle of t)\e intersection of the polars

of the two points.

1 1

.

The intersection of any two st. lines is the pole with
ro-pect to a given circle of the line joining the poles of

tlie two St. lines.

12. Show how to draw any number of self-conjugate As
with respecrt to a givcui ciicle.

I
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13. If a St. line PAB cut a circle ac A, B and cut tl.f;

polar of P at C, and if D bo the middle point of AB,

PA . PB PC . PD.

14. Two circles ABC, ABD cut orthogonally. Show that
the polar of D, any point on the circle ABD, with respect
to the circle ABC passes through E, the point diametrically

opposite to D.

IT). The polar of any point A with respect to a given
circle with centre O cuts OA at B. Show that any circle

through A and B cuts the given circle orthogonally.

16. A is a given point and B any point on the polar of

A with respect to a given circle. Show that the circle

described on AB as diameter cuts the given circle ortho
gonally.

17. ABC is a A inscribed in a circle, and a
||

to AC
through the pole of AB with respect to the circle met ,

BC at D. Show that AD - CD.

5'). Any straight line which passes through a
fixed point is cut harmonically by the point, any
circle, and the polar of the point with respect to
the circle.

P is the fixed point, O the centre of the circle,

PACB any line throu;,'h P cutting the circle at A, B
iiud tlie polar EC of P with respect to the circle at C.
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It is r...,uire.l to .show that B, C. A. P is a l.annonic
raiiL't'

Fio. 52.

•loin BO, OA, BE, EA uiid i)ro.luc., BE I., F.

I'y ^51, OP . OE = OB=, a.i.l .-. OP : OB OB : OE;
also the z BOE is conmion to the Z^ POB, BOE;

.*. these /, are similar,

aii.l consequently Z OEB = Z OBP - Z OAB.
A tlie points B, O, E, A are coiicyclic.

.-. the Z AEP = Z OBA = - OEB = Z FEP, unci EP
bisects the exterior vertical Z of / EBA.

But Z PEC is a rt. Z and /. z . C = Z CEA.
BC BE BP

•• CA ~ EA "" PA'
inn I B, C, A, P is a hannonic ransre.

!i" the' point P is Avitlu'n tlie circle, C is without the
circle, an.l hy § 52, the polar of C passes throu<rh p.

.-. by the above proof B, P, A. C is a harmonic
ruiiffe.

Prove tliis tlicorcm when the liiu; PAB passes throucrh
the centre of the circle.

"

1 'I

ii.ll

HdMIHii
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56. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle.

AB, DC are profluced to meet at E; BC, AD to meet
at F, forming the complete quadrilateral ABCDEF.

Fio. 63.

AC cuts BD at G, FG cuts AB at L.

F'rom the complete (luadrilattral FDGCAB, A, L, B, E

and D, K, C, E are harmonic ranges. (§ 49.)

.*. L and K are points on the polar of E; (§ 55.)

that is, GF is the polar of E.

Similarly, GE i.s the polar of F.

Hence FE is the polar of G; and the A EFG is .self-

conjugate with respect to the circle ABC.

Ciyr.:—If froniany point E two st. lines EBA, ECD are

drawn to cut a circle at the points B, A, C, D, then

the intersection of BD and CA is on the polar of E, and
so also is the intensectiou of BC and AD.

#:W-^.'r»«« W ^rfm •* 'WP:7^»^..;• •£ -HSf^r- « W.^**-i 'ii7 1 >*>;
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r>7.—Exercises

(")

1. Using a ruler only, iiinl tlu; pohir of a given p<jint with

respect to a given circle.

2. Using a ruler only, diuw tiio tangents from a given

external point to a given eircle.

3. Using a ruler only, find tlio polt! of a given st. line with

respect to a given circle.

4. A and B are two points such that the polar of cither

with respect to a circle, with centre O, pJisscs tliroiigli the

other. Provo that the polo of AB is the orlhocentre of the

A AOB.

5. Tangents AB, AC are drawn Id a circle. Tlie tangent

at any point P cuts BC, CA, AB at X, Y, Z i-esp(!ctively.

Show that X, Z, P, Y is a harnionio range.

6. If, in figure 5.3, ABC is a fi.xeij /\ and D is a variahle

point on the circle, prove that each side of tiie /. EFG
passes through a fixed point.

(Note. -Use Ex. 9, § 54.)

7. C is the middle point of a chord AB of a circle, and
D, E are two points on the circumference such that CA
bisects the L DCE. Prove that the tangents at D and E
intersect on AB.

(Not,:.—At C draw the J. to AB and protluce it to

meet DE.)

8. D is the middle point of the hypotenuse BC of the

rt.-Ld i i ABC. A circle is described to touch AD at A.

Prove that the polar of either of the points B, C with

respect to the circle pas.ses tlnx>ugh the other point.

9. A, B, C, D are successive points on a st. line. Find
points X, Y that are conjugate to each other both with

respect to A, B and with respect to C, D.

1 1 I
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(Note.—Dnvw a circlo thnuigli A, B ami niiotlicr tliiough

C, D, intiTscoting e.icli otlier /ifc P, Q. Prixlnco PQ to

cut llio given lino at O and from O <lr.iw a Uin^cnt OT to

c'itlur of tlio circles. With centre O and radius OT describe

a circlo cutting the given line at X, Y.)

10. AD, BE, OF are concurrent st. lines drawn from the

verliees of ,1^ ABC and cutlin-^ tiio opposite sides in D, E, F.

EF meets BC at X. Show that X is the harmonic conjugaie

of D with respect to B and C.

11. A tninsversal cuts the sides BC, CA, A3 of the

A ABC in D, E, F. Tl\c st. line joining A to the inter-

section of BE and CF meets BC at H. Sliow tliat D and

H are harmonic conjugates with respect to B and C.

12. P, Q, are two conjugate points with respect to a

circle. Siiow that the circlo on PQ as diameter cuts the

given ciicle orthogonally.

13. The Z C in A ABC is obtuse and O is the ortho-

centre. A circle descril)ed on OA as diameter cuts BC at

D. Show that the A ABC is self-conjugate with respect to

the circle with centre O iiiid radius OD.

14. If a quadrilateral be circumscribed about a circle, the

st. linos joining the points of contact of opposite sides are

concurrent with the two diugoiials of the quadrilateral.

(NoTK.—Produc the opposite chords of contact to meet,

and use § 5G—Co,

15. If PM, QN b; respectively drawn J. to the polars of

Q, P with respect to a circle whose centre is O, PM : QN -

OP : OQ. Salmon's Theorem.

(NoTi;.—Draw OK X PM, OL X QN ; and use .similar A:;

OPK, OQL.)

ifsrs
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10. D, E, F aro iioints on tlio siticH BC, CA, AB of tlic

A ABC, such tii.it AD, BE, CF aro cuiicniicnU I'lovo that

the liJinruniic c<>nju;,','it»'s of D with rcsjicct to B and C, of

E with ri'spect to C and A, and of F with res|>(!ct to A and

B are collinuar.

17, In A ABC, X is tlio projection of A on BC, ami BC
is prinliiced to cut tho radiiral axis of tlie circiMucinli! and
the N.-P. circle at P. Sljow that B, X, C, P is harmonii-.

18. The opposite sides of the quadrilateral ABCD aro

produced to meet at E, F. Tho (lia<,'i)iials of the conipicto

(juiidrilateral form the A LMN. Show that tiio circlo

described on any ono of tiio diai,'unals as dianietor iiits the

circumcircle of .\ LMN orUio^onaliy.

*-ltJ
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Maxima axi» Minima

58. If a iniv;jniturlo, such jis tlio lentjtli of a st. lino,

an :in<^lo, or an area, vuriea CiJiitiinnmsIy, suhjt'ct to

^'ivon conditions, it is suid to bo a maximum wlu-n it

lias its givatost possililo value; and a minimum when
it has its least possible value.

59. Let tho distance, PA from a

fixed point P within a ciiclo to the

circtniirerence be the mai^'ni ulo in

<|uestion.

Join A to the centre O and pro<luce

PO to meet the circumference at

F'o- 5»- B and C.

PA < PO + OA but

PA < PB but > PC.

OA - OP;

As PA rotates about P its len(,'th varies continuously.

When it comes to the position PB it is gnatiT than

ill the positions close to PB on either side, and has its

maximum value.

Aijain, at PC it is less than in the positions close to

PC on either side, and has its minimum value.

Draw the diaj^ram and illustrate in the sfime maimer

the maximum and mininnuu distances from P to the

circumlerence when P is without the circle.

VV^hat do the maximum and minimum values become

when P is on the circumference ?

Other simple examples are:

—

^-»- V Aft«i»K\i; itt*'



MAXIMA AND MINIMA ei

(a) The i. is tlie miiiiiuuin distance from a <fiveu

point to a given st. line;

(h) The miniinuni distance between points on two
||

st. lines is ± to tlie
|| lines

;

(c) Tlie ± fronx a point on the circumference of a
circle to a fixed chord is a niaxiinuui when the ±, or
the X pn)duce<l, passes through the centre.

60. (a) A and B are two fixed points on tho same
side of a fixed 8t. lino CD. It is re<nn'rorl to find the
point P in CD such that PA + PB is a niininuun.

Draw BM ± CD and pro-

duce luaking ME ^BM. ])niw

AE cutting CD at P.

Then P is the recjuired

point.

Take any other j)oint Q, in

CD. J.)in PB, QA, QB, QE.

AQ
! QE :> AE. But QE - QB and PE = PB.

.-. AQ4-QB> AP+ PB;

and hence AP + PB is the niininiuni value.

It is easily seen that AP an<l PB make equal /is

CPA luul BPD with CD, and hence:

—

The sum of the distances from A and B to the st.

lino is a mininnim when tho distances make equal Zh
with the line.

Find tho point P when A and B are (nj fippositc

sides of AB.

Fio. 66.

^
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Fw. 56.

10

{h) Of all Zas on tlio .saiiio 1)uni« .m,! having; (iin une
area tho isosceles A Jms tlio leiiMf peiiiii.-tiT.

Sinco tlio iireii is constftnt

tho IcK'Us of tin: \nticr is

a Ht. lino XY AB.

If i\ ACQ is isosceles, juni

DAB is any otl.or A on AQ
and luiviu"^ its vert, x in

XY,

^ XCA =^ Z CAB ^ Z CBA : / YCB;

and :., by (('\ AC f CB ; AD + DB;

that i-s, tho poriineter of :\ ACS is less than that of
any other l\ on the Banio huso AB and havii" U
same area.

(r) Of all zliS inscribed in n i;i

pedal A has tho least periniett v.

If DEF ho any A inscribed

in ABC and FE be consi.lered

fixed, by (tt), tho snui of FD
and DE will be least when
Z FDB = Z EDC; thus for the

uiininiuni perimeter the aides

FD, DE must make e(iual Zs
with BC. Similarly DF, EF
must make equal Zs with AB
and DE, EF must make equal Zs w

The sides of the pedal ^\ XYZ mi.k.; ecpial Zs with
the corresponding sides of /, ABC.

.-. the perimeter of XYZ is less tlijin that of any
other A inscril)ed in ABC.

n acufo-Zd A the

h CA.
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('/ 'n.o ivct., ,y!.. c(.nUii,u>,l I,y tl... two h.-jjutrnts el
;i St. Ijnoisu nut amuni when t! « st itic is l.is.ctrd.

Lt I P Ix) any point in AB, urMl

O tl c iiii'i.llo jxji'it.

Discribo tho souiicircic AC8
mid dru.v OC un<l PD i. ab.

Juin O. D

AP PB = PD'iiu.I AO. OB ec ;

i>ut V OC OD jui.l OD PD .-. OC PD;

:ii. I .-. AO . OB ; AP . PB

(') i'' ilio ni.'.i of a ivctaiijrlo is t-oiistjuit, its periineti-r
i> ;i iiiiiiMiiuui wfi-ii tlio 1' cl.uijrl,. is ,1 s(juare.

In Fig. 58, rcct. AP . PB PD'.

riii- 1" riiii(>tor ..f the sf|Uiviv = 4 PD v.liilo tho
pci hietor of thurectiiii-l.' 2 AB 4 0D, and PD :OD.

.-. TIio pcnnu't.'r of tlio s.,, , !,.ss tlinii tliat of
till! i.cliinglt' of tlio .saiiii! aiv.i.

(; I.—Exercises

(a)

1. Thn.iiirl. a given p.int within a gi von circle draw the
cliuni of iiiin. length.

2. A and B are two iixod points, and CD is a fixod st.

!"io. Find the point P in CD, such tiiat the difference
hrixveen PA Jind PB is a innsiminii.

(") -Vhcn A and B :ire on the samo side of CD;
('') Wiien A and B are on opposite sides of CD.
3. Two sides AB, AC of a A are given in leni,'th. Show

that the area of the A is a max. wlien Z A is a rt. -<.

h. . i^^
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4. A, B aro two fixed points and P is any point. Sliow

tliat PA' + PB' is a iniii. when P is tlie middle point of

AB.

5. A, B, C ar(* fixed points and P is any point. Show

that PA- -f PB' + PC is a niin. when P is the centroid of

the A ABC.

(Note.—See O.II.S. Geometry, Ex. 16, Page 133.)

6. Find the max. and min. distances between two points

one on each of two given non-intersecting circles.

7. Given two adjacent sides describe the
|]
gm of max. area.

8. A, B are two fixed points. Find a puint P on a fixed

circle such that PA" + PB'^ is a max. or min.

9. Of all /,s of given base and given vertical /, the

iso-sceles /1\ lias the gi-eatest area.

10. Prove that the greatest rectangle that can Ix; in-

scrib«Hl in a given ciicle is a stjuare,

11. Give examples showing that if a magnitude vary

continuously, there must \ht Imlween any two eijual values

of the magnitude at least one maximum or minimum v.ihic.

12. Of all chords draw . through a given point within a

circle, that which is bisected at the point cuts oil' tlio

min. area.

13. From a given point without a circle, of which O i'^

the cenlre, draw a st. lino to cut the ciroumference in L

and M, such that llu! l\ OLM may bo a max.

(NoTK.— U.se Ex. 3 in tiie analysis of thin problem.)

14. Given two intersecting st. lines and a puint witliin

the Z formed by them, of all st. lines di.iwn tiirough liii-

point and terminated in the st. lines that whicli is l»isecti'ii

by it cuts oil" tlie min. area.
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15. Given the biise and tlio perimeter of a A show tliat

the area is a max. when the A is isosceles.

IC. Of all As having a given area, tlie equilateral has
rain, perimeter.

(NoTK.—Let ABC 1)0 a A having tlio given area and let

two of tlie sides AB, AC he unfHjual. Tiien, by § 60, (//),

if an isosceles A he descrihed on BC of the same area, it

will have less perimeter. /. if any two of the sides be
unt^iual the perimeter is not a niin., and hence the equi-

lateral A has the min. perimeter.)

17. Of all rt.-Z(l /^s on the same hypotenuse the isosceles

A has the jnax. perimeter.

18. Find a point in a gi/en st. line such that th(! sum of

the .squaies of its distances from two given points is a min.

19. A and B are two given points on the same side of

a given st. line; find the point in the line at which AB
subtends the '"•x. Z.

(NoTK.— Describe a circle to pass through the two giver>

points and touch the given st. line.)

20. Two towns are on opposite sides of a canal, unequally
distant from it, and not opposite to each other. Wliere
must a bridge be built, ± to the sides of tho canal, that
the distance between the towns, ])y way of the brid"e,
may be a min. ?

21. A Ijgm is inscribed in a given A by drawing from
a point in tlio base st. lines

|| to the sidcM. Prove that
tlie area of the

||
j,'m is a max. when the linos are drawn

fn'Mi tiio middle point of the base.

22. The max. rectangle inscrilMid in a given
. > equals

half the <^.

(NoTK.—Use E.X. 21.)

. "ft

f
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23. Ono circli! is wliol!}' witliin aiiuliior ciic''-, uiul cnniaiii ;

LliR cniitio of tlio oilier. Find tlio max. and iiiiii. tlioids oi

the outer circle which toncli tho inner.

21. A, B are fixed points within a given circle. Find a

point P on the circumference sucli that when PA, PB
produced meet the circumference at C, D respectively,

CD is a max.

(XoTE.—Describe a circle through A and B and touching

the given circle.)

2r). Find the point in a given st. lino fom which the

tangent drawn to a given circle is a min.

2G. Through a poifit of intersection A of two circles

draw the max. .;t. line terniinated in tlu; two circumferences.

(NoTK.—Draw CAD ||
tho line of centres and any otiier

st. line EAF. Join C, D, E, F to the other point of inter-

section and use similar zl.s.)

27. P, Q, R are points in tho sides MN, NL, LM of

A LMN and RQ i MN. Find tlu; position of RQ for which

the
, . PQR is a u\:\.k.

(None.— Use Ex. 21.)

2S. A is a fixed point, within the Z. XOY, In OX, OY
find points C, D respectiv<'iy, such that the perimeter "t

the i_i ACD is a mm.

21). A, B are poitifs without a given circle. On the circle

find points P and Q such that L APB is a max. and /_ AQB
is a min.

3U. The L A of the
,

, ABC is fixed and the sum of

AB, AC is constant. I'rovo that BC is a min. when

AB = AC.

31. A is a fixeil point within the L XOY. The st. line

BAC cuts OX, OY at B, C. Prove that BA . AG is a

min. wh,>n OB - OC.
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32. From any point D in tiio liypotciiuso QC of a H.-Ld
A ABC J.S DE, DF are drawn to AB, AC respectively.
Find tlie position of D for wliieli EF is a inin.

33. If the sum of the squares on two lines is given, the
sum of tlie lines is a max. when tliey are equal.

34. CAD is any .st. line t!lr()u^'h a common point A of
circles CAB, DAB. Prove that CA . AD is a max. when
the tangents at C, D meet on BA })ro(luc(Hl.

(NoTi:.—Let E, F he the centres of circLs ABD, ABC
respect iv<>ly. Join EA, and draw the radius FC

, Ea'. Join
CA and produce to D. Tiien tangents at C, D will inter-
sect on BA. Throiigii A draw QAH terminated in the circles.
Prove GA . AH < CA . AD.)

3"). Describe the maximum
. . DEF v.lii.h is similur to a

given .A ABC :md has its sides EF, FD, DE jMssing
re-lH-ctively through fixed points P, Q, R uhirh arc not
coliieiefir.

(XoTi;.—On QR, RP descrihc segments containing Zs =
/A, Z B respectively. ThrougJi R draw a .st. lin.' "to the
lin<- of centres of tlieso segments and terminated in the
an's at D, E. DQ, EP meet at F, giving the max. .\ DEF.
In t;ie proof use the proposition that similar As are as the
scjuares on homologous sides.)

3';. A, B are fixe,} points on ijio same side of ;; fixed
st lino XY. Place points P, Q on XY such that the
'ii-^t.iM.e PQ equals a given st. Iin<> and AP -|- BQ is
a mill.

(NoTK. --Through A draw AC XY and equal lo the gi%en
I'-n-th for PQ. T),aw CM ± XY an.l produce, making
MD CM. Join BD cutting XY at Q. Draw AP Co"
cutting XY at P.)

ai:

i il
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Miscellaneous Exercises

62. -Exercises on Loci

(a)

1. Conatruit t'.io locus of a point such tli.ib tlie ±.s frmu

it to two intersecting st. liiu'S are in the nitio of two

given st. lines.

2. A fixed point O is joined to any point A on a given

st. line which does not p<as.s through O. P is a point on

OA such that tlio ratio of OP to OA is constant. Find

the locus of P.

3. A fixed point O is joined to any point A on tlic

circumference of a given circle, P is a point on OA sudi

that tlio ratio of OP to OA is constant. Prove tliat tin-

locus of P is a circle having its centre in the .st. line

joining O to the centre of the given circle.

Find the locus when P is on AO produced.

4. A fixed point O is joined to any point A on a given

st. line which dnes not pass through O. P is a pi)int cii

OA such that the ceit. OP . OA is constant. Show that

the locus of P is a circle.

Find the h)cus when P is on AO pnMluceil.

5. Through a fixed point O within an Z YXZ draw ;i

st. lino MON, terminated in the arms of thcs Z, and siicli

that the rect. OM . ON has a given area.

6. Find the locus of a point such that the suni of iIh'

squares on its distances from the arms of a given rt. ^ i^

equal to the .square on a given st. line.

7. The locus of a point, such that the sum of its distaiio'S

from two given intersecting st. lines equals a given st.

line, consists of the sides of a rectangh;; and the locus of

a point such that the ditlerence of its distances from the

intersecting st. lines ecjuals the given st. line, consists of

the pnxluced parts of the sides of the rectangle.
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8. Given the huse QR of a A jiikI the ratio of tlio otlior

two sides, sliow liiat the lot-us of tlio vortex P is a circle

wilh a diameter ST iti the lino QR sucli that S, T arc
liariiionic conjugates with respect to Q and R.

(NoTK.—Tiie circle of Apollonius, see O.H.H. Geoiii.'try,

page 235.)

(Historical Norg.-Apolloniug o( Per-a died in Alexandria nl.out 200 H.C.)

9. AB is a fixed chord in a circle and C is any point on
the circuniferenco. Show that the Io<;i of the middle points
of CA, CB are two equal circles.

10. Find the locus of the points from which tangents
drawn to two concentric circles are J. to each other.

11. Construct the locus of the centre of the circle of
given radius whicii intercepts a chord of fixed length on a
given St. line.

1-2. Show that the loeus of the centre of a circle of
radius R wlii.ii cuts a given circle at an Z A consists of
two cii'cles concentric with the given circle.

13. .V circle rotates about a fixed point in its circum-
ference. Show tliat the locus of the points ..f contact of
tangents drawn

||
to a fix.,.! st. line consists <,f the circum-

ferences c,i two circles.

14. AB, CD arc tw.. chords of a circle, AB h.-ing fixed
m p.Ml Ion and CD of givn length. Find tlu3 loci 'of the
iMU i.-,rciions of AD, BC and of AC, BD.

1.'). A and B are the centres of two circles which intersect
alC; through C a st. line is drawn termin.ited in the
'•>'vu,nferences at D and E. DA. E3 are produced to meet
at P. Find the locus of p.

!<•. Tn a qiiadrilaleral ABCD, AB is li.xed in position,
AC, BC and AD arc given in lengtli:—

'i
"'•

'
i

; It-

i

'J*
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(a) Show tliat tlio locus of P, tlio Tni<i<il(? })oMit of BD

is a ciirlo having; its ct'iitro at E, tins midillo point of AB,

and its radius equal to lialf of AD
;

(h) Tf F is the middle point of AC, uliow tliab tin; Inciis

of tilt! niiddlo point of FP is a circle having it < centre at

the middle point of FE and its radius eijiial lo one fourth

of AD.

17. What is the locus of the point P when tho st line

MN which joins tlie feet of the Is PM, PN drawn to tw,.

fixed lines OX, OY is of given length.

(XoTK. — Find A in OY such that AR drawn ± OX MN.

Dr.iw tho diai'ieter ME of tho circle through O, M, N, P ; and

ORA: /. ME - OA. But OP ME,
J
oin NE. iA MNE :_ ^\

tin; locus of P is a circle with centre O,-, OP - OA and

and radius OA.)

L^. BAG is any chord passing through a fixed point A

within a ;:iven circle witli centre E. Circles descrihcd f>.

It B, CBA, AC a-; cliords touch tlie given circle itiii'rnaily a

respective! V ai'.d cut e ich other at D. Siiow that the luni-

if D IS a ci re•lo desicrilicd on AE as diameter.

(NoTK.— F, G are centres of circles BAD, CAD respetitivdy.

Join FG cutting EA at H. Prove that AFEG is ;i
,

i;iu

and that HD HA.)

19. Any secant ABD is ilrawn from a given point A t'

cut a given circle at B and D. Tiirough A, B ainl A, D

resjiectively two circles are ilrawn to

circle; show that the locus <if tl

touel 1 t'le •'IX. II

leir second point, of into--

joction is a circle on the line joining A to the c(!iitre uf

the given circle as diaiiietei'.

20. Tn A, ABC, two circles touch AB at B and AC at

C re ^pecliveiy and touch each other. Fiiul the locus cf

their point of contact.
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(NoTK.—Di-.aw BD, CD ± respectively to BA, CA. De-
scribe jwiy circle witli coi.Iro R in BD and passing through
B. Prodiic.. DC to E making CE = RB. In DC find a
p<.int S cjuidistant from R and E. S is tlie centre of the
circle which touches AC at C and the circle with centre R
at P. Prove Z BPC = 1 S0= - ^ and that con.so<,uently the
locus is a .seginent on BC.)

21. Any transversal ciils the sides BC, CA, AB of a
-ivcn A ABC at D, E, F respectively. The .-ireuniscrihed
ci.rl.s ,.f tl.,. . ,.s AFE, CED cut a-ain at P. Show that
the locus of p is the cinuincircle of ,\ ABC.

22. From C, any point on the arc ACB, CD is drawn
±AB; with centre C and radius CD a circle is .lescrihed.
Tui-onts from A and B to this circle arc pnKluced to meet
at P. Find the locus of P.

23. Two similar As ABC, ABC have a common vertex
A, an<l tiio A ABC nutates in the conuaon plane ahout
tlie point A. Show that tlie lon.s of the point of inter-
.srition of CC aiid BB' is the circumscribed circle of A ABC.

21. If a .\ ABC remains similar to itself while it (urns
in its j.latio al.out tiio fixed vertex A and (lie vertex B
<le>cril,.s the ciicumference of a circle, show that the locus
of C is a circle.

2"). AB is a lixed diameter of a given circle, E the centre
anl C any point on the circumference. PhhIucc BC to D
•"'!^iMi( CD . BC. Show that ,l,e jocua of the point of
nit.rMrtion of AC and ED is a cinle on diameter AF such
tliat A and F are iKirmonic conjugates with respect to
E and B.

2''.. A rectani,'le inscribed in .-i given aBC has one of
Us Ki,io, on BC. Show that the 1. cu- .,f the point of
iiit,r,e,.tiou of its diagonals is th.- line ,iiiii- the middle
i""nt .,f BC to the middle p..i„t of the . iVom A to BC.

'hi U
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(NoTK.—From the point wliore tlin median from A cuts

the upper side of one of tlie rectangles draw a ± to BC.)

27. Any chord BAG is drawn through a fixed p)int A

within a circle. On BC as hy|K)tetiu,se a rt.-^d /, BPC i«

dencrilwd such that A is the projection of P on BC. Find

the locus of P.

28. Any circle is drawn through the vertex of a givoti

^. Show that the loci of the eiids of tli.-it diameter wliich

is
II
to the lino joining the points where the circle cuts the

arms of the ^ are two fixed st. lines ± to each other and

through the vertex of the given Z.

29. Through C, a point of intersection of lw(j given

circles, a st. lino ACB is drawn terminated in the circum-

ferences at A and B. Prove that the locus of tiie midiUc

point of AB is a circle passing through the points of inter-

section of the given circles, and having its centre at the

middle point of the st. line joining their centres.

30. From a fixed point P, two st. lines PA, PB, at rt

Zs to eaih otln-r, are drawn to cut the cinunifcitnce of a

fixed circle at A and B. Show that the locus of the miiMlc

point of AB is a circle having its centre at '.he midill.'

point of the st. line joinin

circle.

g P to the centr.; of the givin

31. A Hgm is inscribetl in a given quadrilateral ABCD
with sides AC and BD. The locus of the point of intoi-

section of the diai,'oi'.als cf the j! urn is the st. lino joining'

the mi(hili^ jiou.ts of the diagonals of tlic quadrilateral.
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Deflnition.-If a, B ho the .-c.t.vs „f tw„ cir.-l.-s, un.l
points P, Q ho f.uin.l in AB an.l AB {..•-.. hin-d .su.h thatAP_AQ R
PB ~ QB " ,' '^'"' I"""»- P. Q "• cail.'d the centies of

similitudo ^^f (he vUxlr

i
f El

(")

1. The; (.•(•>,; res of sinulit irt.> <,f t

conjug;iu;s with rcsDcct tu tl

\vi) ciich's ,-irf! harm«)iii«

le ccnln-s ot tJm cirrl'-.s.

2. 81low th;i\. each of tho f.

circles passes through one; (.f tl

circles.

3. Tf
II

dianiet(>r-i ho »]

'uv coriimon laii.onts o:•f t\V(

10 centres of sinii!;iudc of the

rawn in two circles, each r.f tiie fmir-
St. lines juinin- the ,.r..is oi tl,„ diameters will pa^s throu-h
a centre of sin-ilitude of the circles.

l!it;

. If a circle tuiich two tixeil cu\:U
pdint.s of contact pa-sses (,hrou"l

the line joi

I'f tiie tv.o circJ!

I ii centre of si miilimdo

(XoTE.—Use Meiiclaiis' Theorem.)

T! le six ccntros of siniilitude of three circles I

hite by three on ii,nv si. 1

le

incs.

Wll

'. If two cir.'Ie

ii'h cuts the 'nh

cut oif 'K.^oriallv
, anv diameter of on

! IS cut hai<ui>nic;dly by that other.

In a system or cf.axial circles t! .' two limit
.ll:d th(^ poiii'.s in w};i -J

inL; piiini

1 any ojio circle t t!ie syst ein (Ills
the line ot centres form a iiarmoiiic ran-e

.^. Concurrent st, linec drawn from the vriLrs ut il.,.

ABC cti th.- nj,posit€ sides 3C, CA, AB resiHTtiveiv at
D, E,, F. Show that

'" ACF
.
sin BAD . ,in CBE sin FOB . .;, DAC . .in t6A.

iU it \ ij
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ABC I
•xl'* - »f)(s /*)(.w «•)9. Sliow tliii! '1h' .in'fv of

whore 2a' - (t -f + c.

10. Find tlio ana ..f tlio
. , ABC iiiul also tlio vtuUm of

its cirt'uiueirclc, given :

—

(i) a G.") mm., /< 70 mm., r --- 75 mm.;

(ii) ft = 7 cm., b S cm., c - 9 cm.

11. ff L, M, N, 1)0 tlib cciilK's of llio cscrilM'd circles of

A ABC, tilt; circumscribed circlo of A ABC is the N.-l'.

circle of
, LMN.

12. Tn I'.x. 1 1 if I 1)0 tlxJ cciitro of tlio iii.sciihcd circlo,

P tlio point svliiTo tho circiimscrihoil cinlo ciils IL and

PH 1)0 ± AC, AH eiiuals h;df tho sum and CH lialf the

ditierenco of b ain' c.

13. If O he tho oithooontrc of
. , ABC, A, B, C, O are the

centres of tiie circles whicii touch the sides of tho pedal A.

14. CA, CB aio two tangents to a circle; E is tho foot

of the ± Iroin B on tho diameter AD; prove that CD
bisects BE.

(XOTK.—Pnjdueo DB to meet AC produced. .loin AB.)

1.'). Tho ± finin the verte.K f)f tho rt. L on the hypotr

HUSO of a rt. Z-d . . is a harmonic mean Ix'tweeii tin

sogiiioiils of tho hvpotenusf made hy the point of contact

of the inscribed ciicle.

(NoTi;.

—

AB is the Iiyjiotonusc of the rt.-zd /\ ABC,

p tlio length of the ± from C on AB. Thou s -a, t? - h are

the .segments of AB made by the point of contact of the

inscribed circle.

2 (.^ - (,) (f - f>) {/i + c ~n)(c + a-h
H.M. of segments-- — = 73

oh

W^ IP •• •
-pCTT'
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16. Tlio sido tif a sinmn; ii).scril>u<l in a A is half tlio

liannonic iin'im ht'twi't-n tlio l.iiso and tlin ± fiKiii tlio

vertex to the Imisc.

17. Tlio circumscrilKMl c<Mitio «if a /.\ is tli«; oiilioccntre

of tlio . , foniicd l)y joining the iniddlo points of its .sidi-K

;

and the two As liuvo a common centroid.

If^. ABC is a A. Doscrilio a circle to touch AC nt C
and {KISS through B. J>»'scril)0 another circle to touch BC
lit B and j.ass through A. Lcfc P he tho second point of
intersection of these circles. Show tliat / ACP = Z CBP
- Z BAP; and that the cin-iunscrihcd circle of A APC
touches BA at A. Find aiinther point Q .such tliut Z
QBA = Z QAC Z QCB.

lit. O is tho orthocentro of A ABC, AX, BY. CZ aio tho
Xs from A, B, C on the opposite sides, BD is a diameter
of the circuniscrilied circle. Show tliat:-

(a) DC - AC;

(A) AO= -f BC» - BO^ + CA- CO' + AB- - the .s-piare

on the diameter of the circumsciil>ed circle.

20. If a A bo formed with its sides eijual to AD, BE
OF, tho nieilians of :\ ABC, tho medians of tho new A
will l)o respecliv.ily three fourths of the corresponding sides
of tho original A.

(XoTR. -Driw FG and r. AD. Join CG. PrDdiue FD,
GD lo cut CG, CF at K, H.)

21. The opposite sides of a <iu.adrilaf.r,il ii,scrii)ed in a
circle are produced to meet ; ,sli..w ih.it the bisectors of the
two Z.s .so formed are X to each other.

22. AG is a median of the . . ABC. BDEF cuts AG, AC
•uid the line through A ;; BC at D, E, F respectively.
.^linw that B, D, E, F is a h.irm.rjiic range.

A

i»
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23. If A, C, B, D be a harmonic range, show +hat:-

2

AB AC ^ AD

2t. Prove that the radical axis of the inscrihod circle of

A ABC and the escribed circle wliich touches BC and

AB, AC produced bisects BC.

25. If a St. line is divided in medial section and from

the greater segment a part is cut off equal to the le.-s,

show that the greater segment is divided in medial section.

26. If a St. line is divided in medial section, the rectangle

contained by the sum and difference of the segments is

equal to the rectangle contained by the segments.

27. In Figure 33, show that the centre of the circumcircle

of A HBC lies on the circumcircle of A AHC.

28. Show that the radius of a circle inscribed in an

e(iuilateral A is one-third of that of any one of the escribed

circles.

29. A, B, C, D and P, Q, R, S are harmonic ranges

and AP, BQ, CR ate comnirieiit at a point O. Prove that

DS passes through O.

30. A, B, C, D and A, E, F, G are harmonic ranges

on two st. lines AD, AG. Prove that BE, OF, DG are

cimcurrent.

31. Three circles pass through two given points p, Q,

Two sb. lines drawn from P cub the circumferences again

ab R, S, T and R', S, T'. Show that RS : ST = R'S' : ST'.

(Note.—Join the six points to Q.)

32. Tlie middle points of the diagonals of a complete

quadrilateral are collinear.

mmwm sg
^jy^^i^.^M'''

%T., . \ "' ' .. . ,
^. ".- '"

,1
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ABCOEF is a complete quadrilateral ; L, M, N the middle

points of its diagonals.

Draw LHK i AE, produce KM to cut AB at G and join

GH.

Prove L, M, N collinear.

33. ABCD is a quadrilatunU and J is a point within it

such that A AOB + A COD = A BOC + A AOD; show
that the locus of O is the st. line joining the middle

points of the diagonals AC and BD.

(Note.—Produce DA. CB
lo meet at E. Make EF =

AD and EG == BC. Join

FO, EG, GO. FG.)

AOEF= \OAD, AOEG =

A OBC. .'. OFEG = half

ABCD, and A EFG is con-

stant ; /. A OFG is constant

and is on the constant base

FG ; .', the locus of O is a

St. line.
Fm. W>.

It is easily seen that the

middle points of the diagonal aro on the locus.

'!';"):
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34. If a quadriliitcnil he circumscribed about a circle,

the centre of the cirolo is in the sfc. line joining the middle
points of the diagonals.

(Note.—Use Ex. 33.)

35. Q is a fixed point in the base BC of the a ABC and
O is a point within the A such tliat A AOB + A COG =

A AOC-f- A BOG; show that the locus of O is tlie st. line

joining the middle points of BC and AG.
(Note.—From CB cut olF CD = BG. Join OD, AD.)

3G. G is the point of contact of the inscribetl circle of

A ABC with BC. It is refjuired to show that the centre
of tlie circle is in the st. line joining the niiddlw points <>i

BC and AG.

37. A is a fixed point on a given circle and P is a
variable point on the circle. Q is taken on AP produced
so that AQ : AP is constant. Show that the locus of Q is

a circle which touches the given circle at A.

38. S is a centre of similitude of two circles PQT P'Q'T',

and a variable line through S cuts the circles ut tlie

corresponding points P, P'; Q, Q'. Prove that, if STT' is

a common tangent

SP . SQ' = SP' . SQ = ST . ST'.

39. AD is a median of the A ABC. A st. line CLM
cuts AD afc L and AB at M. Prove that ML : LC =
AM : AB.

40. The locus o£ the point at which two given circles

subtend equal Z-s is the circle described on tlie join of

their centres of similitude as diameter.

41. Having the N.-P. circle and oiio vertex of a A
given, prove that the locus of its orthocentre is a circle.

(Note.—Let A be the given vertex and K the centre
of the N.-P. circle. Join AK and produce to M makim:
KM -^ AK. M is the centre of the locus.)

Sl^^J^Mr.. C^M^'^^M
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42. AB is a clionl of a circle and the tangents at A, B
meet at C. From any point P on tlie circle J.3 PX, PY,
PZ are drawn to BC, CA, AB respectively. Prr)ve that

PX . PY = PZ-.

43. OX, OY are two fixed st. lines and from them o.jual

successive segments are cut off; AC, CE, etc., on OX; BD
DF, etc., on OY. Show that the middle points of AB, CD,
EF, etc., lie en a st. line

||
to the bisector of the Z XOY.

(XoTK.—Produce the line joining tlie middle points of

AB, CD to cut OX, OY and use Menelaus' Theorem.)

44. Show th.it tlie st. line joining the vertex of a li^ to

the point of contact of the escribed circle with the base

pusses through that point of the inscribed circle which is

farthest from the base.

(XoTK.—Show that the vertex and the point where tlio

hiscctor .of tiie vertical Z cuts the base are harmonic
conjugates wiih resjiect to the inscribed and e.scrilicd

ccMlres; and use tlie resulting harmonic pencil having its

vertex at the point of contact of the escribed circle with
the base.)

From Ex. 44 show that the J. from the vortex to the
base of a A and the bisector of the vertical Z are harmonic
conjugates with respect to the lines joining the vertex to

tlie points of contact of the inscribed and escribe<l circles

with the base.

4"). The five diagonals of a regular pent^agon intersc'ct at
live points within it. Show that the area of the pentagon

with these jioints for vertices is -]^
—>— A, where A is

the area of the given pentagon.

4''). ABCD is a rectangle. Tf A, P, C, Q and B, R, D, S
;ue each harmonic ranges, show that P, Q, R, S are
concvclic.
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47. If one pair of opposite si(]es of a cj'clic quadrilateral

when produced intersect at a fixed point, prove that the

other pair when produced intersect on a fixed st. line.

What is the connection between the fixed point and tlie

fixed St. line ?

48. Concurrent st. lines drawn irom ihe vertices of the

A ABC cut the o[)posite sides BC, CA, AB respectively at

D, E, F. Prove that the st. lines drawn through tlie

middle points of BC, JA, AB respectively
||
to AD, BE, CF

are concurrent.

49. The sides AB, BC, CD, DA of a quadrilateral touch

a circle at E, F, G, H respectively. Show that the opposite

vertices of ABCD, the intersection of the diagonals of

EFGH, and the intersections of the opposite sides of EFGH

form two sets of coUinear points.

50. Tlie circle APQ touches the circle ABC internally at

A. The chord BC of the circle ABC is tangent to the

circle APQ at R, and the chords AB, AC intersect tlie

circle APQ in the points P, Q. Prove that AP . RC =

AQ . BR.

51. Tangents to the circunicircle of A ABC, at the

vertices, meet at D, E, F. AD, BE, CF are concurrent at

O. Show that the J-s from O on the sides of A ABC are

proportional to the sides.

(Note.—Draw GDH FE and meeting AB, AC produced

at GH. Draw DR, DS ± AG, AH. Pr<Ae DG DH ; and.

,, CM DR AH AB \
it CM, ON are .l AB, AC, that qN = qs " AG " AC "

j

If AD cuts BC at K, show that BK : KC = AB- : AC^

r)2. O is the middle point of a chord AB of a circle, DE,

FG are any chords through O; EF, GD cut AB at H, K.

To prove OK = OH.

^ »: ^^:^-i*^:--:M:l.-,^^f-*^^c
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Pnxliu'f EF, GD to incnt jit L; EG, FD .it M. I'nxluce

ED t') meet LM at P. Join OL, OM.

M/,-'

Fia. CI.

OLM is a s(>lf conjugate Z. ; :. CO produced cuts LM at

rt. /'s juid /, AB : LM. POOE is a liarinonic ranjje, and
.*. L(P, D, O, E) is a harmonic pencil. Then V AB through

O is
11
LM and cuts the other two rays at H, K; /. OH =

OK.

"tS. Through any point P in the median AD o? A ABC a
St. l:ne is drawn culling AB, AC at Q, R. Prove that
PQ : PR = AC . AQ : AB . AR.

(Note.—Produce BP, CP to cut AC, AB at K, L. Join

BR, CQ. BD . CL . PK =: DC . LP . KB, .'. — = ''-,
• CL K'<'

.
APQ A APR. AAPQ \ACQ

•• ,sACQ ,ABR' *"' /\APR ABR
PQ : PR - AC . AQ : AB . AR.)

an(

»'i«

.^^^^^c.r^}e^'
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(")

1. Dr.-iw a St. line, lurmiiiatofl in tlio ciirumfcrcncog of

two ^'ivtMi circles, ('cjiiiil in length to ji trivt'ii st. lin--, uiid

II
to a given st. line.

2. 'riiroui,'!! a given point on tlio circumferfjncn of a eircle

draw a clionl wliieli slinll he liiseelfMl by a given chord.

3. Til the li\-jiot( Mnse of a rl.-^d , \ tin. I .i])oint siieh tliat tlio

sum of the ±s on tlie arms of the rt. Z ecjiials a given st. iiiu'.

What are the limits to the length of the given .st. line!

4. In the li3'potenuso of a rt.-Zd A find a point sui h

that the diirereiice of tlie ±s on tlie arms of the rt. L

e<jii;tls a gi\en st. line.

Wiien will there he two, one or no solutions 1

5. In the hypotenuso of a rt.-Zd L\ find a point such

that the ±s on the arms of tiic rt. Z arc in a given ratio.

6. Thro!'i::h a given point draw a st. hiic terminated in

the circiiinl'(M(Miees of two given circles and divided at tlif

given point in a given ratio.

(.Analysis. T^et A he the given point and suppose PAQ
to lie the required st. line terminated at P, Q in the ciii'lr-

of wliicli tlu! ceiiti'es are respectively C, D. Join CP, ami

draw QR CP meeting CA in R. From similar i_s.

Ao ~ r<n = ^''" Sivea ratio .^, wliorein CA. CP areAR QR ° AQ
known; ai.J .". the position of R wwA the length of QR
are hnowii.)

7. Tn a given circle in.scriha a rectangle liaving it-

perimeter eipial to a given .st. line.

8. Tn a given circle inscribo a rectangle having tho

diilen^nce between adjacent sides equal to a given st. lint-

9. In a given circle inscribe a rectangle having its siilcs

in a given ratio.
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1(1. In a cirolo of nidius 5 cm. ins< lil.t! a rccl;uii,'I(' liaviii"

its iivcii 22 s»j. fill.

(Analysis.—Let x, .>/ ho th(3 sides of llic rpetan<,'If, t}i.-n

-y ^- 22 and x- + y- = lOU. Sliow tliat .'• + y Vl.)

11. A and B are fixed points on the <-irouiiif.T<'iico of a
t,'ivcn ciri;lo. Kind a point C on tlio circunifiicnoe sucli

tliat CA, Ca iiiKTccpt a given leiiylh on a fixed chord.

(Analysi;^.— Draw BL
||
to tiio given ( liord and e.pial to

tiie given h.-nglii. Join L to llio point, whore AC is supposed
to cut tlie given cli(»rd. Join AL, otc.)

Vl. A and B aro fixed points on a circunifennce. Find
a jioiat C on t!i(! eirciniif.Mcnco sucli tliHl, CA, CB out a
ii.vcd diainetor vX points equally distant from ilio tentro.

(Analysis.— Draw the dianioter AOD. Join D to the
point F wLerc BC is suppose;,! to out the given di.-imoter.

Prove; tiiat liie cirouiiicirole of /^ DFB touohes the given St.

line AD at D.)

W In a given circle in.scrihe a Z , such that two of ita sides
pas througli givon points, and the third side is a niaxinniin.

1 t. Two towns are on different sides of a straight canal,
ul uiiec|ual • from it, and not opposite to each
•"'"'• '^^'l" " l^'-i.lge 1,0 huiJt J. t<. the direction
"' ''"• cana :;hfc towns may he equally ilistant from
till' l);i(!ge?

l'>. Divide a given st. line into two parts so that the
s|iu,ucs on the two parts are in the ratio of two given st.

lines.

1»). Construct the locus of a point the diffcroN..-o of the
squares t.f whose distances from two points 3 inches apart
i- ' .~<j. inches.

1(. Two points A and B are f.jur inciios apart. Con-
struct the locus of the point the sum of the sn.uarcs of
wii'-e distances from A and B is l'0-5 square inches.

li f n
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18. Divide a giv n st. lino int(» two parts such that tlw

RUiii of tlio Hqiifitcs un tiio \v)iolo sb. lino and on ono {lari

is twice the square on tlio other part.

(Analysis.— T^et AB ( = n

>-.

D

Fiu. U2.

i/:J4-i. .-.AE

AC ± AB and
EBi :i+ EB.

EB. Then

Ih) tlie n>(|uir('d lino am

EB ( .() a segment such iIj n

»( -f ..= = 2(« - .. )». Tln'ii

.«• = 2ii - (i^'ii, and a - .» =

AE ^/•.^ 1

"V'i-o; :. tB =
2-,:r

Cut oil' ED - EB and di,n\

siiuii AD EB V :{ -: AC i
:!,

Z ADC ^ 30' and CT -= 2AC = DB :. I O ^ \o .

The following construction is thou evident :—At B ni.iki

Z ABC - l.V, and draw AC ± AB. Draw tho rt.-biseclur

of BC cutting AB at D. Bisect DB at E.)

19. Two non-intersecting circlcn have their centres ai A

and B, and C is a point in AB. Draw a circle thnjiiul

the point C and coaxial with tiie two given circles.

(NoTK.—From O, the point where the radical axis out-

AB draw a tangent, OT, to one of the given circles. Tiicn

if CC is the diameter of the required circle, DC . GO =

OT» and :. OC is the third proportional to OC and OT.)

20. Construct a A having one side and two mcdiiins

equal to tliree given st. lines. (Two cases.)

21. Construct a A having the three medians equal t.:

three given st. lines.

22. (tiven the vertical Z, tho ratio of the sides conlaiiiiiu'

it, ami the diameter of the circumscribing circle ;
constnin

the A.

23. Given the feet of the J-s drawn from the vertices of

a A to the opposite sides; construct the A.

Jl
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24. Dniw a cirolo to touch u j^ivnri oJr«;lc, ami al^io to

touch a given st. lino at a ;,'i\<"ii |M»int.

J'). Draw a cinlo t(» pass tliroui^'h two yivcri points and
touch a given circle.

26. Draw a circle to jiass throii;,'h a f,'iven poiiii ami
t<juch two given intersecting st. lines.

27. AB is the chord of a given segment of a circle.

Fin<l a point P on the arc siicli that AP + BP is a

m.-ixinuini.

2.S. Find a ],„iu\ O, within a . ABC such that:—

(1) \ AOB : \ BOC :
. . COA 1 : 2 : 3

;

(2) . . AOB : , BOC :
. , COA = / : m : ji.

#fi' '

fl

i I

(*)

29. Find a point such that its distances from tlin tliree

sides of a A may bo i)r(jportionrd to three given st. lines.

(XoTK.—Draw BD, CE J.

BC, and each = /. Join DE.
Draw AF J. AC, and ^ vi.

Draw FG 11 AC, ' ^ing DE
It G. Draw AH _ A3, and
= II. Draw HK II AB, meet-

ing DE at K. BK, CG meet
at P the requireil point. B
Show that, if PL, PM, PN F'»' «3-

be 1 to the sides, PL : PM : PN -- / : m : n.)

^0. Throiij|;h a given point within a circle dra." a chord
wlucli shall be divided in a given ratio at the given point.

•51. A, B, C, D are points n a st. line. Find a point
at which AB, BC, CD subtend equal ^s.

(XoTK.—The required point is tha intersection of two
ciixlos of Apollonius. Sec O.H.S. Geometry, paye 235.)
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3"J. Given fi v»'rt<>x, tlio orllidcciitro luiil (lie i-tiiiro oi

tho N.-l'. circio of n ^ ., consirml iiio /,.

33. Having divided a st. lino inlcinally in nuMliul s.Hii.m,

find the point of external tlivisiun in nu-diul section l»y i.iu..

and pioportion.

31. Desc-rilK' an equilateral A witlj one vert< x nt a u'ivcn

point, and the «)tliiT two vertices on two i,'ivfn
||

st. Iim

(Analysis. Dcscrilic i.

oin-li- alntut the e(|iiilat('i.il

, ^ ABC cutting the ij Uip-

ai,'iiin at L, M. Th.n

Z ALC -= ABC t;U , ;iii(|

/ AMB - Z ACB - Co

.'5'). Find tlu! Imni- :

tlio middle point of thr

ciiurd of contact of tu.

i;i'nt.s drawn from a pnim

on a given st. line to ;»

given circle.

3G. The locus of the centre of a circle wh-cli l)isccts i:,

circumferences of two given circle;! is a st. lino ± to i

lino of cealres and at tiio same distance from the cenlrf '

:

one circle that the radical axis is from the cenlro of the oih^ r

37. Describe a circle to bisect tht> circumferences of tiiii.

given circles.

."S. Find the locus of the centre of a circio that ji.i -

through a given point and -dso bisects the circumfereiir • ;

a given circle.

39. Describe a circle to pass through two given p i'.t-

and bisect the circumlerence of a given circle.

40. (Jiven a point and a .st. line, construct the ciiilc T

which they are pole and polar, and which passes throuirh :

given point.

--'M

i'i'i. (11.

^^^BK^SSS
^'"Si?" ^i-.-
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The following important results from algebra and trigonometry
are freiiuently used in analytical geometry :—

1. Tlie roots of the quadratic ecjuations ax' + 2bx + c = are

^5:^ and
u

These roots are

real,

imaginary,

b - y/^" - ac

a

if '<* >, or =, (tc
;

if b^ < ttc
;

equal to uacli other, if h- - ,„•
;

e(iual in magnitude but

opposite in sign, if /, -
;

^''^''oiml, if 0^- - ac is a i-erfect s.juare.

One root = 0, if c ^ •

both roots = 0, if /, =^
t- ^ 0.

The sum of tliu roots = Z^'

.

a

The product of the roots = .'^...

a

2. Tlie fraction '* - cc , if h = and a is not -= 0.

•i. The equation ax + b,j + ,• = is the san.e as;« + ,^,j + , -^ 0,

if — = — = .

P 'I
r

»• "•' + 2bx + r is a perfect scjuare, if ^^ = ac.

^- I^
"i-'' + /'i !/ + «•,; =

and ((j..- + b^ij + I'^z = 0,

then •": ^ .
?/ z

biC, - /.2<-j c^a.^ ~ r^oj aib.j - u^h^'

iii
. J II
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0. For iill values of ",

ain 'a + CV.1 *(i — 1.

7. If tan -I == A-, a = tan -U.

8. sin (A ± B) = sin A cos B ± co.s A sin B.

cos (A + B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B.

y. sin A + si)i B •= 2 si»i —^- , <-«.s --^— , etc
2

10. tan (A ± B)
/(fH A ± t'ln B

1 + tan A <<«»t B
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ELEMENTARY ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

111
I* !

'

CHAPTER I

Cartesian Coordinates

1. Analsrtical, or algebraic, geometry wa.s ii .nted
by Desmrtea in 1637, an.l this invention mar, s the
beginning of the history of the modem period of
mathematics. It differs from pure geometry in that
it lays down a general metliod, in wh.'eh, by a few
simple rules, any proj.erty "an be at onoe proved or
-lisproved, while in the latter each problem rec^uires a
special methoa of its own.

2. The Origin. In plane analytical geometry the
positions of all points in the plaiie are determined by
their distances and directions as measured from a fixed
point.

If the points are all in .. st. line, the fixed point is
most conveniently taken in that line.

It- D

FlQ. 1.

Thus, if the distance and direction of each of the
pouits A. B. C. D. E from the point O are given, the
positions of these points are kiiown.

Tl le poin' o is called the origin, or pole.
1

Mil

mi i
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3. Use of plus aad minus. In alj;ebra the signs

plus and minus are used to indicate (Opposite qualities

of the numbers to which th'^y are pi'etixed ; and in

analytical geometry, as in trigonomefry. chese S'gns aiv

used to show difference of direction. In a horizontal

st line distances measured from the origin to the

right are taken to be positive, while those to the left

are negative ; and in a vertical st. line distances

measured upward are positive, while those measured

downward are negative. Thus, in Fig. ;, if OA - 2 cm,

dB = 3 cm., OC = 5 cm., OD - 1 cm., and OE = 3 cm.,

the positions of these points fire respectively rep^'c-

sented by 2, 3, 5, — 1 and — 3, the understood unit

being one centimetre

Rectanoulaii Coordinates

4. Coordinates. When points are not in the same

St. line, their j)Ositions are determined b}'^ their distances

Fio. 2.

from two st. lines x'Ox and y'Oy drawn through the

origin, the distances being measured in directions j| to

the ffiven st. lines.



RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

:es of coordinates,These line.s are called the

3

or

shorf.ly, ihe axes.

x'Ox is called the axis ol ./•, and //'0.y is called the

axis of y.

From a point P draw PM
i
O^ and PN O.*', terminated

ill the axes.

PM is called th«j ordinate of P, and PN ( = OM), is

called the abscissa of P. These two distances, the

abscissa and ordinate, are called the coordinates of

the point.

Sometimes, from the name of the inventor, they are

spoken of as cartesian coordinate''

5. Rectangular coordinates. When the axes are at

rt. Zs to each other, the distances of a point from
tlie axes are called its rectangular coordinates.

J

r

I I I M

Fm. 3.

To locate the point of which the abscissa is 4 and
tilt' ordinate 3 when the coordinates are rectangular,

ft

-! ail i t|

.ifiili!

l- t' sM|
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ineaHuro the (listunco OM 4 units ftlon<j O.r aii<l at

M erect tl»e J. PM li units. P is tlie reciuired point.

^ "•!
-

1

1 1

1 1 1

i

i J-
-

1

1

1
1

i 1

1

1

1 !

;
1

1

1 !

1
1 :^ "1^ - V
1

'

1

'

1 !

r'rd 1

' ,,
"1

1 1 --,-^WL r
'iN "tr" '

I
1

1 ! 1

' 1 ;

1
1 i

1

—

1

1

'
1 I 1 1 1

1 1
1

/ k
....

1

ih^- — T
— --.'^ — -

" ._

.

Fio. 4. (Unit = i inch.

)

In Fi<]f. 4, the abscissa of P = OM - 2'8, the ordinate

of P = PM = 2. The position of tliis point is tluii

in(heatrd by tlie notation (2'<S, 2). For Q, tlie absciss;i -

ON = - r6, tlie ordinate = QN = 26 and the positimi

of the point is indicated by ( — Ifi, 26).

Similarly the position of R is ( — 1, — 1'6), and

that of S is (1-4, -1-2).

xOy, yOx', Jc'Oy' and y'O.r are respectively calliil

the tirst, second, third and fourth (piadrants ; and we

see from the diagram, that :—

•

for a point in tlio first quadrant both coordinatis

are positive

;
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for 11 iM)iiit in the wcoii.! .|iiu.lrant tlu; ahHcissa is

iie<,'.itivt! ami the onlinate is positive;

fur a point in the third «iuadrant UaY
und

h are nt^trativt;

f(jr a point in the fourtli the abscissa IS

coordinates show at once in

tlie ordinate is neirative.

Thus the si<,'n3 of the

which (piadrant the point is located.

6.—Exercises

1. Write down the coordinates of the points
E, F, G, H and O in Fig. 5,

positi ve and

A, B, C. O.

1

f

-4— -^(4\-

—t—

'

-JsU.
^^*"- —

.-'It.: _
I !

1

vCy--
-jiX

'

2^L.
4; l?^

r "T"
-^
11

--' fit J i
•"

^i.

1 _j :_ -n
i(Vr

- 1 „ .... _ . .

: _

—
F:. ::__.:__.

"+—

Fio. 5. (Unit = ^ inch.)

-. Draw a diagram on squared paper, and mark on it

the following points :—A (4, 3), b (4-6, 0), C (
- 2, -

3),
D

(
- 4, 2), E (0, 2-8). Indicate the unit of measurement

oil the diagram.

3. Draw a diagram on squared paper and mark the
following points :-{4, 3), (3, 4), (

- 3, - 4), ( - 4, 3), (0, 5),

(A'. - •'>),
(
- T), 0). Describe a circle with centre O and
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riuliuH .'). Slioultl tlio circle pass throuj^h tho soven jMdnts'

Why?

4. Tho side of tin eimilatoral .\ = '2a. One vertex ia at

tlie origin, one side is on the uxi.s of x and the /\ is in tlio

first (juadrant. Wliat are the coordinates of tlio three

vertices ?

5. One corner of a sijuare is taken as origin an<l the axp'<

coincide with two ai.les. Tlie lengtii of a side is li. What
are tho coordinates of tlio corners, tho sijuare being in tiie

first quadrant?

The Distance Between- Two Points

7. In 'jjeiieral, the iibHcisKii oF a point is represent n

I

l)y ,'•, the ordinate by ij.

<S. To find the distance between a point p (.*•,, n^)

and the origin.

From P draw PM ± Or.

V PMO is a rt.-zd A,

.-. PO'^ = OM- + PM-

.-. PO =, x,M^.
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f). To find the distance between p (.<,, v,) and

X' N

Km. 7

M

I)i;i\v PM aii.l QN j. O.'
; QL _l PM.

QL - NM =: OM - ON =: ,r, - ,/•,.

PL - PM - LM - PM - QN ^ y, -
//,,.

V PLQ is a rt.-Z(l ,„

/. PQ- = QL- -f PL-.

= (•^1 - •'•.)^ + (//, - y,f.

.-. PQ:= |/(xr- x,)^ + (y, - y..)-'.

10, If tlic poiut Q in §9 coinci.k-s with tlu- ori-ii,

0, ./•, = aii<l
!/., = 0. Substituting tlu-so values, in the

expression for PQ in tluit article wo obtain

PO = y.r/'+'ul

Tills shows that the result in ^8 is a particular case
of that in § 9.

11. The result in § 9 holds good, h> i/w same form,
iur any two jjoints whether the coordiinites !<»•- positive
or nci^ative.

ilh

III
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For fxaiiiplf— it is minircd to liml tin* flistaiico

iK'twtHMi P (- :{. 2) hikI Q (."), - 2).

"Tj , ~ ~ r --- -r-

t r~
-J

p*i>>

' "^TSt^i

* l^*>-l_ 1

_j , i__j ^ s, ~ ~J
1 ' 4_ I "**S "" J
1 1 1 **«s,

—I-I(l- —i l-- ._ "*!S.^ _L_ AmI

:i::-4_L ui-:*. x:
.L. :n^ . .»._ '^"

-f:
r d- - ^- - ^s^ ±11
-V 4 - - ^!*. It Ji X ^s 'ri
_j . _Sfc ru-j--- 1--*-^; -r^

IL*: .
_~ - *^i_^+ .IT tU

::: :_ _Jm
Kid. 8. (ITnit

, inch.)

j)r!i\v PM, QN 1 Or
;
QL ± PM.

Tlu! Icii^'tli of ML = lon<,'th of NQ = 2.

.-. PL - PIVH- ML :^ 2 4- 2 = 4.

Tlu; lc»i«,'th of QL = NM = 5 + :} - 8.

PQ^ = QL'^ + PL"-

= 64+ IG = NO.

PQ = 4 I o.

If in the expression for PQ foinnl in ^ 9, we sub-

stitute - 3 for
,/-i,

2 for y^, o for ./•., and - 2 f( )r (/.

we obtimi
PQ - Vi- 3- >))•-' 4- (2 + 2)-

-4r/V -^

the same result.
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12. Tlic i»aiticul.ir msi's in ^ J^
10 a,,,] || iHuKtriit.'

what is known uh iI,,. continuity (.f (h.! funinih..

in aiiJilyticiil ^'.".MMi'tiy. IIiiv c«»ntiiniity nifans, tli.it

,ini, rill r.'suUs wliidi iir.' (il)(ainc<l wli.-n Ww ciK>r.linahs

in till! <lia;:,M-ani usf.l un; all positive hoM true; in tlit-

same fnnn for all p,)inis.

!.'{. To find the coordinates of the middle point
of the distance between two given points p (,' „ y,)
and Q C',.. 2/,.).

Let R

Draw

From

Kiu. U.

(.', //) Ih' the ini<ltllc point of PQ.

PM, QN, RL X Ox ; QS j. RL; RT j. PM.

tilt' ('(juality of \s PRT, RQS,

QS = RT and RS = PT.

.-. NL = LM,

.-. X — r, = ,rj ._ ,,..

.'•, + ,r,

• * = 2-
•• RS = PT,

// — //., = //! — y.

.f
'

11;

"»,»

JIM,
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Thus Ihe coordinates of R arc

Xi + X, y, + y,

1 ' 2
•

14. To find the coordinates of the point dividing

the distance between P (.c^ y^) and Q (.'., y.^) in the

ratio of m to n.

y

Q--

m

---;'t

N L M X

FlO. II!.

Let R (,/•, //) br tlic point (livi(liii<; PQ sudi tliul

PR 7>t

RQ ^ V
'

Draw PM, QN, RL ± Ox; QS X RL; RT J. PM.

From till' similar Zas PRT, RQS

RT _ PT _ PR
RS ~ RQ

Hi

QS

RT
QS

1)L

a', — X in

nix — )NX., — iix, — 71X.
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m + n

RS

11

//i - .'/

y - y.

n

m
n

mij ~ nil/., = i,y^ — vy.

m + n
Thus the coordiiuitoM of R arc

nx, + mx. ny^^+jny,,
m + n ' m +~n~'"

15. If the point R be taken in PQ pro.lucoH such that
PR

:
RQ = m : n, and the coordinates of p, q i,e

(•'V //i). (•'•2. .'/,) it may be shown by a proof siniiiar to
that HI the previous article that the coordinates of R are

mx^^ nxi

m -n '

my., ny,

m - n *

These result., and aho tho.e uf § § /,; and 1.', are
flie mm: for ubU'jtoe and rectawjiUar axes

16.—Exercises

1. Find the dista.KM^ between the pc.ints (d, 5) and (I -7)
a.Hl test your result l.y mea.sure.nent on .squared paper.

'

-'. Find the distance between the points (2, -.3) and
(-1, 1) and test your result by measurement on .squared
impor. *

••{. Find the coordinates of the middle points of the st lines
I'-nny the pairs of points in exerci.ses 1 ar.d 2 re.spectively
UHl test the results by measurements on the diagrams
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4. Find, to two deciin.il places, tlin distance, between

(-3, 7) and (4, -4).

5. The vertices of a \ are (
- 2, 4), (

- 8, - 4) and (7, 4).

Find the lengths of its sides.

6. The vertices of a Z, are (-1, 5), (-4, -2), (.">, - ?i).

Find (a) the lengtlis of the "sides
; (6) the lengths of the

medians.

7. The vertices of a quadrihiteral are (4, 3), ( - r», •2).

(
- .'5, - 4), (6, - 2). Fin.i the lengths of its sides, and al>u

of its diagonals.

8. Find the coordinates of the middle point of the st.

line joining (3, - 2) and ( - 3, 2).

9. Find the points of trisection of the st. line joining:

(1, 3) and (6, 1).

10. The St. line joining P ( - 4, -3) and Q (0, -1)

is divided at R {x, y) so that PR : RQ ^ 5 : 2. Show that

X =— _ o
y-

11. Find the length of the st. line joining the origin to

(«, - b).

12. Tlie St. line joining the origin to P (-4, 7) i-

divided at R, Q so that OR : RQ : QP = 3 : 4 : 2. Ynvi

the distance RQ.

13. The lei\gth of a st. line is 17 and the coordinates of

one end are (
- 5, - 8). If the ordinate of the other emi

is 7, tind its abscissa.

14. Find in its simplest form the equation which expresje;

the fact that (,r, rj) is eciuidistant from (5, 2) and (3, 7).

15. Find the centre and radius of the circle which passe-

through (a, 2), (3, 7) and (
- 2, 4).



EXKIICISES U
IT). Find tlie points which an« disUmt I', from ( - •> _ 10\

an.l 13 from (2, 14).
^

'
'

IT. Prove that the vorticos of a rt.-Z.l .\ are (xjuidistant
from the middle point of the liypotenuse.

Sug,esf;n,,: Takr the rrrtr.r of the rt. . for ori.jin and
the sides which contain the rt. I for axes.

\^. In any A ABC prove that

AB> + AC = 2 (AD2 -f- DC),

where D is the middle point of BC.

Suggestion .-—Take D as origin, DC as axis of x and the
± to EC at D as axis of y. Let DC = a, and the coordi-
nates of A he (.j-j. _)/|).

10. If D is a point in the base BC of a , ABC sucli
tliat BD : DC = m : n, show tliat

n AB' + m AC = (,a + ?,) AD^ + n BD^ 4- m DC^.

Suggestion .-—Take D as origin, DC as axis of x ,-
'

the
-L to BC at D as axis of y. Let BD == - ma, DC = na, and
thr coordi)i"'^s of A be (x^, y^).

I'O. Tlie vertices of a \ are tlie points (x^, y,), (.,.„ y,),
(',' y-.')- Find tlie coordinates of its centroid.

-'1. The St. line joining A (2, j) to B (•% 9) is pro.luc<".l
to C so that AC : BC = 7 : 2. Find the ooonlinates of C.

22. The St. line joining A (.•?, -2) to B (- 4 -
()) js

produced to C .so that AC : BC = .3 : 2. Find the coordi-
n;it:s of C,
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The Area of a Tklvxole

17. To find the area of the . of which the

vertices are A (r^, i/^), B (.-•.,, //._,) and c (r^, y.,).

y

\

1

c

/f;\
L N M X

Fm. U.

I)i;i\V llu' ortlilKltcs AL, BM, CN.

From the diai^nim,

\ ABC - ALNC + CNMB - ALMS.

Tho uiva i>f a ([uadrilateral ot" whicli two sides

aiv — hall" the sum of the sides X the distance

1)0* .Veen the sides.

.-. ALNC -: \ (AL 4- CN) X LN - ^ (//^ + //j) ('', -

.''i),

CNMB \ (CN + BM) X NM =
^, (//.j -f >]..) (,/•,_, - .r,';.

ALMB .1 (AL 4- BM) X LM _- A {y^ 4- ,'/.) ('•_, - j\).

:. .
ABC i \ l//i 4- ^V3) (', -

.^i) + ( y, + //,) < :', - .'
)

-

(//,+ '/:>(', -.';)•

Slmplit'yitii^.

AABC-^ i {x, (y, y,) + x,(y„ Xi* + x, ty^ - y,);-



THE AREA (M A TIIIANcJI.E In

XoTK -Th<' pouifs fuiri- h'-ii fit k' it in cirrnhtr artfc}- af>onf

the ^. i/( thf oppofitr <ih;cti<->, to ffnf in tv/iirh the /in)i,/.-< of
a clfli-k rotnt-'

.
i/ thei/ arr t,xh n in the saiw direction aa the

honth rutat-, the formula u-iJI i/iv the same result o.,Iy it

H-iU opi" ir to h'^ nei/ntiv' hut. of' course, the area of a .L

viust fie positlr'\

is. To tin! the area of the ' of whicli tli«* vertices are

(3. i). (- 4, 3\ (- 2. -4t

I
, . T—

j
V

..

K
~ ~—~.^

P

A
'

' A

1
' \

'~~
1 ~

i \
A

{
. \

\ /!
' ' \ / ~
i

i 1
1 /

\ K'
/

/ '•
i

!m/ I '

r\ / 1

\ ;

Q- /
, 1

^

\
J / 1

\ 1 / 1

\ j
/ h- —

H

\ ! / '
!

\ 1 / ,
•

\ 1 /
, . ...^.

'
1 1 \ 1 / - |- -1

; 1 1 \i / i_
-'Iff \j T
, lL ,^-0-^ — """•(*•

Fig VI. fruit =
t; ID'T.

D I'llW til 'UairraTii (\n srjuai'i a ['Hper. I)ra\v t)ie

oniiii.-.T,-. AL, BM, CN. Throui:)i C draw RCS O.' lo

I'

lUci AL, BM T'rodnc-t

ABC BRSA

S. R

BRC

BRSA ^ I {BR ~ AS. RS

ACS.

7 -r , X 7
91

^r.
j

^1
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C -= I BR < RC - I.

14

ASC '. AS A SC b K •) =

A,BC = -

91 - U - :iO 47

it we •^uUstitutt' the Ojoriliiiiit.'S <>( A, B.iu'i C in tlu

I'uriuuUi "f § 17, wi' (jbtuin

ABC - :, ':}(:> + 4)^( - t)( -4 - 2) -
(

- 2)r2 - :})'

Uii - 24 + 2)

the siiiiu' result as bet*(>r«.'

'riiis iiiustrat.'S tiie oiiiicinuitv <>( flu- sviniin'rrieal

result found in 07 hyv the area >>( .i

IJ—Exercises

1. Find, trniii I liiii^raiu, tlui area ni iU

the vertices ;vre [•>, "?, (i. A), (

usiiil; liie foniutia ot ,5 17.

'{J. Check vour

ut viii.'h

re<u.r, i.v

Draw tile luilijwui;; s ua ^({uarwi paper ami iin<i

their areas . oiiecKiu;: vuur results ov mnv' tae toriiiuia uto .

\:

[a j ( 1 , 4 1, (
- ; 2), (:;. -li:

j. - 1 i, ( - 2. - *])

() ,'>. 'I), i.-i. i-r>), ( - - •). +).

.'5. Kiiiii ilic arra .)t 'itc iiuadrilaterai it wtucii the

X erticcs lit' ;!, iii. ( -2, n 2) ami ; . .
';).

k F iiiii tiie .ire;i ot tne qiladrilateral wt viucii the

vertices vre ( (j. ''i,
( t, " *)j :iiui c o.
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". D, E, F aiv ros}-^ctivri_v ihc miiiile point*: of tlie side-!

BC. CA. AB of a ;. Phvp l,y the formula of ? 17,

takinc B as origin and BC a* axis of x. that _ ABC = 4 _
DEF.

0). Find the area of the ._ of which the vertices are

(.r. V). (?,. 'm, :

~
-2, 4 ; and thence show that if these

points are in a sr. luie Tu, - .?• = 22.

T. Find the area of liie _ A , - .". :
i. B (7. . i, C (''-. I'M;

and ^how tJiai the — from A to SC = BC.

>. A man star;? froni O an 1 gies- tj A, from A to B,

B to C. C I.' D, D t.' O If O "t.e taken as the origin

;ind the ccK-miinaie- of A, B. C. D are . '

'. -'"}. ( '. 3),

1
- 4. ^ i.

:
- 4. 8 i, lind t.ht- diNt,auc'e he hii? travelled, the

unit lieing one niiie

9. ^h'•w- f-oiii the foruiuii. for tiie area of a _ . that
A (3. -... B i i', ]- and C 7. ] are i:. the same st-

line. Find tut rsitK' of AC to CB.

1". ^n 'w thai if me c(>ordinat.e^ of -'ue vertices taken in

orurr -.ii u auaariiatera! a: . ./ . . ». .^... V. U I and
(f. us area is

11. In tne _ OAB. P i- taken m OA, Q in AB an i R
iu BO so ttji.T OP PA ^ AQ . QB ^ BR RO - o 1.

.Show thai ___ PQP. :
. OAB = 7 : iC.
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Loci

20. The (leHnition of a l<»cus (hoo. Ontjirio H. S,

Geometry, patje 77) is:

—

When a figure consisting: of a line or lines con-

tains all the points that satisfy a given condition,

and no others, this figure is called the locus of

these points.

Tlie condition which tlio points satisfy may lie

expressed in the form of an ecjiiation involvinj; the

coordinates of the points. For example, take the locus

of the points of wliich the ordinate is ecjual to 3.

This condition, wliich is expressed by the eciuntion

2/ = 3 [u::—Ox + i/ = 3], is satisfiecl hy an infinite

nundjer of points, as (0, 3\ (1, 3), (2, 3), (7, 3), (-4, :]).

etc. All such points are on a st. line AB 1! to O.** and 8

-B

1'

Fui. 13.

units above it; and this st. lino contains no points which

do not satisfy tlu' condition. Tiuis the e(iuation y = o

ri'presents the lini^ AB.
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Siniil.irly the niuatioti // = -li n-prescrits a st. lim-
il

0.r unci thr.'o units holow it ; ./• = 3 reproHcits a st.

li'"'
II O// aiul throe units to the rii,'ht of the orij,nn.

un.l .*• ^ -5 a St. lino O// and f) units to the left
of the oritjin.

For another example let us take tlie comlition to ])e
that tlu' abscissa an.l ordinate of each point are ecpial
The points (0, 0), (I, 1), (2, 2). (4, 4). (-1. -l).
i-o, -5), etc., satisfy this condition. It is expre.ssed
by the e<iuation

// = .r. If we draw a dia{,'rani on

Fio. 14. (L'nit = j% inch.)

s<iuurcd paper, mark souie of the.se points on it and
join them we get a st. line AB hi.sectiiiir the ^s .'oy
and ,r'0(/' every point on which .satisfies tlie .rivt-n eon"
'lition. Between© and (1, 1) there arc an infinit.^
mnnherofpoints. (liuj, r,,

(,.^, ,U ( •^,. .U etc.,
winch satisty the condition, and .so on continuously
t .n,U;:hout the Hue. Thus the equation ;;

- , represent
t!ie hne AB.
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Apiin, WO may consider tlie point wliicli moves so

tlmt its distance fron» the oii<,'in is always 5. Its luciis

is plainly tlus circumference of a circle. Particular

— - - - n -
(0

rr ~" —1

.« 1

~[
j ^ .«" b:

^
" ^

(s,-•)ly
^ % VAXA

1 ? r 7
^• / s. '(«- ').-

J
Ci

t f >
j V 1

t \
1 ) -

.,
1- *A) r

h*^rt
h"

j

1

t 1

y j\ /
1

\, i

\ /
\ /
\ /•
V V ^ /

s. •«

§aP'
^

. I

Fio. 15. (Ui.it = ^ inch.)

points on this locus are (5, 0), (4, 3), (3, 4), (0, :^\,

( — 3, 4), etc., and its ecjuation is ^x- + y- = 5, or

X- + //- = 25.

21. In the ecpiation of a locus the numbers that

are the same for all points on the locus are callcil

constants; while those that chanije in value con-

tinuously from point to point are called variables.

Thus, in the ecpiation x^ \- y"- = 2,5, x and ij are

variables and 25 is a constant.
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22.—Exercises

1. Fiii.l four or fivo points on tlie .ocus represented by
p.i.li of tho following equutions; and draw tlio Iocuh cry

squared paper in each case:

(a).r=-4;
(6) x + y =

; (c) x - 2*/ =
;

,'f) :h; + y = ; (,•) r = y + 4 ; (/) j-^
-f

yi = ifig.

2. A point moves so that its distance from tiie axis of
r is n times its <Jistancd from the axis of y. Find the
('(juation of its locus.

:?. VVliat locus L represented hy the equation (a) y =
;

(h) .C =0?

4. A point moves so that it is equidistant from the
origin and from (S, 0). Fiml the equation of its 1.kjus.

5. A point moves so that it is equidistant fn.m the
ongu. and from (3, - f,). Fi„,l the equation of its l,«us,
and draw the locus on squared paper,

C>. A point is equidistant from (1, -2) and (-3, -4),
Find the equation and draw the locus on s-juared p.i'|K;r.

7. A point moves so that its distance from (4, .3) jh
always 5. Fitid the ecjuation and show that the' locus
pa:j.ses tlirough the origin.

f<. The coordinates of the ends of the base of a ,1, .-.re

(--', -3) and (4, -1), and the len-th of the median
•Ir.vwn to the base is 6. B^ind tho equation of the locus of
its vertex.

i). The coordinates of the ends of the base of a A are
(0, 0) and (.-,, 0), and its area is 10. Show that the
etiuation of the locus of its vertex is y = 4.

10. The coordinates of the ends of the base of a A are
{- 1. -2) and (n, 1) ami its area is 0. Find the equation
ot the locus of its vertex.
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2.'{. An e<|Uiiti«)ii coiitu'cLin;,' two viiriut)!' > ,,; anil //

luw an iuHnito nuiiilMr ul" solutioiiH. For exumplf, in

the e(|Uiition // = 3 ./• + 7, if imy valiu- is ^iveii to ./•,

thu corres|)<jn(lin;; vjilue of y may lln^n lie ileteruiiiied.

Tluis, when

('0 ^ = 0. 2/ = 7,

{h)x = 1, U = 10,

(f) ./• = 2, V = l.'i

('/) .' = -1..'/= +.

-'i. .'/ = -2,

= 8.

'tc.

Tl 10, in i;enoral, continuous lint^ which pasHos thioui,'h

all tht! points ((«), (/'), (c), etc., is thi; locus represents 1 by

this ecpiation.

Another eipiation as 4r -f- 3^ = 8 has also an inlinitc

nunihcr of solutions, arnl if these two e(|uations aiv

solved toj,a'ther, the conniion s<jlution obtained, in this

case x= —1, 2/ = 4, gives the coordinates of the ji'int

'ntersection of the l(3ci represented by the ecpiatinns.

•./

>f solutions whieli satisfy the e(|uat

= 8 are Kiven in the followinir tiible :

—

ion

-4
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If wo i)|r)t these tw<. sets of tvsultH on wiuured

i

uics

Fio. 16. (Unit = A Inch.)

pap.!-, we SCO that the loci appear to l«,- st. 1

which iiiterHccl at the point {tf) (-1, ^).

24.—Exercises

I. Plol the following loci on .scjuarod paper an.l fhi,! the
cooi'inatcs of their points of intersection:—

(n) ix - 7j = 1 and x - 2tj = - 12;
(b) x-\-2y = 7 and 5x - 2y = 1 1

;

(c) 3.»- + 8y = - 18 and 4r -(- 3// = -
1 ;

{'/) 3r -f 4y = and .r'-i + y^ -. 100;

('') 3.>- - 5y -j- 45 r and x"- -\- i/ = ]G['.

2. Find the points where the locus 3,/- - Tyy -f \-y ^ Q
t'Uts tlie axes.

3. Find till' points where the locus x^ + if = (} ^ cuts
the axis of x.
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4. Find the locus of a point such that the square of its

distance from ( - a, o) is greater than tiie square of its

distance from (a, o) by 2 «-'.

5. Find the equation of the locus of a point such that

the square of its distance from (-2, - 1) is greater than

the square of its distance from (5, 3) hy 11.

(!. A (1, 0) and B (9, 0) are two fixod points and P is <a

variable point such that PB - 3 PA. Find the equation of

the locus of P.

7. Plot the following loci and show that they are

concurrent :

—

3a; + 4y = 10, 5x - 2i/ = 8, 4a; + y = 9.



CH i^I'TER II

The SrnAicFir LI.^ e

25. To find the equation of a st. line in terms of
the intercepts that it makes on the axes.

Fio. 17. Fio. 18.

Let the St. lino cut the axes at A, B ho that OA _ ti

OB = h.

Take P (./, t/) any point on the line, and draw PM ii Oy
and ternnnated in Ox at M.

From the similar As APM, ABO,

PM AM
BO " AO

y
b

(I — X

a

or,
X y
- 4- = 1

Note.—/< is seen from th", diagrams that both the proof
<t>i.f the form of the .'qmition are the same for oblique and
ixlaiifjnlar axes.

26

yj
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26. To find the equation of the st. line passing

through A (.fj,
y/i) and B {.c^ y.^).

Fio. 20.

Take any point P (,', ?/) on tlie st. line.

Draw AK, BL PM i|
Oij and terniinated in O/ at

K, L, M; and AN, BR i O'' and respectively teruiinutod

in PM at N and AK ; R.

From the similar /.s PNA, ARB,

AN ^ PN
BR ~ AR"

AN = KM =- OM OK = ./ - x^,

BR = LK = OK - OL ^ ,i\ - ,r.,,

PN -= PM - NM = PM - AK -- //
-

y^,

AR - AK RK - AK - BL -= y^- y.^

. ^ X, y - y,

2Ci-x,, yi- y.,'

NoTK.— /f, i.1 seen from the, ilirnirams that both the proof

ami the. /''>nn of the njiuition are tlui same for oblique and

rectangular axes.
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27.—Exercises

1. Tlie equation of the st. line passing through (4, 3) and
(-2, 7) is by the formula of § 26

X - i y - 3

or, 2x+ 3y = 17.

To find the intercepts which this line makes on the axes,
let y =-- and .-. .,• = S^, let ./ ^. and .-. y = 5§. By g 25
llie equation of the line may now be written

Tills is cle.irly the same as 2x + 3t/ = 17.

'-'. Write down the equations of the st. lines which make
the following intercep'- ,:i O.r, Oy respectively:—

(a) 5, 2
; (6) - 4, ;,) 3, - 8.

.'V Find the ecjuatio: , of the st. lines through the follow-
ing pairs of points :

—
0>) (G, li), (3, 1); (/>) (_i, 2), (-3, -7); (<•) (4, -6),

(- (, 2). Find the intercepts these st. lines make on the
axes.

!. Find the point where the st. line which makes inter-
cepts - 3 and 5 on Ox' and Oy respectively is cut by the
St. line X = - 5.

i). Find the point where the st. line making intercepts 7
luiii 2 on Ox and Oy respectively meets the st. line through
(
- -, 7) and (.'), - 3).

<)• Find the point where the st. line through (3, 5) and
{-', - 1) meets the st. line through ( - «, 2) and (6, 5).

'
f

^
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7. Prove that (11, 4) lies on the st. line joining (3, -2)

and (19, 10) and tind the ratio of ''.'o segments into which

the first point divides the join of the other two.

8. Find the equations of the sides of the A of which

the vertices are (4, - 2), ( - 5, -1), and (-2, -6). Find

also the equations of the medians of the A and the coordi-

nates of its centroid.

9. The vertices of a quadrilateral are (3, 6), ( - 2, 4),

(2, - 2) and (7, 3). Find the equations of the four sides.

Find also the equations of the three diagonals of the

complete quadrilateral, and siiow that the middle points of

tho diagonals nre collinear. Find the equation of the si.

line passing through the middle points of the diagonals.

10. Find the vertices of the A the sides of which are

11-j - 3y - - iiy, ox - III/ = 47 and 3x + 4*/ = 7.

HP
(•'"i. 2/1^ »» "'"y P*'*"*' *"^ -+ A

"^ ^ '^^^^ °^' ^'^ '^^

A, B respectively. Show that the area of the A PAB -

J (6^1 + ayi - ab).
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28. As explained in elementary algebra, the degree
of a term, with respect to certain letters, is the nuinljer

of such letters that occur as factors in the ter-u.

Sx, —5y, iix, hy are terms of the firet degree witli

respect to x and y.

5x-, 3y', -2xy, ax- are terms of the second degree
with respect to x and y.

29. Degree of an equation. An equation is said to
1)0 of the tirst degree in x and y when it contains a
term, or terms, of the first degree in x and y, but no
term of a higher degree than the lirst.

The general equation of the first degree in ,/ and

A,»; + By + C - 0.

An equation is said to be of th,. second degree in
X and y when it contains a term, or terms, of the
second degree in x and y, but no term of a higher
degree than the second.

The general equation of the second degree in x
and y is

Ax"- + Bxy + Cy- + Dx + E.y + F = 0,

or, in a more convenient form,

ax- + 2hxy + hy- + 2(jx + 2fy + c = 0.

iiij
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no. To prove that an equation of the first degree

always represents a st. line.

Let (,r„ !/^), (x.,, y.,h {.r.^, //,) bo onif three sets of

siiimltaiioous values of x and y which satisfy tiie

e(iUation Ax + B// + C ^ 0.

Then, (1) A..', + B//i + C - 0.

(2) Ar.. + B,v, + C - 0.

(3) Ar, 4- B//3 4- C - 0.

Fron. (1) and (2),

A B ^ C

Dividini^ tlie three terms of (3) respectively hy

these e(|iial fractions and hy any one of them,

.'•a iUi - 1/2) + 2/3 ('' - '\) + \ 111 - ''! !h --= <>

Rearranj^'ing the term;-., we get

(-1) -^i (1/2 - !J:l) + '2 dh - !Ji) + •'<
(//l - .'/->) = ^

From I 17 the area of the \ formed by joining

(-^'i, ^i). (*'>. y-.). (''"a. ,'/3) i«

I {*'! (>J-2
- V^) ^ ^-2 (Vs - Vi) + '•3 (ill - U-^}

and .•., from (4), in this case, the area of the /a is

zero.

Tliis can only be so when the three points are hi ;v

st. line, and .'. as any three points the coordinates of

which satisfsfy

A,'- 4- B// + C =

are in a st. line, this eijuation must always represe

a st. line.

at
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n Tl„' (..,uati.m Ar-l-B// f C may I,,,, dian-a-.l
to tliu loriM

"

-H

C
A

C
B

= 1,

iuid by conipiiniiir this witli tlu' (.(luation of S^ 25,

a+h = ^'

wo ,s(,.o that the intercepts which the st. lino
A.'' + B// + c =. makes on the axes of .c and y are
respectively

_C
, C

A ''"^'l - B-

The same results are obtained by alternately lettin.;

// = and ./ = in A,/- + b// + c = 0.

32. To o])tain th(> result of § 2(J from (he j^oneral
equation of the fii-st de'-a-et;

^^f't
('•i- 2/i). (.r,„ 7/,,) ])e fixed points uii the st. line

•.•presented by the ^ijuvml e.iuation, and we have

(1) A," -f B,f + c = 0,

(2) A/', + B//, + C = 0,

(3) Ax, + B>/., + c = 0.

From (2) and (3),

_A B ^ c
''2 - .''l

~
(4)

'LVj - '•,//,Ui ~ ?/>

:., from (!) and (4),

•
(!Ji - y,) + // (.r, - .r,) + ,r^;/, - .r,i/^ = Q.

Tliis e(|uation is seen to be the same as

•"• - '•
! ^ y__r^j/i

^'i ~ '.>
iJi — V-i

\\l'"n the latter is cleared of fractions and simplified.

f!

I
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33. To find the equation of a st. line in terms of

its inclination to the axis of x and its intercept on

the axis of y.

y

B

N
1 ^'-.
M AV,i^*

Fio. 21.

Let the st. line cut Ox, Oy at A, B respectively,

L BAx - a, and OB = h.

Tiike any point P (.'•, y) in the line, and draw PM i

Ox, PN J. O^.

T r>oK. BN BO - PM ?>
- ?/

But, tan BPN - to??. PAM -= - tan a.

. h - y
:. - tan a ^ 1^,

X

and ,\ y = X tav a + h.

If we let tan a = m, the equation Ijecomes

y = mx + b.
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In this tMjuatiou vi is ealletl the slope of tlu) line,

and the Z a, or tan- hn, is alwiiys ineiisiiied by a
rotation in the positive direction from the positive
direction of O.;-, i.e., the /. is traced out by a radius
vecto. starting frnn iho position A^ and rotating
alxjut A in tlie positive direction to tiie position AB.

Note.—/W oblhpie axes the jrroof awl result are different
from t/iune given above /or rectantjulur axes.

34. Tlie eciuation A.c + b (/ + C - may be clianged to

A
,
J" —

from which by comparison with

y => nix + b,

c
B'

It is seen that tlie slope of the .st. line A.r + By + c =

is _ g. and its intercept on the axis oi y is - ^.

^

-i tJ
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.'ir). To find the equation of a st. line in terms of

the ± on it from the origin and the z made by a
positive rotation from Ojr to this ±.

y

Fio. i>.

Let til X OM IVoiii O to tho line = p, ;iii(l

'' .TOM =

Take any point P (.r, y) in i\w st. line.

Draw PN X O.c, NR j_OM, MH O// to meet NR at H.

OR + RM - p.

OR - ON ens RON = ,i' cosu.

RM = MH cox RMH - PN ro.v MO// = 7/ shu.

:. X cos a + y sin a - p.

XoTK.

—

For (>hll(pie axps thr proof and r<'sn/t an- 'iiffmnit

from those given above for rectanynlar ans.

36. To reduce the eijuation Ax + B// + C = to

the form x coh u + y .si?i u = p, wl\ere ^) i.s ivlways a

positive (juantity.

The etjuations

X ctM a 4- (/ sin a — p =
AX

will Ix' identical if

+ By + C

cos H sill (I — p
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If C is ii positive <|U.ni(it3'

/> rtM (I sill ,1 I '"'< -'«
-f- •""" '^n

C - A ^ B ~

/. CiiSit -

I A' + B»

I_A - B
,

. '"^ II
~ —

, and n
I
A 4- B^

I A' + B'
'

85

1

1/A'+ B^

C

I A' 1-B^'

If C is a ne<,'ativ(! <iuantity, tlu'sr results slujiiM he

written

A
. B -C

rox a -:: , sin d
~ n ~

I A'+B^
J A' + B' '

, AM B'

Thus ilie ocjuation is

v/A'-fB' I'AM^B' |/A'+3-i'

tilt! upper signs beint; taken wlien c ropresents a
positive (juantity and the hnver sij^ns wiien c repre-
si'iits a negative (juantity.

37. Ex. 1. Reduce the e(|uation 3./- + 4// — 12 = to
the form ./ cos ,i -\- ij .sin a = ]>.

ir«r(> |/n-- -I-
42 = 1/25 = 5.

Dividing the given eijUution l)y r>

B 4 12

3 • 4 , -1.4^(vw« = • siv a = id /. a = Uui
T) 5

1 Ironi the origin on the line is ".

5

(J while the

Ex. 2. Reduce the ctjuation ,/ —
?/ 4- 7 = to the

iunii ,r COS a + jl sit) « = ^j.

^ni

' * I Ml

- -l

I
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m

lUn-
I I- + 1- = I U.

Diviiliii^' the ;;iv«ii »'(nmti<)n by — ^/T

1/2 ^ 2 Vi

or, ./• COM l.'io 4- .7 Kill 1H5^ =
• 2

t.^., " = \^i)
, mill tin: X ffoiii till- Diij^iii on tin- ;tt

lino IS —

.

3S. To find the equation of a st. line in terms of

the coordinates of a fixed point on the line and
the z which the line makes with Ojir.

Kiu. 23.

Let Q (,r,,
1/J be the fixed point and the l.

Take any point P (,/•, ?/> on tlie line and let QP
Draw PM, QN j. Ox and QR ±_ PM.

QR = PQ cos PQR,

QR = NM = .T — .r,, and / PQR =10.
^ - .^1 ^ .

r'o.s f^
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PR = PQ niii PQR.

PR = PM - RM = PM - QN = If - ji^.

37

= r.
sin

X - X_, _ y - y, = r.
cos f^ sin «

This form will freuueiitlv l)e fouml useful iu pro-
l»lfms timt involve the (' ce Ijctwcen two ixjints on
!i St. line.

If COS 6 = 1 and ,.t/j ^ =z 7u, the e(iuation becoiue.s:

—

^-^
1 _ y - yi

1 m = r.

I and vi are called the direction cosines of the st.

iiiK', un<l /- + in- = 1.

Ji9. For convenience of r. ference the ditferent forms
nt' till- eijuatiou of the st. line are here collected: —

vl) A.r -t- B.v + C = 0.

(2)
•'

+ f
= 1.

a b

X — ,7

J _ .'/ - V\
(3) , ,

•'i - ''!
//i

- Vi

(4) ij = mx -{^ b.

(5) ,/• CO I (I -\- y sin a = p,

((5) ^-j-i = y- ih ^ ,._

I VI

It' the at. line pa,s.ses throujfh th
till' ronvenient form

oritrin (4.) takes

(' ) y = onx.
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If tliu st. line joins the <)ri<,nii to ji iixed point

<''i. .Vi). wc ^-et, by lottin^r ,,.^, = y_, = Q in (3):—

(8)
" = ^-

.

^•i 2/1

If the St. line passes throu^'h (.f,, ;y,) and its slope is

m, the e(juation is easily seen from (4) to be

40.—Exercises

1. Name the constants and varialiles in each of the nin:'

eijuations of ,^ .39. Explain the meaning of eacli constant.

Wiiich of these c<jnations are of the same form for rectangular

and ol)li(jue axes '

2. Draw the following st. lines on s(juared paper :

—

^^(^)^ + 5--'(a) X + 2y = S
;

(b) 3,,,- - 7// =

(cl) 2.,- 4-3y = 13; (.) -Sy = 4x.

3. Find the equation of the st. line.

(a) through the origin and making an Z of 30° with O,,-

;

(/;) through the origin and making an Z of 120° with Or;

(c) througli (0, ')) and making the Z tan ^
f with Or:

{(l) through (0, -.3) juid making the Z cos 1 3 with Or;

(e) through (
- 3, - 4) and making the Z 1;")° with Or.

4. In the u of which the vertices are ( - 2, .">) (3 - 7)

(a) find the slope of each side

;

(h) show that the medians are conctu'i

centroid.

ind

5. O (0, 0), A (6, 0), B (4, G), C (2, 8) are the

of a quadrilateral. Show that the st. lines joinins: th

vertici's
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middle points of OA, BC, of AB, CO luu] of OB, mC are
concurrent, and find the coordinates of their conunoii point.

G. Find the equation to the st. line through (-4,3) that
cuts off equal intercepts from the axes.

7. Find the len-,'th of the J. from the origin to the lino

3.f + "// ^ 10 ; find the Z which this ± makes with 0.r.

8. What is the condition that the st. line A.c -f By + C =
may

{(t) pass through the origin

;

(/>) be
II
Ox-

;

('•) be
II
Oy ;

(d) cut off ecjual intercepts from tiie axes

;

(') make Z 4~>° with 0,i-

;

!). Wliat must be the v;ilue of m if the lino i/ = tnx -f 7
passes through ( - 2, 5) ?

10. Find the values of m and b, if the st. lino i/ = mx + b
passes through ( - 2, 3) and (7, 2).

11. Find the values of a ami />, if the st. line
'^

-j- 2/ = j

passes through (
- 2, - 5) anil (4, - 2).

" ^

12. Show that tiie points (4a, - 3h), (2^, 0), (0, 3b) are
in a St. line.

<

13. Show that the intercept made on the line ,.• - k by
the lines Ax + By + = and A.*: + By + C - is the
same for all values of k.

M. P (,Cj, //,) is any point and the lines A.»; + Br +0 =
cuts 0.f, Oy at N, R lespectiveiy. Show that A PNR =

tl: :.

H:ll

i
' i V

"

I 1

-AB ^^''^ + ^^1 + C).

B>iaJ
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The Angle Between Two Straight Lines

41. To find the I between two st lines whose
equations are given.

(i) Let tlie given equations be y = tn^x + 6, and
y = m.^ + 62.

Let AB be the lino y --= m^t + ?>, tiiitl AC be the !i

y = m,rTC + 62 when B, C ure on tlio axi.s of x.

L BAG = a

Then m-^ = tan ab«, m^ = tan ACx

z = Z ABo; - z ACa;.

ne

Let

tan 6 =
tan AB.r — ^a»- ACx m, — 7)?,

1 + tan ABa; . ^uti ACa; 1 + m,m.'ji/tj

f) = tan -»
nil — m«

1 + m,m1*"2
(ii) Let the given equations he Ax+ By -\-C = and

A,a; + B,y + C, = 0.

These equations may be changed to

y = - _a;-- and y = -
B B B

X
B,
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A, writing-^ for w-i and -g-' for m,, in the above

result, the ^ between the lines

-A .A.

t -, B ^
Bi ,A,B-AB,= tan » --— = tan -» aa^l no '

AA, AA, 4- BB,
1 4-

BB

42. Condition of Parallelism. If two st. lines are

II, tliey make equal Zs with the axis of x, i.e., their

slopes are the same.

A, if their ecjuations uro ?/ = in^x + h^ and y -^

??i~c + b,^, the condition is

nix = m.,.

If their e<iuations are Ax + B// + C = and
A,.c + B,y + Cj = 0, the condition is

A _ A,
" B - - b;

or, AB, - A.B = 0.

This may also be written ^ = g i and we see that

tlu- (;'iation ax + by - k can be made to represent
:i

. iti.inite number of || st. lines by givinjr di.Terent
alut, to fc; as:— ax + by = k^, ax + by = k.^, etc.

43. Condition of Perpendicularity. If the st. linos

y == m^x + bi, y = m.^ + b^ are j.,

tan _i mi - m2_ _ TT

1 + vi-^m^

w-i — m.j,

1 + rii{i

r

= ao.

1

'

t

;

'-i!

ii
I n

t.»

I

i

77io

, , •
t

i ' '
i

i
i
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Tliis will be true if 1 + m^m., = 0, and

re»iuired condition is

ni.ni.) = — 1.

the

Similarly, if Ao; + B^ + C = and Ajit- + B,?/ + C,

arc ±.
AAi + BBj = 0.

Tlie st. lines

Ax + By + C = ,

l?x - Ay + Ci=

satisfy the above condition and /. are ± to each

other.

44.—Exercises

1. Find the l. between tlie st. lines

(rt) 2,f - 3v/ = 9 and a; + 5 y = 11 ;

(6) Zx + 5?/ = 12 and (l7v/3 + 30) aj + 33)/ = 19;

(c) hij = 3a; + 12 and 5« + 3»/ = 17;

((/) 4x- + 7// = 1 :i and 3a; - y = 6.

2. Find the equation of the st. line
||

to (5.t; -'y ^ 13

and passing through ( - 2, - 5).

Solution:—The required equation is

6 (j; 4- 2) - 7 (// + 5) = ;

i.e., Qx - "y = 23.

3. Find the equation of a st. line through ( - 3, - ."))

and
II

to 9.x- + 4y = 18.

4. Find the equation of the st. line drawn through ( - 2,

- 5) and J_ to Gx - 7.v = 13.

Solution:—The required equation is

1 {X + 2) + 6{y + 5) = 0;

i.e., Ix + 6.1/ + 44 = 0.

5. Find the equation of the st. line drawn through (4, 2)

and J. 3a; - 2// = !>.
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6. Find the equation of tiie st. line passing through
(-3, 6) and

||
to the st. line joining (2, 6) and (7, -1).

7. Find the equation of the st. line passing through (2, G)
and X the st. line joining ( - 3, 5) and (7, -

1).

8. Find the equations of st, lines drawn through (5, 7)
which make /Is 45° and 135° with Qx.

9. Find the equations of st. lines drawn through ( - 5, - 3)
which make Zs 30° and 150" with Ox.

10. Show tiiat the ±s from the vertices of the Za (1, -
3),

(-5, -2), (i, 7) to the opposite sides are concurrent; and
find the coordinates of the orthocentre.

11. Show that tlie ±s from the vertices of the A (0, 0),
(«, 0), (6, c) to the opposite sides are concurrent; and find
the orthocentre.

12. Find the ratio into which the ± from the origin on
the St. li.ie joining (2, 6) and (5, ]) divides the distance
between these points.

13. Find the equations of the st. lines which pass through
(/(, A) and form with y = nix + b an isosceles A of which
the vertex is at the given point and each base Z = a.

Fio, 25,

Solution .--Let y - k = lA {x - h) repreaent one side of the a
wIkic the value of M ia to be found.

\ I

i •

H

M

• ' !

.-. . • <i
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M -m
Tana =

M =

1 + m M

m + tnn n

1 - »i ton a

.-. the equation of this aide is

j,-k= J"- + i«"-^ (X - h).
'

1 - Ml tan a

If for a we suhstituto 108° - a, the equation of the other side ii

found to be

y-k= '"~^""
(X - A).

'
1 + m ton a

14. Find the equations of the st. lines passing through

(2, 8) and making an ^ of 30° with 3x - I2y = 7.

15. Find the equations of the st. lines passing through

(-1, -2) and making an ^ of 45° with s + 5 = '•

16. Show that the equation of the st. line through (a, b)

and making' an ^ of 60° with x cos a + y sin a = p is

y - h = (X - a) tan (a ±: 30°).

17. Show that the right bisectors of the sides of the n

(0, 0), (a, 0), (6, c) are concurrent; and find their point uf

intersection.

18. Find the equation of a st. line J. to A.c + By + C

= 0, and at a distance p from the origin.
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Perpendiculaus

45. To find the length of the ± from P {x^, y,) to

the

Draw PM X the g.en st. line,

points where the given st. line cuts Ox, Oij.

oin P to N. R

A PRN = i PM . RN.

ON = and OR = —
B'

RN = J^
\B' + AS VA^ + B'

By tlie fornmla of 5 17,

A PRN = ^ L (-b)-S(.,+°):

2ab
(A.r, + By, 4- C).

h PM ab VA' -f- B' = -
2ab (A.r + B?/i + C).

PM = A^ + By
t -f c

The lono;t.h of tlie L is

v^A' + B=

AXi + By; -l-C

VA~-i'4-lB2

'm
M
-1

lit
1

'

Mi

s

:^^l

JiL
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In the (lifii,n-iun AB is the line roprewmtcil by the

c«iUiition 4./- + 5,'/ - 20 = 0.

LLUijjuii>jTTnTn=ffTffl— o_^^ --.»^- —
^s- ^HK - __

A) n;

-Hirmfi^Hini^ 1 m\
Kid. 27. (I'nit ,'n inch.)

If in the expression ^x + bij - 20 we siibstitut.'

the ccKmlinates of points O, P. Q, R, S whicli are not

in the line, the following lesuL . obtained.

For O (0, 0), 4,r + 5*/ - 20 = - 20.

„ p (5, -5), 4,'' + 5^/ - 20 = - 25.

„ Q(_«, 5), 4,r + 5y - 20 = - 27.

„ R (5, G), 4,r + 5.y - 20 = + 30.

„ S (10, :V), 4r + 5// - 20 = + 35.

In these re.sults it will be observed that:—

For the ori;;in the .sign of the value of the expression

is the same as the .sign of the absolute term.

For other points that lie on th" same side of llu'

criven st. line as the origin the .signs of the values of

the expression are the same as the sign of the result

for the origin; while, for points on the side remote

from the origin the signs of the values of the expression

are ditlerent from the sign of the result for the origin.
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A foriiiiil proof (jf thoMo proiu-rties is <^ivi;ii in tliu

iu;xt article.

40. To prove that the sign of the expression Ajf

+ By + c is different for points on opposite sides

of the hne ax + By + c - 0,

Fill. 23.

P ('^i* ?/i)> Q ('-•> //j)
'''^'^' '^"y points on opposite sides

of A.r + B// -i- C = 0.

Draw PM, QR ± O,'' and let theiii cut the <;iveii line

at N, S.

y^ = PM = PN + NM
; y.. = QR = SR - SQ.

;. A.r, + By, + C = A.r, + B.PN + B.NM + C,

;ui<l Afo + Bi/. + C = A',, + B.SR — B.SQ + C.

r.nt, V N and S are l)otli on the ijiven \'u\o,

A.r, + B.NM -f C = 0,

and A.r, + B.SR + C = 0.

:. A.i\ + Bi/i + C = B.PN,

and A.r., + Bi/., + C = - B.SQ.

.'. , since PN, SQ are both taken as positive (pianti-

titVH, A.''i + B^i f C and A./^ + B^^ + ^ have opposite

si 'HIS.

'f

^'1
i

'. iM

mi i i

I

I ?
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When X = and y = the expression Ax + By + C

becomes C, /. a jxant whose coordinates wlien sulwti-

tuted in A.c + B.y + C K'^«» *-•'« '""'"^ **'«" '^'^ °

is on the same side of tlie st. line Aj; + B// + C =

as the origin.

47. Sign of the Perpendicular. It follows from

the preceding article that, if the i)o.sitive sign is

always taken for ^A- -f- B-, when the sign of

A.r, + B;/, + C

v/A'i + B'-i

is the same jus the sign of C, the point (x^, 2/0 and

the origin are on the same side of the line Ax + 8^

+ C = 0; and when the sign of this fracticm is

different from that of C. the point {x,, y,) and the

origin are on opposite sides of Ax + By + C = 0.

4S. To find the equations of the bisectors of the

Fio. 29.

zs between the lines Aar + By + c

Bitf + c, = 0.

= and A,x +
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The ±8 to the at. liiicH from any point P {jc, y) on
either bisector are equal U) e»icli other,

/. tlie re()uired equations are

AX -i- By 4- C ^ ^ A.x -h B,y -t- c,
^

^A'^-f B-'
~ v^A^+B/^

If the equations are so written that C and C, liave

the same si^jn and P is on the hiseetor of the L that

contains the ori<(in, the Xs from P liave the same
sign as the Xs from the ori<jin on the lines, and the

equation of the bisector is

_Aj' 4- B?/ + C _ a, a; + B,t/ + C,

•^aTTb^ /a.-' + B,-

If P is on the bisector of the l whicJi does not

contain the orijjin, iho. Xs from P have opposite sifjns

and the e<{uation of the bisector is

A^+ By 4-_C A,ir + B,?/ + C,

11

: i

' 1

I i

^1

r'
ii }
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49, To find th Ustance from (a, b) to Ajr+By fc ^ <»

in the direction wr ose direction cosines are /, m.

The oqnilis' if )u( Ht. line piissiii;,' throuj^li i /, /*)

in thu jjiviti <iiricti'»u Ih, by § .'IS,

>• — <i If — />

-/ -^ ., =
'••

•. '- - <
\ Ir.

If
= h + inr.

Substitutii z theM' \ iluc'H for .» ;in<l // in A.r + B>/ -f

C - 0,

Ail + Air -f- B -f B>/(/- + C ^ 0.

Aa + Bb + c
Al + Bm

50. Tlu! l('n;,ftli of thr. ± from (tt, h) to A.r + B// +
C = niiiy Im! <lo<iuc<'(l I'l-oni tlio result of (^ 4i).

X to t'iic'h other,

. A _ B _ A^ + But

I III i- + "('"'

since /'- + 7>i- = 1.

Also each of these fractions

.". r = —

I* or, il

I-

ami Ax f By -f- C = iin

A/ f Bi(/,

» A- + B
l^'A-' + B^

\ I- + 11?

:. Al + Bill ^ I'A-' + B-',

an<i the lenj^th of the J_ is

A(* + B/> + C

/a^ITb^-

li^M
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')l. To find the equation of a line passing through
the intersection of two loci.

Tli(! «;(jUHtitiii

/. ''A.r + B.v -f- C) + / 'A,'- -f B,// -t- C,) = 0, (I)

iM-irij,' of the tirst .le^rrc- in ,,• .i,,,! // ivpn Merits a st .,ii.'.

If .',, :v, i is tht' point of intei-scrtii.ii ..f

A,/' + B/y + c =0
(2)

nil i A,.*' + B,.y .- C. - 0, (8
tl.c valufs .,. ,,^ subMtitrr (1 f .,.,

,y ,,111 plainh
satisfy .".j.iatiou (h, an.l .-. th<' st. li • (I) must
jass Uin>ii;,di iio poini of int-Tsoction of ho st lines

(2) and (3).

Kioin the s)uue misoiiin^r tin; followiiij; niorc fjencral
*li»(orem is seen to he true:

If two equations are multiplied by any iiumbe' s
and thi results either added or subtra< ted, the re
ouliing equation represents a locus that passes
through the point (or points) of intersection of the
.oci represented by the first two.

.-.J. Kj-amrl'—hwl the e-jua ,.. of ':,« st. line pwgu... rough
t il.tersLctioiis of 17^-- 7^^ <), ;(, , \9u = 'A ,u„l , 1 ij.

13.

17j - 7y - 9 ; ; (tix f I9y - .'U) 11

I-- :i .^t. liiu- iiii8siii._' thnmyh th.- inl.Ts- ctioii . f tlu rs* w«> 'uies.

I Ins e(juatioii may ,«• written

(.V + ITi . +(J9/- 7) y .{4/ 0.

If this lini- is ± io ilx 4ij i:i

11 {SI + 17) I (!!»' - 7)

/ r,,

'" . lue requin 1 '.Miuatioii is t<. ul to In-

:J2j- Sy r. 179.
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53. To find the condition that the tliree st lines

tti a; +
?>i 2/ + c, = (1)

a.,x + Ky + c., = (2)

a,x + h,y -\-c, = (3)

may be concurrent.

If the three st. lines are concurrent; the coordinates

of the common jjoint satisfy the tluee ecjuations.

For that point, from (1) and (2),

X ^ y ^ 1
,

hi c, — h., Ci Cj a.^ — Cj Ui a, b.^ — a.^ fcj

Dividing tlie terms oi (3) respectively by these

e(|ual fractions,

fh (^'i <^' - ^i Ci) + ^1 {Cx «2 - ''•-• «i) + ^A i*h h — <*2 '^i) = 0.

This is the relationship that nmst hold among the

constants in order tiiat the lines may be concurrent.
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54. Exercises

1. Find tlie length of the X
(a) from ( - 4, 7) to 5a: - 2y = 4 j

(b) from (-4, -3) to| + | ^ ij

(c) from (3, -2) to y -= 7x + 1
;

((/) from ( - 2, - 7) to tlie st. line joining (5, 3) and
(-3, -7);

(e) from the origin to the st. line joining (7, 0) and

(0, -5).

2. Find the distpnco between the
||

lines ix - 3y = 9,

4a; -3y -= 2.

3. Find tlio distance between the
|| lines ax + by + c^

= 0, ax + by + c, = 0.

4. Find the point in tlie line -
-f- ^ = - 1 such that its

1 distance from the st. line joining (2, 7), (5, 3) is 8.

5. Find the equation of the st. line through the intersec-

tion of 3a; - 2y = 12, 5x + 4y = 9 and
||

to 5
-f- ^ = 1.

(See §§ 51 and 52).

6. Find tlie equation of the st. lino joining the origin to

tlio intersection of
-f. ^ -^ 1 and - -I- ^ = 1,

a b b a

7. Find the distance from the point of intersection of

Ix - 5y = 3, 4a;
-f- 9y = 43 to the line 12a; = 5y.

H. Find the equation of the st. line passing through the

intersection of y = mx -{ c, y = m^x -f c, and X to

y

'W

a

!i

I

i-ill
X

1. i^
1
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9. Show that the? st. linos x + 2// =- 5, '2.r. + 'iij = 8,

3x -\- y = f), X -j- y = 3 and 'Ir - y = are concurrent.

10. Find the condition that the linos ax -f- ^ty + j/ = 0,

hx + 1>y -\-f = 0, yx -\-fy + c - aro concurrent.

11. Find the eijuation of the st. line pas-sing through the

intersection oi y = mx -}• c, y = m^x +
'"i

smd also through

K h).

12. Find the equation of the st. line joining the orij,'in

to the point of intersection of A.r -}- By -\- C - and

A,rr + BiZ/ + Ci = 0.

13. Find the distance from the orthocentre of the .\

0(0, 0), A (8, 0), B(3, 5) to the st. line AB.

14. Plot the linos 2j; - 3y = 1, 3.j; -f »/ = 7 on squared

paper and find the intercepts that the l)isectors of the Z-s

between them make on the axis of y.

15. Find the equations of the bisectors of the Zs betweon

5.1- -12^-17 and 8.i' + \by ^ 31.

16. Show that the bisectors of the supplcMiientary /s

between y — mx -f- n and //
— vi^r -\- a, aro J. to oaeli

other.

17. Find the O(|uatioiis of the bisectors of the ^s betwe>'n

tho St. lines joining (4, fj) and ( - "), 2) respectivelv to

(••5, -7).

'

IS. Show tliat the st. lines x -f- 6y = If), 2a; - 5// -f 4

and O.j; + »/ — 29 are concurrent.

19. The sides of a /\ are 3.r -(- 4// - IT), 12.r ^ hy - 17,

24j; -\- 1y = 30. Plot the lines on squared paper and fiinl

the point where the bisectors of the interior Zs of the i\

intersect.
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20. Find the equation of the st. line passinj; tliroiiglj the

interse(;tion of tlie lines 2x - 3y = G and 3.b + 4// ^^ l^,

and also through the middle point of the st. line joining

( - 1, 2) and (3, 4).

21. Find the distance from (">, 3) in the direction in

which the slope is — to the line 7a; - lly == 13.

22. Find the distance from (-4, (i) in the direction of

which the slope is 1 to the line _i_
-^

2^3
Draw the diagram on squared paper.

1.

23. Tlie sum of the distances from a point to the lines

.i; + 2)/ = 7, 5.C - 2i/ = 11 is 7. Show that the locus of the

point is a st. line which makes equal ^s with the given st.

lines.

24. Find the distance between the
(|
lines

+ ,
= a.

a

± + y-

a ^ b

25. Find the equation of the st. line passing through P

(2, f)) and cutting Ox- at A, Oi/ at B so that AP:PB =7:3.

26. Find the etjuations of the st. lines passing through

(4, 7) and making an / of 45° with 3x - \0 y = 8.

27. Find the equations of the st lines passing through

( -4, -7) and forming an equilateral A with 3x - 2i/ = 7.

28. Find the ecjuations of the st. lines drawn
5,1' - 12»/ — 9 and at a distance 5 from it.

to

29 Find the equations of the two st. lines which pass

through (4, 7) and are e(jually distant from A (7, 3),

B (3, - 1). Find also the distances from A and B to

these lines.

11

'

I

i

'•'
i

?*. ,4 I

V/.il
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30. Find the point in 4a; - 3y = 12 which is equally

distant from (2, 7) and (4, - 1).

31. Having given the length of the base and the difference

of the squares of the other two sides of a A, prove that the

locus of its vertex is a st. line ± the base.

32. Find the equations of the st. lines which are at a

distance 2 from the origin and which pass through the

intersection of x - 7y + 11 = and 3« + 4y - 17 = 0.

33. Find the equation of thfl st. line
||

to Ar + By -f

C = iiiid at a distance j) from the origin.

34. Find the equation of the st. line passing througli

(A, k) and ± to A.r + By + C = 0.

35. The ecjuations of the sides of a A are 5x -\- Sy -

15 = 0, 2x - y + 4 = 0, 3x - 7y - 21 = 0. (a) Show

that the ±s from the vertices to the opposite sides are

concurrent and find the coonlinates of the orthocentre. (b)

Show that the right bisectors of the sides are concurrent

and find the coordinates of the circumcentre. (c) Show

that the centroid is at a point of trisection of the st. line

joining the orthocentre to the circumcentre.

Mil



CHAPTER III

The Straight Line Continued. Transformation
OF Coordinates

55. An equation of the second degree may represent

two st. lines.

For example, 2x^ —5xy + Sy"^ = is the same as

*'' —y) (2a; — 3>/) = 0, and will be true for all values

of .c and y which make either of the factors x — y or

2.r, —Zy equal to zero, and .'. all points on the st.

lines a; — 1/ = 0, 2x — 3i/ = are on the locus represented

by %x'^-bxy + Zy- = 0.

Similarly, an equation of the third degree may
represent three st. lines, one of the fourth degree may
represent four st. lines, etc.

56. The general equation ax- + 2hxy -\- by^ =

represents two st. lines passing: through the origin.

Solving as a quadratic in x

X = - h ± Vh' - a6

a V'

from which it is seen that the given equation is

t<iuivalent to

{nx + hy + y Vk' — a6} {ax -\- hy — y |//t- ~ah\ = 0,

and .•. represents the two st. lines

ax + hy -\- y v^h^ — ab =

ax + hy — y Vlr — ab = 0,

botii of which pass through the origin.

57

\l

J.
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If h' > (ih, tlio linos iiro lM)tli real.

If /i^ = ab, the lines are coincident.

If h"^ < ab, the lines are imaginary, and we have

two imaginary at. lines passing through the real point

(0. 0).

57. To find the z between the two st. lines

represented by ax- + 2hxy + by" = 0.

The given ecjuation may be written

li y — vi^x and y — m.^c arc the factors of the

expression on the left hand side of this e(iuatioii,

2/t a
vii + 7/12 =

f-'
^"i^2 = y

'. vi{- + 2 7n,7>i.^ + m./
b-^'

4 vi^m.^ ~
b

- ill,)

and m^ — 7X2 = 2 i//r - a6

If then is the Z between the st. lines, by §41,

7», — 771,
tan = --- '

1 + 7Jlj7>?.:

2
2 »//(/= - ab _i)

2 Vh"^ - ab
"

n + b
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1 2 i/h-' - ab
.-. = tan-' ^-T

a + b

Condition of perpendicularity. U 6 = dO
,

tan e = cc. Tliis will ha the case if

a + b = 0.

58. To find the equation of the st. lines which
bisect the zs between the st. lines represented by
ax- + 2 hxy -}- by- = 0.

Let tlie ijivcn equation represent the st. lim-.s

viix = 0, 7/ - W...C = 0, .so that

?H, + m., = - 2h
m^m

Tl »e equations of tiie bisectors of the Zs b
those lines ar

jetwcer
•e

// - m^K y - vur

^^1 +
+

m. ^1 +
T - = and

y — m^x y — 7/1.

»! + w, */! +
= 0.

nt.

These equations may be combined into

(// - »»,.7-)-i

1 +
(„ - m.ry-

m. 1 + vij
0.

Simplifying and dividing by m., -

("*i + »«-) r - 2 (

)n.

»*!?/<. - l).ry -im, + VI.) .»-' ^ 0.

Substituting and multiplying by h.

h (x' - y-) (a - b) xy = 0.

r i

If

M
t •

i >

i
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59. To find the relationship that must connect

the constants in the equation

ax'- + 2hxy + by- + 2gx + 2fy + o =0

in order that this equation may represent two st

lines.

If tho given equation represents two st. lines, it

must bo eiitiivalont to two ecinations of tho form

y - m^x - b^ = 0, y - m^x - h^ = 0, from either of

which y can be expressed in terms of the first degree

of X.

Solving the given equation for y, we obtain

y = -^ ^
In order that these values of y may be in terms of

the first degioe of x, the expression under the radical

sign must be a perfect square; i.e.,

(/t2 - ah) X' + 2 (hf - hrj) x + f- - he

is a perfect scjuaro for all values of x.

• (/,/ _ hgf = Or - ah) (f - bc).

Simplifying, we get the condition in the form

2 fgh - af- - hg-" - ?h^ + abc = 0.

60.—Exercises

1. Show that the following equations represent t,

lines and fi . i the separate equations of the lines:

—

(a) x'- - (a + b)x ^ - ah ;
(b) x"- - y'- ^ ;

(c) x"- - ?>ry = 0; {(1) 8x2 + 3^2 = l0,ry

;

(e) xy + bx = ay -{ ab ; {/) 3x- - lOxy + 3y-

- 7// - 20 = 0.

St.

llj
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T

61

2.

sentE

Show that 2x

1 two St. lines and find the slope of

5y - 4 =

each.

repro-

3, Interpret the I0CU.S represented by a '!/ = 0.

4.

5.

Find the Zs

Find the cor

between the st. lines in

idition that axu 4- bx

1.

+• cV 4- d -

and (/).

= nittv

represent two st. lines.

6. Find the value of B fcjr which the equation Sj;* -

lOicy 4- By- - 2x- - 2y =- 21 will represent two st. lines.

7. Find the single equation which represents tlio two st.

lines ptissing through (5, 3) and making an equilateral A
with the axis of x.

8. Prove that y- - 2xy sec a -^- x- = represents two st.

lines through the origin and inclined to each other at an
L — a. Show also that one of these lines makes the same
I- with the axis of x that the other makes with the axis

of y

I

W

il

''
1

ij

\-i.

-T f
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Transformation of Coordinates

61. It in often iieceHsiiry to chunjje the c'(K)nliiiates

involved in a problem into a different set which are

referred to axes drawni

((t) from a new origin, or

(/>) in directions different from the orijjinul axes.

G2. To change from a pair of axes to another

pair which are || to the former, but have a different

origin.

y
Y

p

Q X

R f!1 T

Fio. 80.

Q {h, /••) is the new origin.

Let P {x,, y) be any point referred to Ox and O//

and X, Y tlie coordinates of the same point referred

to the new axes QX and QY.

Draw PNM i to Ox and QX, and let YQ cut O,'

at R.

X = OM = OR + QN = h + X.

2/
= PM = QR + PN = /o + Y.
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'I'huH, il" for ,/', // nsju'ctivcly wu .suljstitute h + x,
/-• + Y ill juiy LMjuation tlii- origin i« clianjjwl to the
point (A, /•).

To return to the originjil origin the mibHtitiitioiiH
woul.l l)e X = ir - //, Y ^ (/ - /•.

63. To change the direction of the axes, without
changing the origin, the axes being rectangular.

Pio. SI.

Let P (.r, y) be any point referre.l to 0.r, Qy ; and
X, Y the coordinate.s of tiie .same point referred to
ixes OX, OY such tliat z XOa; = a.

Draw PM ± 0.r, PN ± OX, NR ± 0.f, NS ± PM.

I NPS = 90 - z NAP = 90° - z MAO = u.

.r = OM = OR - NS = X co« u - Y dn a.

2/ = PM = NR + PS = X j*iw a + Y cos «.

Tims, if for ./•. y we substitute re.speetively X cos a
- Y Hin a, X Hin „ + Y ctJ« a, the axes are rotated in
tlie positive direction tlirougli an Z «.

I

: i

-*> •,.

J

i f
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64. ]\y § 35, ill an equation of lli.^ form x cos a + y

si,i n = />,' tlu! l.-njith of th.; ± from U.e origin on < l: J

at. lino is tho ulisolule term p.

If without chan<:ing tho airecti«.u of tho axi-^ the

orijjin l)o transferna to {..;, y,) the equation U'conu-s

{x + A-,) fos .1 + (.1/ + yi) "i'l « = p.

i.('., a- CfW u -H .'/ ''in .. = i)
-

.''i
co>t a - yx sin u.

The new ecjuatiou is of tl»o sam.t form as the ol<l

one except that tho absolute term is now p - x^ cos u

This absolute term is then tho lenj,'th of the L

from the now orijjiu to tho st. line ; or, reverting to

the orij,'inal origiu, tho length of the ± from (.r„ y,)

to tho "lino X cosa^y sm a = ^ is p - a-j cos u - i/i

Hiii a.

This is the siime as the result that would be

obtained by using the formula of § 45.

C5.—Exercises

1. What does the equation 2j;2 - Wjci/ + 12/ + 7x -

13y + 3 = becoino when tho origin is changed to the

point (1, 1) the directions of the axes being uncliangeiH

2. Transform tho equation x-^ -f a-y - 7a; - 4y + 12 =

to
II
axes through (-1, - 1)-

3. Find the point that must he taken as origin, the

directions of the axes being unchanged, in order that tlu-

terms of the first degree in x and y may vanish from the

equation x^ + */-' + 5x - 9y + 17 ^ 0. Find also whnt the

equation becomes.

WM
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4. Sliitw tliat lliM tiTMiH of thi> first tl«>gi'ci5 ill X at I y

will vuiUMii fruiii the • xprcHsioii ii.r'^ + 2/«.i'</ f by^ + 2y.i +

k/ hg hj

<b h' ah

the diitvtionii of the axes Ijeing iMitli.ti._'i'd.

2/y + «, if 'he origin Iw change)! i > (
h)'

f». Traimforrii the e(|uatinn Ar -|- By -t- O
the nxoH thruu^li ai» ^ of 3(»'.

== ! I'ulatiiiu'

6. Find what tlw equation x- - y- <i- l>ecor es w hen

th« axes are turned throui/li an L of 45°, tlu- origin

remaining the .saii ».

7. Show that tlie equation .'- + .
=^ a . * li'^t ch ujjed

wht n the ax^s arc turned through ay L a, Uie origin

r'liiainmg the aine.

H Find what the equation 33j-2 - 34 v^ :i.ry - yS =
hi'-omes when the axes are turned through an L of 60%

thf ligin remaining the Hanie.

9. Find the smallest positive L through which the axes

must be turne<l in ordiT that th« coelHcifnt of u-y in the

e<]uation 59.(-' + 24 x>/ + ^6,'/" ~ --"'0 "i«iy vanish ; and also

Hnd what the equation becomes.

10. Show that the term involving a-// in the expression

ax^ -|- 2 hxy -\- by- will vanish, if the axes are turned

through the ^.

2 h
^ ton->

H

i

a
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6(5.—Review Exercises

1. Find the distances between tlie followinj^ pairs of

points :
—

(a) ( - -2, 7), (0, - •->)

;

(/.) (-Jrt + b, a - -21), (a - h, ?.a + l>)

;

{(•) (a cos a, a sin a), {
- h foK a, - h sin «).

Verify the result in (h), on squared pap.r, wlien a ^ 1,

2. A ( - T), -1), B (4, G) are two given points, P is

taken in AB anil Q in AB {)n)<lui'e(l such that AP : PB =

AQ : QB = •")
:

."5. Find the -oordinatcs of P and Q.

.3. Find the area of the ,\ of which tlie vertices are

(.*5rt, •_>/>), {2a, 3/)) and (a, h).

4. Find the ai-ea of tlm /\ contained by the lines

2x + 11// + 43 = 0. 9r + Sy - 14 = and 7r - 3,// +
Uf) -= 0.

r>. Find tlie 1 distance from ( - 2, 3) to the line

-'
.'/

T).

3 2

Should liie result be considered positive or nej^ali\e and

why ?

r.. Find tlie condition that tiie three i)oints (.<•,, //,),

(•''•> ?/..)> (':!. Ui) ""^y ''" '" '^ ^^- ''"<'

7. Find llio locus of a point such that the squire <ti it-;

distance from ( 3, -7) exceeds the square of its dislanti'

from (.'), 0) by 43.

><. Prove that the equation A.»- + B// + C O represents

a .St. line.

9. Find the equation of the .st. line which is eijuidistaiit

from the
||

lines a.r -{ hij = ,•, ax -f by -= d.
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10. Find the ecjiiutiou of a st. li le wliicli makes an ^ a
with Oi/ un»l cuts oH" an intercept b fitnn Ox.

11. Show that the st. lines A.r -j- Bw + C = 0, A,x- + B,y
-f-C, = are

||, if AB, = A,B.

12. Explain the meaning of the constants in the equations

3^ - A y - A:

c>n sin ~

13. Sliow that tlio line y .r tan a passes through the
point (a COS a, a sin a), and find tlio eijuation of tlie J. to
the line at that point.

U. Find the /L between the st. line joining (-4, 5),

(5, 1) and the st. line joining (.J, 7), (-6, -3).

15. Find the values of m and 6 .such that the line

1/
--=^ mx -{- b will pass through (.3, -2) and (-1, -.')).

16. Find the equation of the st. line which pas.s<'.s

through (2, - 2), and luake-s an L of 150' with ux-.

1 7. Find the length of the st. line drawn from (A, A), in
tlie direction inclined at Z. o to Ox, and terminated in
the line y = mx f- b.

18. Find the ecjuation of the st. line through {h, i), and
X V

11
to ^4-;' =. 1.

a

li). Show that the st. lines Aa- + Bi/ + C - 0, A .r +
B,// + C, = are i. to each other, if AA^ -f- BBi = 0.

20. Write the equation of the st. line which is 1 ax -

I'l/
-= c, and cuts off an intercept -= d from Oy.

2i. Find which of the following points are on the origin

side of -^ - -^ = 1 :- (5, 3), (
- 2, - 8), (2, - 2), ( - 6, - 14),

(-7, -17). Illustrate hy n diagram on squared paper.

ii

if
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22. Show t«.at the jMiints (2, 6), (1, 11), (-4, 7), (-3, 3)

are in the four different ungular spaces made hy the lines

X
, V 1 1

•'^ y
3 + 5='*"^5-9 1.

Illustrate by a diagram on squared paper.

23. Find tlie values of a for which the lines 2.r - ay + \

= 0, ax - 6y - 1 = 0, IKc - ay - 1 = are concurrent;

and find also the coordinates of the respective points of

intersection.

24. Show that the condition that the lines ax { by = \,

ex -{• dy = \, hx -\- ky = \ are concurrent is the same as

the condition that the the points {a, 6), {r, d), (A, k) are

collinear.

25. Find the L contained by the lines 4x -ly -\- a = 0,

3a: + 1 ly + 6 = 0.

26. Find the equation of the st. line passing through tiic

intersection of 4.f - 7y -f « = and 3x + l\y -^ b =--

and making an L of 45' with the axis of a-.

27. Find the equation of the st. line passing through tlie

intersection of--f-^ = l,y = vix -f- c and also through

(J. 0).

28. Show that the equation of the st. line joining the

intersection of x cos a -^ y sin a = p, x cos ft + y sin (i --
i>

to the origin is i/ = x tan —-—

.

mi

29. Find tlie length of the J. from {a,h) to - + J^
^ 1.

30. Find the e(iuaUon of the st. line through ( - 5, 1)

and
II

to 3.r + Vly = 17.

31. Find the equation of the st. line through (8, -2)

and X to 7a5 = y + 4.
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32. Fiiui tlie ccMirdi nates of tlie four pointH eacli of which

is equally distant from the three lines . ~ '. = U
4 i

\'l 5 '24 7
~

33. Find the coordinates of the foot of the J. from

(3, 5) to the at. line joining ( - 1, - 2) and (8, 1).

31. Find the separate equations of the st. lines represented

l.y 3.c2 + 14jy -ly^ = 0.

35. Find the product of the J.s drawn from (3, - 2) to

tiic si,. lines represented by 5a;-' -f- Vlxy -|- 2y- = 0.

3r>. Show that the i- laetween the lines y = mx -\- a,

ij = nx -j- 6 18 tan .

1 -f- inn

37. Find the tangent of the L between the st. lines

rcpiesenteci by bx"^ - 8xi/ - y- = 0.

3S. Find the equations of the st. lines which pass through

(3, 0), and are inclined at an L of 45° to , -f ^ = 1.
5 t

3!). Show that the st. line joining the point (1, 1) to the

intersection of ^ r = 1 ^i^h . + * = 1 passes through

tlu' origin.

10. Show that the equation of the st. line passing through
the iiitcrscc;tion of x cos « + y sin a = p, x cos fi -{ y sin ^J = y,

mid
I

to X {- y = k ia

i ' + I/) sin (a - li) -f p {.tin fi - cos ,i) + q {cos a - sin a) = 0.

11. Find tiie equation of the st. line pa.ssing through the

inidseciion of bx -ly - 16, 2.c - 3y = 7 and ± to

Or - 4y - 19.
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42. Find tlie equations of the st. lines drawn throuj.'!:

the vertices and
|{

to the opposite sides of the l\ of \vlii( li

the equations of the sides are 3a; -\- \\y = 23, 4a; - 9y == 11,

Ix -'ly = -31.

43. Sliow that tlie lines hx -\- y = 4, 2a- + y = 2, 3a; -f 3(.

= 4 are concurrent ; and find the coordinates of their

common point.

44. Find the equation of the st. line pa.ssing throufjli

the intersection of ax \- hy •\- c = 0, /x -\- gy + h = 0, and

(a) also through the origin
; (6) J. to a; + ?/ = k.

45. Find the equations of the st. lines which bisect tlie

/a between the lines 12.c - 5y =17, Hx + 1% = 13.

46. Find the equation of the st. line which passes throui,'li

the point of intersection of the lines 5x -)- y — 4, 4a; - !)y

= 11, and is ± to the former.

47. Show that the points (4, 2), (G, 2), (5, 2 + v'3) are

the vertices of an equilateral A.

48. Find the locus of a point 'vliich moves so that the

sum of its distances from the axes is 10. Trace the locus

on squaretl paper.

49. Find the 1(k;us of a point which moves so that tlie

dift'erence of its distances from the axes is 10, Trace tli(>

locus on s(juared paper.

50. Find the equations of the st. lines each of wlii' ii

pa-sses through ( - 5, 3) and is such that tlie part oi

it between the axes is divided at the given point in tin'

ratio 7 : 3.

51. Find tim equation of the st. lino which passes throiii,'li

(3, -2), and is ± to i.r -|- y -|- 12 .. 0.

52. Find the ei^uation »>f the right bi.sector of tiie st.

line joining {a, b) and (A, k).

mm MB
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53. Two st. lines lire drawn thiongh (0, - 3) such that

the I s oil them from ( - 6, - 6) are each of leii<,'ili 3.

Find the equation of the st. line joining the feet of the ±8.

!)l. Find the Z of inclination of the lines ax + bi/ = c,

{a -\- b) X - {ii - b) y = d.

55. A st. line is drawn through (2, - 4) and J. to 7x
-.'iy = 11. Find the eijuations of the bi.sectors of the Zs
between tlie J_ and the given st. line.

56. Find the ecjuation of the st. lines which bisect the
Zs ijetween the lines represented by ,x-' -|- 2.»-y sec b -\- y- = 0.

57. Find the value of h for which the equation Sx^ -j- hxy
- J'V" 4- -^ + -% - 10 = will represent two st. lines.

58. Show that, if the a.ves are rotated through an Z of

45\ the term containing xy vanishes from the equation
.(-' + '2xy sec d + y- = (• ; and the separate equations of the

two St. lines become x ^ ± y tan

51). Three vertices of a ijgra are (3, 4), (-3, 1), (5, -2).

Find the coonlinates of the fourth vertex.

60. Prove that the two st. lines which join the middle
points of the opposite sides of any quadrilateral mutually
bisect each other.

61. What must be the value of m, if the line y = mx
-5 passes through the intersection of 7x - Uy = 14 and
5.,-+ 2y = -11.

<)•_'. Find tlie area of the A contained by the lines x + y
= li', 2x -y --= 12, X - 2y = ~ 12.

1



CHAPTER IV

The Circle

G7. A circle is the locus of tho points that lie at a

fixed distance from a fixed point.

The fixed point is the centre and the fixed distance

is the radius of the circle.

G8. To find the equation of a circle having its

centre at the origin.

FlQ. 32.

Let P (.»", I/)
^'e a»y point on the circle of which

the centre is O. Let the radius = <i.

Draw PM ± 0,r. Join PO.

•,' OPM is a rt.-^d /\,

.. OM' + PM' = OP'.

X- + y- = a".

72
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This b»;ing the relation which holds Ixjtween the
wxndinates of any point on the circle and the given
radius is the required equation.

69. To find the equation of a circle, the centre
being at any fixed point (h, A) and the radius equal
to a.

75

Fia. 33.

C (h, k) is the centre ; and P (.c, y) is any point on
tile circle.

Draw PM, CN 1 Ox, CL ± PM, Join CP.

CL = NM = OM - ON == ./• - /t;

PL = PM - LM = PM - CN == // - /,-.

". GPL is a rt.-^d I,,

CL- + PL- = CP'^.

.-. (X - h)"- + (y - k)'^

This is the reouircd equation.

a^
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70. If we expmul the filiation fouiul in ^ 09, we

ol>tain :

—

jc"- 4- y'^ _ 2hx - 'Ihi/ + Ir + /.;- - (t- = 0.

Coinpariiij; this result with the jjenenil eciuatioii of

tl»e second 'lej^ree :
—

ax- + 2/tx»/ + h>f + 1>jx + ?,lij + <; = 0.

we see that tlie conditions that the latt(M- should

represent a circle are that the coetticients of .'•- and //-

should be ecpial and that the coefficient of jtj should

be zero.

Thus the etiuation

r«.r- + ay- + 2^.i' + 2/// -|- c =

may be changed to

.'/-' + ./'- - 'If

{'*':,)' -0'^ if a-

froni which, by conip.irison with the fornmla of § 09,

we see that it represeiit.s a circle having its centre at

the ponit ( — ,
— ) and its ratUus =

' \ ix a' ft

VI. Tlie jfeneral eipiation of the circle to rectangular

axes is coinnioidy written :

—

X- + y- + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0.

When the circle passes thiough the ori<;in and it-;

centre is on the axis of x, the ecjuation of § tiS

becomes

(,,. _ „)-' + //'• - a-,

or, X- + y-' - 2ax.
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72—Exercises
1. Writo tho <>.|imti((ii of tin. circle with centre (0. 0^

iiiul radius = v/ 5.

2. WriU? tho eijuation of tlie circle with cfiitre (6, 2)
."irnl radius r. .'{.

3. Write th(( equation of the circle with centre (
- r», - 1) and

radius - I'L'O. Show that this circle passes throui,'h the .>ri;,'in.

4. Writo the eijuation of the circle with ctiUre ( - n, h)

and radius = c. Find the con<lition that tins circle passes
through tlie origin.

K Find the coordinates of the centre and the radii of
the following circles:—

(«).
^•- + ff - 6.« - 2y = 15

; (/,), 4.,,--' + 4y- + 7.»; f h,j

-^ 16 ;
(c), a-'i + ,f.

=. Ur; {d), r-' + ,f + 2 by .= .-•.

6. Draw, on s.juared paper, the circles of which the
equations are :—

-

{a), X- + y-; = 9
;

(f,), .,-
-f- ,/^ = 8.,-

;
(c), x^- -^ y^ + Gy . 7.

7. Find tho centre and radius of tlie circi(! whi.li pasties

tliroiigh tho origirj and cuts off intercepts = a and h from
O./: and Oy respectively.

.sV»^/.(H.-^.«liiice the circle jiasses tiirough the origin !t« c pal ion
M.Mst he siilislie.l l>y x =. 0. y = 0, nii.l .-. the al«olute teriii must },e
/AID. Thu.s tliu filiation i.iay he wiittun

Stil.stituting ill this tquation tliu coor<linates of the points ;->, o),
'". '') the two equations

rt" + 2 </'» -

/i« + 2 /A ^

^rc- ohiaine.1 from which 7 = - "
,

/" = - ''

.

2 2
ihe eiiuatioii of liie circle is

x' + ^f - nx - hy := Q,

the centre in ( '\ !' \ un,l lh« radius =:
'' "-V,i' -ilfl
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8. Find the wiuation of the circle which passes tlin ^:h

the origin and also through (4, 3) rid (-2, 6).

9. Find the e<|uation of the circle which has its centre

on the axis of x and wliich passes through the points

(5, 3) and (-3, 1).

10. Show from the general etiuiition of §71 that three

conditions are necessjiry and sutficient to determine a circle.

11. Find the condition that the circle r- + y- + 2gx -^

2/7 -{- c r= may have its centre (<i) on the axis of a-

;

(6) on the axis of y.

12. Find the eiju- -n of the circle wliich passes through

(3, 1) and (ri, - 3) i id has its centre on the line a: - y = 4.

13. Find the equation of the circle having the st. line

joining (7,
-

')) and (
- 3, - 1) as a diameter.

14. A {a, 0) is a fixe<l point and P (r, y) is a variable

point such that PO : PA = /> : ?. Show that the locus of P

is a circle having its centre on 0.<; and dividing OA inter

nally and externally in tli > ratio ;>:y.

IP. Find the equation of the circumcircle of the A whoso

vertices are (3, 4), (
- -', 3), ( - 5, - 7).

16. Find the length of the chord of the circle x* + y'^ =

2'> cut ort" by tlie line 3j; + .'/ = !•'>•

17. Find the length of the chord of the circle x^ -'r y- ~-

6x+ 14// = 42 cut otr by the line x - y = 8.

18. Show that the locus of the centres of all circles whioli

pass through two given iK)ints {p, q), {r, «) is the right hi

sector of the st. lino joiniai; the given points.

19. Through the given point P (h, k) a st. )"n') is drawn

cutting the circle x'^ + y"- + 2>jx + 2/y + c %t A and B.

Prove that PA . PB is constant for all dirci uons of the st.

line.
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~
Min h *' ** ^^'^ tHjuaticm of the it. line.

Then
X = A + r CO* ft, !/ = k + r tdnt*.

Subetituting theae values in the efjuation of the circle, and simplifying

r» + 2 {(/, + ,j) COM + (t , /) ,;„ «} r

+ h* + i-« + 2</A + >ifk + c = 0.

The value of PA . PB = the product of the two valuee of r in
this eijuation

= A' + k* + ^h + 2/k + c,

an expremion which does not contain t) and which is . . independent
of the direction of the lino.

20. Find tlie equation of that clionl of the circle x- +
y' + 2y^ + 2/y -I- c = which is hisectod at the point (A, k).

Solution :-(¥iT%i Method). As in Ex. 19. if wc take f..r the

equation of the chonl i-^ = ILl^ . ,, ^, ^,,

r' + 2 {(A + J/) c„H » + {k + /) tin »
} r

+ /.» + i' + 2>jh + 2/k + c ^ 0.

If the chord is bisected at (A, k) the two values of r got from this
equation are e<iual in value but opposite in sign, and

.-. (A + y) coH ft + {k + f) Ml. ft = 0.

Multiplying the terms of this equiition by the equal fractions
X - A v - i-

co« ft ii;i ft

-, the recjuired eiiuation is found to be

{h + J/) (x - A) f [k + /) iy - k) ^ 0.

(Second Methml). Lot the equation of tlie chord be

y ~ k = m {x - h).

The centre of the circle is {-,j, -/). and the e<iuation of the J.
from the centre to the chord is

fn {y + /) + X +
(J
= 0.

The J. from the centre hisects the chord, and, .-. passes throuch
(/'. k).

"^ *

•• »« {k + /) + I, + g =: 0.

k +/•

.'. the re<{uircd ecjuafion is

(h, + !f) Ix - h) + {k +/) (,j - k) = 0.

1»M.
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21. Find the equation of the chora of the circle x"- + if

-

6a; - 8y = 24 which passes through (5, - 1) an.l is bisected
at that point.

22. From the point P (-.•?,- 7) a st. line is drawn to
cut the circle x'^ + f- - 4x - lOy = 17 at A and B.
l^md the area of the rectangle PA . PB.

23. Find the equation of the common chord of the
circles

a;2 + j/2 - Sx - 6y = 39,

x^ + y- + 6x + 8>/ = 56.

24. Find the condition tliat the common chord of the
circles

^•- + f + 1,JX +2/;, + c =0,
x"- + f- ^ 2,j'x + 2/'y + c' =

passes througli the origin.

25. Find the equation of the circle which passes through
the origin and also through {h, k) and {k, h).

*

itiM^m

^^^'^m^^Bim
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Tangents

73. Let APQ be a secant cutting a curve at P and Q.

Fio. 84.

If the secant rotate about the point P until the
second point Q approaches indefinitely near to P the
liin.tn.g position PR of the chord is called a tangent
to the curve at the point P.

The point P is called the point of contact of the
tangent PR.
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74. To find the equation of the tangent to the

circle x- 4- y- = a- at the point P (jTi, ^i) on the circle.

FlO. 35.

Let Q (x-i, y.,) be another point on the circle.

Then the e(iiiation of PQ is

V P and Q are both on the circle,

and, X.,- + y.{ = a^.

.'. , subtracting, xi^ - x.? + y^- - y.? = 0.

;., (a-, - x.^) (xi + x^) + (i/i - y.,) (2/i + y^) = (2)

Multiplying the terms of (2) by the equal fractions

in (1)

(a; - x^) (,r-i + xj + (i/ - y,) {y, + 2/2) = 0. (3)

If, now, PQ rotates about P until Q coincides with

P, CC2 = X\ «i"d 2/2 = Vv

Thus equation (3) becomes

2 {x - x^) a-i + 2 (?/ - 1/1) y, = 0.

or, xxy^ + yi/i = a;!^ + y^'.



But
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••• xxi 4- yyi = a--^.

This is the required ecjuation.

75. Alternative Method of finding the equation of

the tangent at the point P {x^, y^) on tlit; circle x- +
f- = a\

Using the figure of § 74 let the equation of PQ be

X - Xx y -Vi = r, (1)
cos 6 sin 6

and .. a; = ajj + r cos 0, y = y^ + r sin B.

Substituting these values of x, y in the equation oi

the circle, and expanding

r2 + 2 (.ri cos 6 + y^ sin 6) r + a-,"^ + y,^ = a^ (2)

Since P is on the circle, x^- + y{- = a^.

.'. one value of r is zero, and equation (2) becomes

r + 2 {Xi cos 6 + y^ sin 6) = 0. (3)

If, now, PQ rotates about P until Q .coincides with

P, the other value of r also becomes zero, and,

.*. ajj cos 6 + yi sin = 0. (4)

Multiplying the terms in (4) by the equal quantities

in (1),

x^ (x - X,) + yi (y - y,) = 0.

.-. xx^ + yy^ = Xi^ + 2/i2
= a\

.'. the required equation is

^Xi + yyi = a2.

i }i
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76. The LMiuation of OP (Vi^. 35) is
" = ''

, aud by

the condition of perpend ieularity, the line represented

by tliis e(iuation is ± to tlie line represented by

.'. tlie radius of u circle <lra\vn to the point of

contact of a tangent is ± to the tanL'ent.

77. ^n any curve, the st. line drawn throu(fh the

point of contact of a tanfjent and ± to the tangent

is called a normal to the curve at that point.

78. To find the equation of the tangent to the

circle x- + y- + 2gx + 2/i/ + c = at a point

P i^u yd on the circle.

Let the ei I nation of a chord PQ be

X

sin 6
(1)

cos

and .*. X = j\ + r cos 6, y =
//,

4- '• sin 0.

Substitutiiifi; these values of ,r, ?/ in the ecpiation of

the cu'cle and .siinphfyint;,

r" + 2 { {x, + f/) cos + (.V, + ./) f^in } r

+ «f + 2/,- + 2<jx, + 2fi/, + c = 0.

Since P (r^, i/,) is a point on the circle, tins ecpiation

reduces to

r + 2 { (.ri + <j) cos + (i/^ + /•) sin 0)^0.
If now the secant PQ rotates about P until Q

coincidfs with P, the second value of * becoIne.^ zero,

and .-.

U, + u) cos e + (2/j +/) sin = 0. (2)
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Multiplyiii*,' tho tonus in (2) by the eonal (juantitics

in (1),

(•'• -
-''i) (.'-I + r/j + (// - y,) («/i +/) = 0.

.*. ^ (a-i + 9)+ >/ («/i + /) -x{- -y{' -gx, -fy, = 0.

But, aV- + 2/,-' + 2f/./;, + 2/j/, + c = 0.

.*. , nddinj^,

»^
(-''i + U) + y (//, + /) + il-r, + fy^ + c = 0.

••• xxi + yy, + g (X + X,) + f (y + y,) + c = 0.

79. By comparing tlie equation of the tangent

^^i + yyi + <J
(x + X,) +f(y + y^) + c =

with that of the circle

^' + y'+2gx + 2fy + c = 0,

the following rule is obtained for writing the ecjuation

of the tangent at a point (x^, y^) on the circle:—

In the equation of the circle chango

X- into .r.r„ t/-' into yy„

2x " X + X,, 2y " y + y^.
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80. To find the equation of the tangent to the

circle x'^ + y^ = a- in terms of m, the slope of the

tangent.

Fio. 36.

To find the abscissae of the points where tlie line

y=zv\x+ k cuts the circle, eliniiniite y by substitution,

and
X- + (inx + k)'- = a'-,

i.e., (1 + m-) X-+2 mkx + k"- - a"" = 0.

If the line is a tangent, the values of v from this

etjuation are equal to each other, and

.-. mU- = (1 + 7>i2) (A;2 - a"-),

k- = a2 (1 + m2),

and k =z ± a V\ -\- in-.

Thus the equation of the tangent is

y = mx ± a i/l + m"^-

The double sign corresponds to the two tangents

that have the same slope, as indicated in the diagram.
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«1.—Exercises

1. Find the equation of the tangent to the circle

(a) X- + yi ^ 34, at the jioiut (3, 6)

;

(i) x2 + v^ - 10a; + 12y = 39 at ( - 1, 2);

(c) a;2 + y2 + 18.1- - I4y = 39 at (3, 12);

((I) x^- + y"- + 2ff.r t- 2//^ = at the origin.

2. Find the equations of the st. lines touching the circle
X- + y2 = 35 and making an L of 45° with the axis of x.

f
3. Find the equations of the st. lines which toucli x- +

r"- and are (a)
||

to, (6) X to the line Aa; + By +

4. Prove that a; + 2// = 10 is a tangent to the circle

a;2 + y- = 20 ; and find the point of contact

5. Prove that x - 2// = 4 is a tangent to the circle
.t2 + 2/2 - 8a; - lOy + 21 - 0; and find the point r"

contfict

P. Find the condition that Ax + B^ + C = may touch
a,-2 + y2 = y2. ^i) ^.2 ^ ^,. ^ 2(/,i- + 2/y + c = 0.

7.
"* ind the condition that '-- 4-^=1 may touch

x'^ + /- = rK a b

8. Find the condition that the axis of x may touch
a;2 + y2 + 2yx + 2/y + c = 0.

9. Find the equations of the circles passing through

(5, 2) and touching the axes of x and y.

10. Find the equations of the tangents to the circle

'- + 2/2 - 2a: + 2^ = 10 which make an A = 30° with
tlio axis of X.

ii
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11 Find the l«>iijjtli of the part nf the lino 2r - r>»/ +
10 = intei'ctptod by the circle j- + y- + .S.i- - 0// =~- '2i.

12. Show tlmt 'ho tangoiit to the cirdo (.i- - n)- +

(y - f')' - »' Ht the point (i^,
j/^) on this circle is (a- - a)

(•»•, - ») + ii/ - >') (y, - i>) = '•-•

<!{u/u/<on. —Transform the origin to the point (a, h) witf-out chanijiMi,'

thu tlirfi'tion of the axes. Tlie triiiiMforining relations are x - X -f- <'.

y =r Y -f /-, X, ^ X, 4- («, y, = Y, + h.

The equation of the circle bcconieii

X'^4- Y' - .».

mill], by § 74, the tiuigint iit (X,, Y,) is

XX, + YY, = r\

Transforming back to tli original (rigiii, the equati<m of the tangent

becomes

(x - a) (x, - a) + (11- h) ,i^ - I.) = r».

13 Show tliivt tlio point ((/ + r c«.s «, / i- r sin «) i.s on

the circle {x - </)- + (y - /')-' ^ r- ; and find the ecjuation

of the tangent at that point.

14. Show that the circles

a.-2 + y + C.r + IC// + 2t = 0,

a-2 + 2/2 10.r + 4*/ + 20 =

touch each other externally. Find the coordinates of the

point of contact; and the equation of the coniinon tangent

at that point.

15. Show that, if the circles

(:r - hf + (y - kf = r^

(x - m)- + (y ~ n)- = s^

touch each otlier,

(/« - m)- + (k - n)2 = (r ± s)-.

z^-^w*
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+

Ifi. Fir.,i ti.e e.|uati<.n uf tl.« cu.nrium ch.-nl ; and the
cooniinates ,.f tJie p.irus of :iaer»wtion <.f tho rirrles

> + u^ 1.r Gy = U,

17. Find the P.,u,iti.„i of tho fin!,. wh„-« centre is at
tiK- oriy.n und %vl,i,l, tou.l.os the lino A.*; + By + C = 0.

^
1
*. Find tho e.,u,iM„n of tho circlo whose centre is at

(7, :;) and whicli touches .V - :)y _ 4.

10. Find tho centres of .similitude and the equations of
tho transverse and direct co.nn.on tangents of the circles

•»^- + y^ ~ 6.I.- + 2y - 6 = 0,

X--' + y-' + Sx - lOy + 32 = 0.

'-'O. Find the e(,uati,.ns of tlie common tangents of tlie
circles

•'•'-' + //- - !.-• - 8y - 5 = 0,

•t- + r lO.r - 6y - 2 = 0.

Find also the coordinates nf th« points of contact of the

21. rind the e<,uati<,ns of the tangents to tho circle
••'• + U- + '2i/x + -Ify + c = which are

|| to .r + 3y = 9.

22. Find tho e.iuafio„s of the twr, tangents to the circle
£- + y- = 2.> which m,ii<e an _ of \W with the a: -s of x.

K' ?
• '-j>aPTr^'iyaa^'^"'a»«t?g''ar-'aa&«iw«iiiiij,ifBiiMM| iBU« i u i' ' iM w --.''^^t^ fm ;:
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fOLES AND POLARS

82. To find the equation of the chord of contact

of tangents drawn from an outside point to the

circle jr- + y- ^ a'.

Fio. 37.

Let P (r,, 2/i) be the given point; PA and PB the

tangents.

It is recjuired to find tlie efjuation of AB.

Take (x', y'), (.»", y") to represent the coordinates

of A, B respectively.

The ecjuation of AP is, by § 74,

xx + yy' = a^
;

and .since tlie coordinates of P must satisfy this

equation,

Similarly,

(1)

(2)

-M .J^*'"-'';.^:>.^Kmm\
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jjj)

From tlieso roHults it is seen that

^•^i + yVx = 't-

is the equation of aB; for:—

«ince it is of the Hrst d.^rree it rcpmsents a st. line;

by (1), A is a jwint on ,o line
;

by (2), B is a point on i.io line;

.'. the iLMiuire'l ecjuation i.s

«i + yyi = a-.

83. The e.iuat\,n of ti.e chor.l of contact of tangents
<lrawn fron. an outside point to a circle is of the .s.in,e
torn as the cjuation of the tan^^ent at a point on the

This i.s in agreement with the fact that, if the point
P approach the circle and ultin.ately fall on it. the
chord of contact becomes the tang.-nt at P. or the
tangent at P is the final position of the chord of
contact when p approaches ti.o circle.

'-* '9 ~: i'.w?r*"Yri»:K"^' wm£*^T -^^^^'TtMsn^^wmmiif
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84. To find the equation of the polar of p (jTi, ^j)
with respect to the circle Jr- + y- = a\

FlO. 38. Fio. aa.

Thronjrh P draw any st. line cuttinij tlie ciiclu jit

A, B. Druw taii<ront.s AQ, BQ iuterKectinjr at Q (X, Y).

It is re(iuin3d to find tlie locus of Q.

By § 82, the etiuatiou of AB is

xX + yY = a-;

and as tlie coordinates of P must satisfy this e(iuation

XXj + Yy, = a-.

:., as X, Y aie the coordinates of any point on the

polar of P, the recpiired e(iuation is

XX, + yy, = a-.

85. The e(iuation of OP is xy^ — ?/.r, = 0, and, by
the condition for perpendicularity, this line is i. to

that represented by xjc^ + yy^ = a'^.

:. the polar of P is a st. line which cuts OP at

rt. LH

'ffs^ma- -ja^KsiRi
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H6. If tl.o polar xx, + y;j^ = a-' cuts OP at M. the

lon^'th of OM = (l- a-

OPVxf + y}

:. OM . OP = a-.

87. The equation of the polar of the point P (,r, y )
without the circle ,^ + y^ = ,,-'

i.s the san.c as tha't of
the chord of contact of tanc;onts drawn from P to tlie
circle. This shows that, when the point is without
the circle, its polar is the chord of contact produced
or. that tangents drawn from P touch the circle at
the points where it is cut by the polar of p.

88. The ecjuation of the polar of any point P (,,•, y )
IS of the san.e form as the ecjuation of the tan're.it
;it a point on the circle.

"

This is in agree.nent with the fact that, if the
ponit P approaches and ultimately coincides with the
cn-cle. OP becomes e.jual to a, and .-., by § 86 OM
becomes o.jual to a, and the polar becomes the tangent
at tlie point p *

I
' v.

i J

[1
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sf). If the polar of p passes through Q, the polar

of Q passes through p.

Let
(./'i, 2/1). (''l'' Uz) ^^^ tl'G coonlinates of P, Q

respectively.

The polar oi P with respect to .';- + y- = (i- is

''''-I + yyy = '^'-'•

Since thi.s line passes throu»jh Q,

•'Vi + Villi = '*"•

This proves that (.(j, ;(/i)
is on the line

•'•'•^ + yy-i = tt-

;

and .'. P is on the i)olar of Q.

Cor. II" the ])oint Q moves alon^ the polar of P,

the polar of Q chanj^es its position, but always passes

throuj^h P.

/. , if the pole moves along a st. line, its polar

turns about the pole of that line.

90. To find the pole of the st. line Ajr + b«/ + c z=i

with respect to the circle x- + y~ = a-.

Let
(.''i, iji) be the coordinates of the pole.

The ecjuation of the ])olar of (,fj,
// ) is

•''^'1 + yih — '^' = ^^

This e<|Uation must be the same as

A./; + B// + C = 0.

X,

B C

'1- -^-. //i- -^

JiltA'' v»j =.-. -Sm
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01. To find the polar of p {x^, y,) with respect
to the circle x- + y' + 2gx + 2fy + c ^ 0.

The e(iuiiticm ot tlio drc\c may l)u written

(•'• + i/)- + (.'/ + /)- = <f + p - c.

Trmisfomiintr the ori^rju to the point (-</, -/), the
transform ing relations are x =^ X —

(j, y = Y — f
Xi = Xi -

(J, y/j = Yj - / and tlie eciuation of the
circle becomes

X^ + Y^' = ^-' + /:.' _ ,.

Thii e(iuation of tlie polar <.f P (x„ Y,) with respect
to tliis circle is, by § 84..

XX, + YY, =. <f + p _ ,,

Transformin<r back to the ori^nnal (jri<ri„, the e.piation
becomes

(•*^ + U) ('\ + U) + {}/ + /) (//i + /) = <j- + /- - c.

••• XX, + yy, + g (X + X,) + f (y + y,) + c = 0.

NoTK.—vIs an t\rercis>; th: xtniknt should obtain iff abore
msult din'ctbj from the d,'JinitloH of poles u,nd pohtrs, hij

the method used in ij ^S'.^.
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92.—Exercises

1. Find the polar of tlie point

{('.) (3, ;')) witli respect to x~ + y" = 30

;

(h) (a, 0) 11 II It X- + y- = r-

;

(<)(--', 1) 11 1- .1 .-- + y- - ix - 8n --^ ;);

(d){-5, -1) .1 M „ .,-2 + if - 10a; + 6y = 15;

(e) (0, 0) 11 1. M (x - hf + {y - kf - r"-.

2. Find the pole of the st. line

[(I.) 2x - 7ij = 17 with respect to x- + y" = 17;

(h) X- - 2y + 12 = .. „ 1, x" + 2/- = 23;

(f) 4x' - ^ = 1 with respect to x- + y~ - 2x — \ij -- 4
;

((/) 4.1- + jly = 5 t. »•- + y- - Sx - lOy

= - 5.

3. (n) Siiow that .r- + y- = 2."! is the e(i[uation of a circle.

(h) Show that (
- 3, 4) is on the circle.

((') AVrite the ecjuation of liie tangent to the circle at

this point.

{({) Show that the point (9, 13) is on this tangent.

(«) Write the equation of the polar of {'), 13).

(/) Find the e(iualiun of the st. lino through (!), 13)

J. to the polar, connuenting on the lorni of the result.

(<j) Find the c<iuation of the other tangent from (9, 13).

Draw the diagram on squared paper.

4. Find the pole of
'^ + 'jj

= 1 with respect U> x' + y- = c'.

5. Find the pole of Lr + my = 1 with respect to the

circle x- + y- + 'lijx + Ify + r = 0.

0. Prove that tlie polar of (
- 2, 5) with respect to a" +

y- = 18 touches .'- + y- - 6.»; + 2// =- 19; and find the

coordinates of the point of contact.



TAXriEVTS FROM AX OUTSIDE POIXT

TAX(ii:\TS KI!()M AN- OI'TSIIH: !''»INT

or.

J>-^ To find the length ofthetanrent pa from the
point P (;f„ </,) to a given circle.

Flu. 4(1.

(i) I.*'t th.. ('.|n.-iti()M <,1 the firclo i.o

T •

•''"' + .'/' = "'-

Join OA OP.

• AOP is ;i it.-Z(l /„

AP- =. OP- - AO-

=
'''i'-' + .'/C - "'.

••• AP = ,'xr + y, ^ - a-

(2) i.(.t tlic »M|u.oiioii of tlio ciivl( Ih.

.'•' + //-' + 2;/.r + 'IfII + r ,_-_ ().

'I'liis u(|iiiiti()ii iii.-iy !)(' writ (in

(' +/// + (,/ +/)' = !/"+/- - r,

^oiu whicl, it is se.M. that th.- cvntn, is r_,/,
.'Hid tlio radius = i </- + /-' _ (.

With the (lin-rraiu an.l constructi.).! „l' yj^.. 40,
AP- = OP' - AO-

AP ^ i'x-- -F y,- + 2gx^ + 2fy/+ c.

-/)
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111. To find the equation of the tangents from

(x„ </,) to '-.he circle Jf ' + y- - a-.

Fio. 41.

Lot a secant drawn from P (.'",, ?/i) P"t tho circl.' at

A; and Itt Q (,'', //) bo any point on tlio socant.

If PA : QA —k-A, the coordinates of A are

//•,( — .('
/.'V

— ?/,\ 1 . . . ., . ,

[—. , .
'

). find .., suice A is on tlio circlo

or, (./•• + ,'/"-' - a-) /•-' - 2 (,nr, + >f,;^
- «-)/.:

+ ''i' + !/i' — «" = 0-

If, now, the secant turn about P until it coincides

with oitlier of the tjinjj^ents from P, the two values of

k found from this ecjuation, and which correspond to

the two points where the secant cuts the circlo, are

e(|ual to each other.

.-. (xxi + yyi - a-')- = (x- + y-' - a'') (x,- + yi" - a-')-

This is the recjuired ocjuatior..

^wmssywn^fspisc^i^9am^'gmi'm^''r^w- ^^^^m^i^r^ ":Sb- " jt'



EXERCISES—RADICAL AXIS

O'). -Exercises

97

1. Fiiul th.' length of Mio tangent from

(«), (7. 3) to .1-' + y-' _ 22
;

if'), (3, - 5) to .r-' + >/^ - 3.« + 7,, + gr, ^ Q .

('•). (-2, -6) to .r-' + y-' ^ 12.,.;

(<l), (0, 0) to ar-> + y- + 2.v.« i- •Ij), + = 0;

^
(«), (4, 2) to a.--' + if - 6x- + 2y - 3<J = 0.'

Explain the imaginary result in (^).

^2. The length of the tangent .Irawn from a point t.i
3'- + 2/2 _ lOx - 4y + 9 = is always 4. Find tlie locus
of the point. Plot the diagr-.n. on squared paper.

3. The length of the tangent fn)m P to a--' + y'^ = 9 js
twice the distance from P to (6, 0). Find the locus of P.

4. Find the equatio.is of the tangent from (7, -1) to
.'•- + y- -.25.

5. Show, by the method of ^ 94, that the equation of the
tangents from (,<•„ y,) to x^ + ,f + 2</x + o/y + c ^ Q is

{^^•i + .Wi + 9 {x. + .r,) +/(y + y,) + ^V-'

= (.'••• + y' + 1y:c + 2/y + .) (.,.-' + .y,^' + 2<;.,., + 2/y, + .)•

r \DicAL Axis

9(j To find the radical axis of the circles

X- + y- + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0.

X- + y- + 2g'2 + 2fy + c' = 0.

Since the tuiigents to tlie circles from any point on
their radical axis are e(iual to each other, if (,/•, y) is

•iny r 'nt on the locus, by § 93,

.'•- 4 ?/-" + 2ir.c + 2/?/ + r = .r-' + ,,/-• + 2r/,/- + 2/"// + c'

:. the required equation is

2 (g - g) X + 2 (f - f
) y 4- c - c' = 0.

!

J^'»^>^«^'Cl1V, i* *^'iJ\'* I A ; -:
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{)7. 'riif centres (tf the circles in llie last urticle are

/. the st. line joininjif th(> centres is

^ + .'/ _ ?/ + /
.'/ - <J' f - f'

or. (/ - /) (.'• + g) - (.'/ - <j') (// + /) = 0.

By tlio condition of porpendicnlarity this line is j. to

2 ((/ - ,j') '• + 2 (/ - /) v/ + r - r' = 0.

.*. tlie radical axis is. J. to tin* lino of centres.

98.—Exercises

1. Find the ra<Iica] axis of the circles

.,.•: + v/i _ 4.r ~ Gy + 9=0,

.,:! + ,/ - lG.r - U// + 104 = 0.

Draw the diagram on squared paper.

2. J'ind the radical axis of the circles

2r2 + 2-V + 9r - 8^ - 3 == 0,

.r"- + f- =9.

3. Show that the radical axes of the circles

,.-- + ,/-- + 2y,r +2/y +<- ^ 0,

x"- + 2/2 + 2g,r + 2/,j/ + r, = 0,

.t2 + 2/- + 2i/,.r + 2/:,2/ + c, =

taken two and two are concurrent. (The point of concur-

rence is the radical centre.)

4. Find the radical centre of the circles

.r2 + 2/-' - 3a; + 7i/ + 35 = 0,

.r'i + ,f
- 7,,. + 5/, - 31 =- 0,

,,.". + y2 _ c..,- + 2// - 39 - 0.

B*vaf""»Tr"TWiw™ni.-
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ur-

Sllow ilijit tli(« ciiclc:

•'•'-' + //-' - .'Jc + r>y - I) . 0,

j;'-' + y- + 7,.; + y - 1 1 = 0,

.'•- + .y- + 2.V + 3y -. 10 = 0,

have a cmu.mn ,H,li..Hl uxis. .Sl.uvv ulso that tl.oir orntros
.tro i» a Mt. Ii,.« which is ± t,., the common ruJi.ul axis

Miscellaneous Exercises

(a)

1. Find tiio o<,natiou <,f tho st. li- -, assinj; tliiou^h the
ii.t<.r.section of x - 2y = h, a; + 3y .= 10 an.l

|| to Ir +
4y = 11.

2. Fin.l the equation of the st. lino passing throu-h the
intersection of 8.. + y .. 7, 11.. + 2.y - 'IH an.l ± I,, the
latter line.

3. Plot the quadrilateral (4, 2), (-;'., 6), ( _ 9, _ (;\

(7, - 4) ; and I'in.l its area.

4. Plot tho liru's 2.r ^- 5y = 29, 12..- + y - 29, 5.,- - 2y
= 29

;
and ,ind the an-a contained by th.^ni.

5. Find the equation of the st. line passing through
{h,k) and such that the portion of it between the axes "is
l)isectP(l at tiie given point.

G Find the equation of the .st. line passing through
{h,k) and («) II

to, {b) A. to the .st. line j,.i„i„,, (, „^
('•„ y,).

" ^' P ./;.

7. Show that, if the lines ax + by + c = 0, bx + cy + a
- 0, ex + ny + b ^- are concurrent but not coincident
llien re + i 4- c = 0.

'

H. Find the ratio in which the st. line Joining (
- r>, 3)

Ci, - 1) is divided by .r - 1 ly -|. 3 = q.

^ '

.jrj|-^j—^BS--n--;«; u' •-#(V::' .
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1). Kind tlio eciitre of tli" iiiscriliod circio of tlip .\ forimd

hy tlio lines 4x - 3// -= IS, r)x- + l-'y - 'J. i-'lr + 7y - 30.

10. Find tlio area of the /\ containwl Ity y ^ 3.r, i/ ^- Bx

and .r + 2y = 77.

11. Show that the aroa of the ."> containofl l»y y = wi,a*,

J = m^i' and A'' + B^ + C =^

(»M, - »«,,) C-
~ 2 (A + m,B) (A + in.B)

12. Find tlie locus of a point Buch that tlio s(|uaro of

its distance from (fi, 0) is three times Mie K(|uare of its

distance from (2, 0).

13. One vertex of a ||<{m is at the orii,'in and the two

adjacent vertices are at (n, li), (r, <1). Find the fourth

vertex.

14. Show that, if the two circles

.r2 + ,f + 2iix + 2/y + c = 0,

a'-' + if- - 2/.- -
2i/*/ + c =

touch each other, then (//
- /

)" = 2c.

15. (live the j,'oometrical interpretation of the equation

,7" + y- + 2ii.f con a + 2ni/ sin a + <«-' = 0.

IG. Find tlie locus of the intersc tion of the st. line

which pass through (6, 0) am' (0, 3) respectively and cut

e-i.ch other at rt. ^s.

17. Find the equations of the tangents to the circh

•r- + 1/- = 2kx which are
|]

to 3.ir — _//
= 0.

IS. Find the orthocentre of the . . whose .sides are Rr -

5i/ = IG, £3: - 3y = 10 and .*• + 2y = G.

19. Prove that the radical axis of tlie circles

,-"- + 2/2 = n\

X- + y- - 2rt (.*• con u + y sin a) =
bisects the st. line joining their centres.

-a«W~<9L-f ^i\ WW-<K^^£1HI
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20. Clmnls of tii« .-iirlu ..•- + //- „' puss tlin.ii^li tlin

fix.d point (A, o). l.'ii„l tho I<h:uh of tli.-ir inidtilc iMiints.

21. Find tho ocpiation <.f Uio circle which piisH«'.s throui,'h
tho orifjin iind makes inlc«rct'pt.s a iind b on 0.r, Oy
lospectivoly.

22. Find tho oquaiion of tlie oircio described on tho nt.

lino joining th<3 origin to (;/,/) w diameter.

2.3. Find the c«K)rdinatos .)f a point such that tho st. lino
joining it to (4, -3) is hisectcd at rt. ^s l>y 2r - 3y = 7.

24. Find tho locus of tlio points fn.m which tangonts
drawn to .r2 + ,f = 13 ,i„,i ^'i + y^ _ ._,, + o^ + 1 ^ u are
as T) is to .3.

25. Find the distances from the point (2, 4) in tho

direction having the direction cosines - ^ -*..!
1 . . r,

'
r ''•> tllO

curve whoso equation is
•' •'

3.>,-' - Cry + 5^2 - 32 = 0.

26. Find the etination ..f tho locus of a point P such
that PA : PB = A : 1 where A (.,„ y,), B (.,„, y„) a.-e fixed
points.

Show that the locus is a circle ami iind t'ue relation of
its centre to A and B.

*

27. (a) Fiml the coordinates of the point C which
divides the St. line joining A (3, -2), B (l!), 10) in the
ratio AC : CB = 1 : 3.

{h) Prove that D (11, 4) lies on the st. line AB given
above; and by computing tho len.iftlis of AD and BD,''iind
the ratio in which D divides AB.

28. (a) Find tin; area of a

angular points are (..j, y^), (..

*bf» coordinates of who.se
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(/') l''rulii Hit' llMMt. of (ii) ilrililri- the ciiuit i<i|| ,,\i (I si.

liin' in ImiiH of tlm inordinuU's of two givoa {Htitils lliroiigli

wliicli it paK^tL'H.

2'.). Show that y — tnx + a / 1 + >«-' is iilwiiys ii

t!in;i^('iifc to tlio circlo .»•' + //- = n".

30. Tlic wjuation 3./- + 3//-' - 12.»- - (i// + 4 — can

1h« reduced to mu' coiitainiii;; tfriuH in x and ;// of tiit>

lecond de^'ioe only, \>y tiansforihin-,' to
!|

axivs thn)Uj,'li a

proprrly cliosen point. What an- tlio ((Mjrdinati.'s of tlio

point?

31. Find thp distancn of th«> point of intorspction of tho

lines 3,i- + •_'// + 4-0 and 2.r + f)/y + S ._ from the

lino S.r - U'/y + -. 0.

32. Firiil tli(! tvjuation of thi> circle whose centre is (A, k)

and which pas.ses through (a, h).

33. Kitid tho locus of the points from wiiich tangents

drawn to the circle

3'- -r v/-' + 2<jj: + 2/// + ,• -

are at rt. Z.s to each other.

31. If the tangents at the points (c,, //j), (.c,, »/,) on the

circle .»•- + y- + 'lyx + 2/// + <• ^- are at rt. Ls to each

other, show that

•'•l'":.' + .'/l.'/j + U (''i + <) +./(.'/, + .'/,,) -( U'-
+/-' " 0.

3r). p^iiid the eijuation of tlie st. line joining (dli', 'litli)

and (<ic-, 2((c).

3G. Show that the e.iuati.m of the J_ tu'^'^.r + 1'^"
y

a b

= 1 at the point (<i con u, b tiiti. u) is .)• - i/

< ;> nis u sill, a— a- — 0-.

37. Find tlie product of the J_s from (-7, -4) to the

lines 3,.-' - 12x1/ + lii/' 0.
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3«. HUnw lliiit tho pr.Mlu.-t ..f tim J.s fn.in (.-, >f) to the
linoH It,,' + 2 h . y f A^- i^

nc' + -Ihcd + h,r-

(*)

39, Find tho equation of tlio Ht. Hii.h whi.li join thu
<)rij,'iii to tho j)ointH of intersection of

ax { ly = k
(1)

and ..-• + 2/-' + 2yx + '2/// + o = 0. (3)
SuliUiun

:

—

Pro. 42.

Let thu lim (1) cut tho (-irclc (_') at A, B.
It is miuirtd to tiii-l tho equation r.presei.lint; OA .ind OB.
From (\) k- . k (,tx f /,//) -- (iix + l,,i)"-.

n-' f !r) + -Ik {ax + /»/) (;/.,• + /;,) . ,. (,„.
i ,,^,= „ (.jj

Equation (.S) has all its term., of the secon.l degree in x an.l ,,ami
. ,

by § .,(,. ,t represents two st. lines passing through the
origin. '^

Again, e.,uation (3) is satisfie.l I.v the v.ihir, of x md „ whirh
satisfy both (1) and (2);

"^

:. the lines represented by (3) pass through A and B.
.-. equation (3) represents OA and OB.
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40. Find the equation of the st. lines joining the origin

to the points of intersection of 2x - 3y = 1 and x- + y- = 5.

41. Find the equation of the st. lines joining the origin

to the points of intersection of x + 2i/ = '2a and 5 (x- + y")

+ 5(t.c + V^ay = 18«-, and show that thoy are ± to each

other.

42. Find the L between the st. lines wliicii join the

origin to the points of intersection of "- _ _^ =, i .^nd a- +

y"- - 2x + 6^ + 1 = 0.

43. Find the equations of the st. lines passing through

the intersection of 3.f + 2y -- 7 and ,»; + 5// =- 11 and such

that the J. on each of them from (1, 7) is equal to r>.

44. A, B are points on O.r, O.c' respectively and on

OA, OB s(juaros OACD, OBEF are descril)c<l. EF produced

cuts AC at G. Prove that OG, BC, ED are concurrent.

4.'). If . .^ is constant, show that the variable line

a h

V+ ", = 1 passes through a fixed point.
a h ^

46. A St. line moves so that the sum of the ±s to it

from (a, h), (>•. d) is eijual to the J. to it from (//, h).

Hhow that the st. line passes through a fixed point and

find the coordinates of the point.

47. Prove that the difference of the scjuares of tlu; tangents

from
(.''i, //,) to th<! circles

•r- + ,'/'- + 2r/i.x- + 1j\y + Cj -= 0,

3,2 ^ yi + 2,7.,r + 2/.y + C, =

is ecjual to twice the rectangle contained by the distance

l)etw('en the centres of tlie circles and the length of the J.

from (.'•!, v/i) to their radical axis.
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48. Three circles touch each other at a common point
Prove that the polars of a fixe.l point („

, y,) with respect
to thos>5 circles are concurrent.

49. Find the equations of the st. lines which divide the
^s between the lines 4,. - 3y + 7 = 0, 5f + 12y - 19 ^
into parts whose sines are as 5 to 7.

50. Show that the equation of the st. line juinin.^
{acos(a + ,3),bsin(a + iij and {a cos (a -

fi), I, sin (u - ,M
IS - ,vw a + -L sm a = cos />'.

51. Show that the bi.sectors of the interior ^.s of a a
are concurrent.

"^

^OTK Take thr. orhjia within thn /., and Ut the e.,nations
of tUK Sides be

X cos «, + y sin '/, --
y^j,

X COS f/._, 4- y ulu a, ==
y>,^

X COS I/... + ij )fi)l «.j = p _

52. If the chord of the circle a--" + v/ = «. whose equa-
tion is px + ^y = 1 sul.tends ;,n Z of 45^ at the origin,
then a- (j,- + ,/-) ^ .j _ o

v''2.

5.3. A St. line moves so that the sum, or the difference,
of the intercepts cut od" fnKu the axes varies as the area
of the .:x contained by the st. line an.l the axes. Prove
that the St. line passes, in either case, through a fi.xed point.

5t. Sl.ow that the area of the A contained by the lines
ax~ + -llu-tl + hf ^ ;ind Ar + By + C = is

A-7> - 2 AB/i + B-'rt"

no
^'

2^^f '' *'' ''"™' '' '' ^ P^''"^ *" OA, is a point inOB; PS drawn
||
OB meets EC at S; QR drawn 11 OAmeets AC at R. Show that PR, Qs, OC are concurrent
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Hi'

%n

i''i

1

56. P is a point suoh tliat the sum of the J,^ from p
on Oc and on x - by ^ is constant. Prove that tlie

locus of P is the base of an isos(('U's A of which O is the

vertex and y = 0, x - hij ^ arc the sides.

57. Given the base of a A in magnitude atid position

and the magnitude of its vertical /
;
prove that the locus

of its vertex is a circle.

58. Prove that, if (./•,, y,), {x.,, y.,) are the extremities of

the diameter of a circle, the equation of the circle may be

written

(x - a;j) (x - .r,) + (y -
y,) (y - y,) = 0.

59. If (h, k) is a point in the first quadrant, show that

the C(]iiat,ion of the st. line which passes tiirough (/;, k)

and makes with the axes in that quadrant the A of

. . . .7; ymmnnum area is - 4. •'- _ •>

h ^ k

60. Show that, if the chord of contact of tangents drawn
from the })oint (h, k) to the circle .*'- + y- ^ r- subtends a

rt. L at the centre, then .V- + k- = '2r'-.

61. P, Q are two points and O is the centre of a circle.

PM is L to the polar of Q with respect to the circle,

and QN is ± to the polar of P. Show that PM : QN =
OP : OQ.

62. Tangents PA, PB are drawn fron\ (he point P (//, k)

to the ciicle ,r- + y-' ^ /•-. Prove that

PAB rJA2^+ k"- - r-)2

63. Prove that the polar of (<t, h) with respect to

3-2 + y2 ^ r^ is a tangent to (.« - hf- + (y - k)- = r-, if

(ah + bk - (••-')-" = (a2 + i-') ^-j.
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Gt. ABC is a A in wliieli a vaiial)le line DE drawn
||

to BC cuts AB at D and AC at E. Show that the
locus of tlie intersection of BE, CD is the st. line joining
A to the middle point of BC.

G5. Show that the equation of tlu; s^-steni of circles which
pass through {h, k) and touch Ax + By + C - may be
written

(Ah + B>t + C) {(Ax- + By + C)-' + (Br - Ay + f)--}

-(Ac + By + C) {{Ah + Bk + C)- + (Bh - A/fc + /)-}.

where I is an arbitrary constant.

f)6. Tl... circle x'- + f- + 2y.j; + '2fy + c - cuts off
from O.i-, Oy chords of wliich the lengths are respectively
a and 6. Siiow that 4y- - n- = 4/2 _ ^2 ^ 4^.

07. Find the locus of the middle points of the chords of
the circle x^ + y^ = «-' which pass through the fixed point
(A, k).

C8. O is the centre of a fixed circle, A i, .' fixed point,

Q is any point; on the circle. The bisector of Z ACQ
iiio<rs AQ at P. Show that the locus of P is a circle

having its centre in AG.

69. Find the e<iuation of the circle witli its centre en
Ojj and which cuts x- + y2 == 9 and 5 (,t- + y-) = 9.f

orthogonally.

70. Show that the circlts a;'- + y- + 2.i; - '2y -^ 2.J and
7 (.t- + y-') - WVlx + Illy -= 175 cut orthogonally at the
point (3, 1).

71. Tf the cliord (»f the circle .<•- + y" = r- on the line
px + 7y =. 1 subtends an _ of 45° at the origin, then

{'•'(r + '/') - 4]--! =8.
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*^Ai>

72. A rt. L. is subtended at the origin by tho chord oi

the circle (.t - h)- + (1/ - k)- = r- on the line x cos a +
y sin a = p. Show that 2/)^ - 2p (h cos n + k sin a) +
A2 + k^ = r\

73. Show that the condition that the circles x- + y- = r\

x" + y" + 2 yx* + 2 y)/ + c = touch each other is

(r2 + cf = 4r2 (y2 + /2).

74. Find the l between the tangents at a point of

intersection of tho circles a.- + y'' - 4a: - 8?/ = 5 am?

a;'2 + y2 _ lOa; - 6y = 2.

75. The equal sides OA, OB of an isosceles rt.- _ J A are

produced to P, Q such that AP . BQ = OA^ Show that

PQ passes through a fixed point.

76. Find the locus of a point sufa that a tangent drawn
from it to the circle x- + y^ - 8.c - lOy = 8 is twice a

tangent drawn from it to x- + y^ ^ 25.

77. Find the equation of the circle which passes throu h

the points of intersection of x^ + y"^ = a-, x- + y^ =
2a {x + y), and touches the line x + y = 2a.

78. Show that, if the line -^^ = —.—^ = r cuts the
cos p sin

circle X- ^r y" - a- at D, E and the polar of the point

P (/i, k) with respect to the circle at F, then P, D, F, E
ia a hariuunic range.

What is the general statement of this proposition ?

79. If a.vy + hr, + cy + d = represents two st. lines,

show that the lines intersect at the point {- —, - —)
a a

80. If ax- + 2hxy + by- + 2gx + 2/y + c = represents

two St. lines, show that the squares of tho coordinates of

the intersection of the lines are
/'- - he , n" - ac
•'

,
and -i

><:- - ah h- - ah

r •

1 i i
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81. The St. lines y + mx ^. b, y + ^x ^ c cu.3 tl.c axes
at A. B and A', B' rospcctively. Find the area of AA'B'B.

82. Sho^v that tlie polar of {k, h) with respect to the
circle wli.ch has its centre at (h k) and touches the line
te + «;, + l=0is(Z2 + m--'){A-/^)(y-,,. + /,.-A;) = (/A + „,A + l)->.

83. Frove that the locus of the middle point of the
chord of contact of tangents drawn from points on a given
St. line to a given circle is a circ'o passing tlu(,ui,'h the
centre of the given circle and having its centre on the
-L from the centre of the given circle to the given st. line.

84. Three concentric circles, A, B, C, have their radii in
G. P. Show that, if the pole with respect to B of a st.
line is on A, the polar will touch C; and if the pole is on
C, the polar will touch A.

85. Find the equation of the bisec'.ors of the angles
contained by the lines a;- + y- + kxy = 0.

86. Find the locus of a p<;int such that the ± from it
to the line a; + y = « is the geometrical mean between
the coordinates of the point.

87. Show that the circl

x^ + y- + 2/f - 2gy =

88. Find the equa<^ion

gonally each of the circles :

89. Points A, B are given in Ox ; C, D in ? .such tli.it

OA, OB, OC, OD are in H. P. Show that the h.cu.s of
the intersection of AD and BC is x = y.

90. Show that the lines ,r + 13// = 0, 3.,- = '„,, D,,- = 7^,
and 7a: = ^y form a harmonic pencil.

91. The circle a-^ + y^ -= r2 cuts Or', Ox at C, D
-^pcctively. EF is a cl.-u-d such tliat _ EOF = 2«, and
^,^^DF inter-vt at P. Show tliat the locus of P is the

a2 + 2^2 _ 2ry tan a = r-.

X- + y2 + 2>j,: + 2/y = 0,

orthogonally.

.10 circle which cuts ortho-
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92. Find the equation of at h ptassing through the

intersections of tiio circles:

—

(1) a;2 + 7/2 - 4,« - 8y = 2S, (l>) a;-' + ./ = 9;

and through tlie centre of (1).

9.3. Show that the points (1, 7), ( - 2, 8), (3, 3) and

(2, G) are concycHc.

9 1. From any point A in tlie lino x — i/ .st. linos arc

drawn making ^s of CO" and 120° with 0.« ami cutting

y'Oy at B and C rospoctively. From OC a j)art OD is cut

off = OB. Sliow tiiat CD = the diagonal of a sijuare

on OA.

95. D, E are rospoctively points in two given st. lines

OX, OY such that OD + OE = c ; and P is a point in DE
such that DP = w, EP. If OX, OY are taken a-.i axes

of cooi'linates, show that the locus of P is (m + 1)

(mx + y) = cm.

96. A point P moves such that the distance of P from a

fixed point equals the tangent from P to a fixed circle.

Show that the locus of P is a st. line ± to the st. line

joining the fixed point to the centre of the circle.

97. Show that the st. linos represented hy h.i" - 2hxy +
a?/2 ^ are respectively J. to the st. lines represented by

ax- + 2/i,ry + hy- = 0.

98. A sei-ies of circles touch the axis of x at the origin.

Show that the tangents at the points where the line y = h

cuts the circles all touch the fixed circle a- + y- = i-.

99. A circle of given radius moves so that its radical

axis with reference to a fixed circle always passes through

a fixed point. Show that the locus of its centre is a circle

having its centre at the fixed point.

100. Show that the quadrilateral enclosed b}' the lines

Zx + 2y = U, 2x - 32/ + 1 = 0, 2,r - :\y = 0, 3r + 2y = \

is a square.
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101. Sliow that the c(!iitre of the circle

rc2 + 2/2 - 2,jx - 2/// + c + I (t-' + ,f - 2h.c - Ihj ^ d) --

divides the st. lino joining the centres of the circles
•r- 4- y- - 2>j.v 1fi/ + c --- and -y^ + y-' - 2}a: - 2ky + d^O
in the ratio of ^ : 1.

102. Tlio Sinn of the ±.s from two lixed points (..j, y^)
and {x.,y ?/.,) to a vari.ible line he + my + 7i = is o<\u:\.\ lo
the constant a. Prove that the lino is always tan,i,'enb to a
fixed circle, and find the equation of the circle. (Problems
1907.)

103. Show that the circles x- + y- + 2.,: - Sy + 8 =
x'^ + y-i + lOx - 2y + 22 ^ touch each other. (Prol>^

lems— 1911.)

104. Throuj,'h one angular point A of a sciuare ABCD a
St. line is drawn meeting the .sides BC and DC produced
at E and F respectively. If ED and FB intersect in G,
5how that CG is J. EF. (Problems— 1913.)

10'). Prove that the lines

n.e + {h + c)y =. b- + bo + c",

b.c + (c + a)y = c- + ca + a-,

ex + (a + b) y := a"- + ab + b\

are concurrent, and find the coordinates of their conunon
point. (Problems- 1913.)

106. Two circles wliose centres are C, C, touch each
other, internally ab O. A st. line OPP' is drawn cutting
the circles at P and P'. Show that the locus of the
intersection of CP' and C'P is a circle whose diameter is a
harmonic mean between the radii of the given circles; and
whose centre is at C" ou tho line OCC such that OC" is

the harmonic mean between OC and OC (Problems— 1 91 3.)

107. Prove that the chords of intersection with a fixed
circle of all circles throiigli two fixed points are coucurrcnt.
(Problems—1912.)

r
If
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lOS. Find the rriuation of two st. lines tliiouijh tlio origin

.•mil such that tho Xs to them from tlio point (A, k) are

+ il anil - d.

100. If axes of reference are drawn on a sheet of paper
an.l if this is folded ahoiit the line joining (1, 3) to (2, 0),

find tiio coordinates of tho point which fulls on {.r, y).

Find also the equation of the circle which coincides with

.r2 + y2 _ 2y = 4. (Problems—1917.)

110. AS and AT, BP and BQ are tangents from any two
points A and B to a fixed circle. C, D, E, F are tho middle

points of AS, AT, BP, BQ respectively. Prove that CD and
EF, priMJuced if necessary, meet on tho line that bisects

AB at rt. _ s. (Pioblems— 1907.)

ill.



AXSWKRS

!5»i. (I'.it,'er>.)

4. ((., 0), (2„. (.). („, ,., ;T). 5. (0, 0), (/, 0), (/., /.). (0, /,).

§ 10. (Page 11.)

4. 1304. ,„ ^ -

C. (<0l/58,v^2,10; 14. 4x-10v + 29= 0.

(/'Hl^-W. S/.-i, .i,/;{(Mi. 15. (),V, a.,^<)
; 37 nearly.

7. ,'82, 2, 10^ , S^T ^ oTjT I'i- (7, 2), ( - Vt», Yt^)-

7^2, , 137. 20. (.!:iJ''^jlj!Ji! ?/i + ?/2 + !/3\

8- (0, 0)-tlio orimn. ^ ^ ' 3 /
»• (s- '^•"'.^ (V, §).

2^- ^•^'-^'^•

11. v'l^-.
22. (-18. -14).

py. (Page 16.)

3. 3Gr).

4. 25 T).

8. 36 iiuk>.<?.

9. 1 : 3.

g 22. (Page 21.)

2- y^^'^-
«. 2x + ;,+ 5= 0.

3. (a) The axis of x; (6) The 7. x^+ v'-8..- - 6!/ = 0.
axis of y. g_ a-'+v2-2.r + 4,/ = 31

f-
' = '*•

10. x-2y + 3 = 0.
6. 3A-5y=17.

§24. (Page 23.)

1- 00(2, 7); (h) (3, 2); (r) 3. (0, 0) and (6. 0).

(2, -3); (,0(8, -6) and 4. 2a' = «.

(-8, 6); (,-) (5, 12) and 5. 7x- + 4./ = 20

2. (0, 9) and ( - 15, 0).
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3. («) 3--3y = 0; (h) {>^-2!/+

= 0.

Intercepts :—(n) 0, ; (/,)

-V. V';(<) -V. -?}•

4- (-5, -3i).

6. (11, 4).

7. Riitio of equality.

S 27. (r«yo 27.)

H. Sides, ..+(>(/+ 14 0: ri.,+.

y;/+2H = 0, 2 J- ;{„ 14

-0;
Medians, x - Ciij . 14, t +2>j

= 7, .•!..
;/ 0;

Centroid (-1, - 3).

".». SideH, 2..' .-),/- 24, .'{j-f-

2;/ = 2, X - ;/-4, .V + 4i/

= 3:{;

Diagonals, 8j- -)/ = !«, i.+

9!/ = 34,p:j- + 4;W.v-5!M8;
Lino tl'.i,.ii<,di middle points

of diaj,'(jnal.s, 2..' = 5.

Ut. (-(!, -7), (5, -2), (-3, 4).

J; 40. (Pagu 38.)

3. (a) a: = v/3!/ ; (/>) ,j^j.y'Y\ = {);

(<)ru-- 7vf35-0; (./)3</

±4u- + 9-=0; (f.).r ,,=.1.

4. (..) 9, - A. - J^)
; (/,) ( j, 0).

6. (3, 3A).

C. a-+ ;/+l=0.

7. a\ v/58; t.ni '7.-

8. (a) C-(»: (/,) A-O; (,.) b
= 0; 00 A-b; (.; A + B
= 0.

!». m = l.

10. m~-~l,f)^2l.
11. « = 8, /^^ -4.

13. Intercept -=?'^^.

^ 44. (Page 42.)

1. ('() 45°
;

{h) 30°
; (,) DO'

{d)Utn -'5.

3. 9j; + 4i/ + 47 = 0.

5. 2.c + 3j/=14.

0. 7^+5;/ = 4.

7. 5.,-3;/ + 8 = 0.

8. J- - 1/ + 2 = and x + >i
-

12 = 0.

9. x-v/3y= 3v/3-e and a +
j/ir./= -3|/3-r).

10- (2|, -4}).

11. (/-. '!hzl!.\

12. 12 • 5.

14. (17i/3 - Hi)..- + 47j/ - 344

+ 34, ;!;and(17j/.".+ Hi)

»• -47;/ -34, 3-344.
1 5. Gj; + ;/ + 8 = G . and .-• - {•„,

= 11.

7 (^" -!i"'"'ziL''^

18. Bj,-Ay+yyAHB' = 0.
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!^r»4. dv.i, r..t.)

2. K.

('/)
—
,41

I 74

21. 11

4.

i>.

(5.

7.

«.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

17.

» K' + h'

( 24, 55).

8j: + %=15.
J--;/ = 0.

2 ^.

('"1 - w) (((.r - ?H/) + i(„„r-
1nr,) + ,t{,^-r)-~-0.

"'"•-"/'''!/'-'•/.» + 2/j/ft=0.

(/' -»u,r» -r,) (;/ - //n- - ,•) =
(/'-m<»-r) (-/-(/I,..- ,,).

(AC, -A,C).r+(BC, -B,C)./
= 0.

v/2.

±2t 130-1 1

7

a; + 21j/ = « and 18!>.,-9v
(;y2.

3x + ;/ = 2 and j: - 3;/= 24.

20. .•{.•b+Jil./^UKi.

(7i 3+11)
l.{

'-*-'•
s . 2:

24. 'ii^r r^).

25. 15^+14./ -100.

2«. 13.r - 7y = 3 and 7r + 13./

119.

27. (24 + 13i/3) a- + 23y + 52,/3

+ 257=Oand(24-13i/3,j-

+ 23y 52 ^/ 3 + 2.17-0.'

28. 5a- - 12;/ + 60 = aiul lij- -

12;/ -74=0.
2It. (5..+;/ = 31, X-./ + 3-0;

14 7

»
'57'

I 2

30. (5}!{, 3 »,).

.32. 12..- 5y.-.2fi, ,/= 2.

.3.3. A..+B;/+;> v/A- + B''"=-0.

.34. B.. A;/ + A/.- Bhr-0.

3»- (")(^;;y,-,'\7,);(/,)(-{75,

.!5 <i<». (P.Hgo (JO.)

1. ('f> x-^n, 3- = /*
;

(!•) .'
;/ -0, r + ;/-0;

('•) x = (), x=-.3;/;

((/) 2..- - ;/= 4.1- - 3;/ ==0;
(') a--,(, ;/= -^

;

(/) .3j: - y= - 4^ y. _ y,^ ^ r,

2. :^ and L
3. Tliu axes of coordinates.

4. (</) ^,U I ,- ; (,) .„(
; (/)

tan 1 «.

.1. h<-:^-uil.

0. 8.

7. 3..:'^ - y - - 30r + G ;/ + 0(> - 0.
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.^ *Mt.

1. '-V'-11j-;/ + 12j/' 0.

y .' ¥j'I O.

3. (-.5, :); 2(x'+,0-l».

5. (A
I :» + B).r + (B, y - A);/ t

2C = 0.

1. (-0 yUo;
^ (>4).

(It) y^iui' + lVmh-i-V.ib';

(<•) II -^ I,.

2- P(i ajj); Q(17i, 16A).

3. jith.

4. 41^.

5. log.

<»•
•'•i (.Va - !/.i) + J-i (th-iji) +

7. 8r+7!/ = 5.

10. x=ii tun <i + h.

13. jt COS n 4- )/ jj//t (I = (I.

14. <<iH-» Vj"-

15. m = J,6 - -4J.
16. x+yj:i + 2(^fH-\)

(I .•»14.! •i4.)

li.

8.

y.

2 .-;/ + «».

»..' 25;,

^«H >
J ;

().

0.

3x' + 2y'- 10.

(!•.•iKo •ifi.)

33.

34.

35.

2y 7..+

1!>

^'J53

< v'55 0.

37. x'2l

= 0.

17.

18.

mh - h+a
Hin a ~ in ctw «

X y h I-

(( b 11 h

to. /w +«.'/=--<«</.

21. (2, - 8) iin.l ( - fl, -14).

23. «.(;.,r -4; (A, },), (h, - \).

25. 45".

2<». <;5..- «5i/+14rt-t-3/)^0.

27. /'(<m + <')x + (1,(1 - „/, + ailm
+ itc)ij - id{mH + (•) =^ U.

a6
29.

30. a; + 4!/ + l = 0.

31. x + 7i/ + = 0.

32. 0;,V^, 51 ji); (-.Vr, $L')

;

(-'<!ri"9,4,V,.); ('•,r,7).

2

.'W. ;i; + 6./ = aO and Cx - y == 12.

41. 2..+;{„+ll -0.

42. 166j.+»i05</ + 3114 = O;:i32j-

-747,i +H4W 0; 407r
-142y-2178--0.

4P. (', >.').

44. ('V('//t-f/)j; + (6fc-r;,),/ 0;

(l>) {^U -¥)('•- 11) + <{f+ 11)

-/,(a + /.) = 0.

45. 5x--14y = (J and 154r + .'»5!/

= 22!).

46. 49.1- -245;/=242.
48. :* -t-y-io!

49. a; - ;/= 10, or y- x=\0.
50. 7..' + 5 ./ + .^,0 = 0, .'iiid % + 35»

+ 150-0.

51. a; -4./ ==11.

52. 2(-( /,).,• 4- 2(h - l.),i - a- + Ir

53. 2^ + 1/ + 15 = 0.

54. 45\

55. IOj' + 4»/ + 11 . 0, and 4x -
10;/ -33-0.

56. a:''-;/^ = 0.

57. - 13 or 10 'j.

59. (11,1),(-1, ^r,),„r(-5,7).

61. -«?.

*>2. 24.
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V.'

S 72. (I».i«o 75.)

1. j:>+ y« = 5. 1:J. 5r»+y'-4j: + «i/- IC.

2. (^ - «)» + (;, - 2)' - «. 15. 47 (r' + ./') - 181^ + ;J4 1 „
a. 0+5)' + (v + l)'. :2»J. llKHi= 0.

4. <«' + '»' <'.
!(]. I 10.

5. (.,>(3, 1). 5; (l.){ I, -i), ,. j^^ .y

i :};«)

~-i (') •"', 0), 7; (</) '-'« 2r-5j/=16.

(0, -/'). V
+<•'.

8. x' + |/»-.i 7.7 = 0.

9. u' +;/'.'!.. iy.

11. (.()/ 0; (/.)r,=.0.

12. .«-' + f/'-4jr + 4t/ = 2.

22. lUU.

2;{. 14 (.« + !/) -17.

24. r^,'.

25. (/,+A)(.r' + j,')-(;,» + i-';(^.+

]/)--0.

!5 81. (Pago 85.)

1. ('«) 3x+ oij = 3i; (h) .V 4;/

+ 11-0; (r)l'_'., -(-5y=
%; ((0!/r+/;/-0.

2. ./-.#: ± ,'70. 10
u. (.() Aj: + B;, ±/iA-tB'; 17. (A'+ B-) (a-'+!/»)=C».

1«5. .-.5!/ = :5;
^21±3>/11!»
V 10 '

3±v/ll«\

(/.) B..' Ay =

±)yA^+B'.
4. (2, 4).

5. (0, 1).

6. (<i)C'^-r^A' + B'); {!>) (A,j

+ B/ - C)- =- (A' + B')

(</+/'-<).

7. o»6»=r'(a'+ />0-

8. r=^^;/'.

«;!• + 28^5-0.

10. y -
, ;{ y+ 3 ^ 3 - 1 = 0, a„,l

a-- ^/3~;/-5^/3-l = 0.

13. (j- - ,,) cos a + ((/ - /•) s.,-„ a == ,-.

14- (V'.-V); 4x+3,/ + l=^0.

18. 34(..^ + ;/')-47«w- 13G|/

+

1753 = 0.

15>- a, D;(i7, -13).

triinsverso, 12(5y - 7) = ( - 21

±5v/15)(5x-l);
iliifct, 24(v+13) = (-21±

X 21)(x-17).

20. direct, j/ = 9 and 3a+4v + 3
= 0;

transverse are imaginary.

v2, {Oand(-l, 0) on xHi/'
-4.f-8!/-5 = 0;

(5, {)and {\, -
.?) on .r»+,/»

-10x-f);/-2 = 0.

21. X + 3// + ;/ + 3/ +

V iO(;/H/»^= 0.

22. a-,/3
2/+ 10= 0.
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1. (.();{..'+r>)/ -=;{()
; {i,)„x^r-

;

(r)4..'+17-0; (,/) lO..'-

2;/ = 7; (<0 ;i..' + /.v-'r +

2. (a) (2, -7); (^.)( -??, =^;');

(c)(-35, 11); (<0(0, 0).

3. (,•; :;.-:-4;/+ 25 = 0; {*>) 9.«:

+ i:};/ 2a; (/) m..- - 9;/

= 0; ((/)24x-7i/ = 125.'

ANSWERS

Ji
!>2. (P.-vgo <»4.)

4. ('',;').

'/•7 -<i-lr -fym
"• i—

1

(f)n-f- iw fill

<'• (1, 4).

l+/m + r//

vj !•:.. (P;i5,'e 97.)

1. (.()(;; {\,)h; (r)8; (,/) ,/,." ;;. ;,'+,/-_ n^.,._^ 51^0.

1. 12.r+ 8;^ = 9r>.

2. !>..•-«// + 15 = 0.

S 98. (I'.i^r,, ()S.)

4. ( - 1:?, - 7).

Mi.scKM.ANKors KaKKcisks. (Pago 99.)

1. ;].i' + 4;/=2r>.

2. 2..-ll;/ + ;;29-().

;•.. 113.

4. 29.

V

h ^ k "

X - h V - /,

'1 "-''j
,'/i II-,

"^ -"^ I

.'•.,) (..;-/0 + (|/, II..) (11 I.)

= 0.

8. 7 : 4.

10. 77.

12. »•••= + ;/- -12.

l.-i. („+<;h+,l).

1(1. :. = +;,5-(;.,. -.;!„- 0.

17. 3.r-;/-;!/,±/.-^'ir).

1,S (:)ni no-n*"• Vl4f' HtJ-
20. ;,-+,r=^h,:

21. j:"-+,/~<,..--h,,~-0.

22. .-- + ;/--j.r-/;/ = 0.

—
'• Vi ;)> I .iJ-

24. 8(,,-= + ;/-') - 2.V + 751/ + 71
= 0.

25. ](» „r I-.

20. Ceiifro divicU's AB extor-

iially in r.itio /,-
: 1.

27. (.0(7, 1); (//)AD = DB.
30. (2, 1).

31. rii
15. Tlio point (-,< cos .,, - a [V2. x'+,r- -2h (x - „)-2k(,t~b)

-:=5f^

^W
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33.

35.

37.

40.

41.

s/13"

.SI. !_ _
2m '

85. yr2-...2_r«^'= 0.

42. fun

3..;^-8..'y-;iv-Jo.

-1 8^/213

23
43.

4(>.

49.

r.7.

09.

74.

76.

77.

y= 2ancl 15.r +8^/^:3].

(n + r-g, b + d-h).
163, +9.1/ + 04-0 and 239r

r>73i/+ 1112 = 0.

x- + }f-{hx + h,j) = 0.

x'+>f>-lQx + [)= {).

-117
cos —

.

20

Tho circle 3(.'j-+ ,/-) + «,,.;.

10;/ .92.

3 (.<;•• + 2/0 -2<6 (,.• + ;/)__ 2a'.

8r>. a''+/-2a(.,
, ,/) + „•-_(».

88. .rHi/-- 2 (,.: + _,/).

92. 59(..^+i/--)--14(.,- + 2,/)..
740.

io,->. - b<--\-i-<i-\-(th

n+'' + C '

</' + 6H«^' + /< + .-.>+.>/)

(t + /> + c.

108. Qr -iPy- -^kkxy + iK'-
it') if 0.

"»'>• 18 - 4..- --3,/, (J - ,V + 4v,
5 r»

^
.»•' + ;/-' -(U--4// + 8-0.
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